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During the past two decades, the field of social work has experienced an increased
e
with various client systems. This
awareness of the roie gender plays in s e ~ c delivery

practicum report details the process ofworhg with couples f?om a ferninia uifonned
structural therapy perspective. This intementive approach was based on theoretical
assumptions of structural therapy that were supplemented by feminist social work practice

principles.

The practicum took place in Des Moines, Iowa, at the Farnily Counseling Center.
Fourteen low incorne couples received conjoint therapy services. Some couples attended
more regularly than others with the number of sessions ranging fiom one to seventeen.
An open-ended questionnaire was used for both initial and final therapy sessions.

Additionally, the Dyadic Adjustment Scale was utilized as an evaluation and assessrnent
tool.
Evaluation results of this practicum could be descnbed as primarily formative

in nature and were obtained throughout the process of therapy with the clients at FCC.
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a A P T E R ONE: CNTRODUCZTON

During the past twenty years, the profession of social work has experienced an
increased awareness of the role gender plays in s e ~ c delivery
e
with various client systems.
As a n n i l t ofthis awareness, feminist theorists have worked to develop practice methods and

strategies that take into account the impact of gender on clients and their presenting problems.
Feminist social work has a relatively young history, approximately 25 years, and much has yet

to be researched and writtenin this area, partinilady as it relates to specific practice models.
The major purposes of a practicum are twofold: to develop clinical skills and to
evaluate the efficacy of a specified practice mode1 (Master of Social Work Handbook, The

U of M, 1993/94). The clinical practicum that was undertaken and will be the focus of this
report was feminist informed stnictural therapy with couples (Minuchin, 1974, 198 1, 1984;

Bricker-Jenkins, 1991, 1989). This practicum took place at the Family Counseling Center in
Des Moines,Iowa The practicum started on January 20, 1995 and ended on September 25,
1995.

The practice mode1 utilized in this practicum was the result of the combining of
structural family therapy interventions (Minuchin 1974, 198 1, 1984) with assumptions of
feminist social work theory put forth by Mary Bricker - Jenkins (Bricker-Jenkins, 1989,
1991). This combination resulted in a theoretical practice mode1 that offered both specific

interventive strategies and an underiying philosophy to guide work with client systems.
As a graduate student in clinical social work, 1 had several Ieaming goals for this

practicum:
1. To leam and develop effective, ferninid idomed structural therapy skills in working with
couples
2. To question the role ofgender and power in the relationships of the couples 1worked with
at the F d y Counseling Center
3. To develop meanin@ and usefùl thenipeutic relationships with the clients 1 worked with
at the FCC
4. To implement and evaluate the ments of a feminist infonned structural approach to
working with couples
5. To seek feedback fiom my supervisor and implement suggestions in working with clients.
6. To use supervision and audiotape analysis to continually evaluate my practice approach-

The literature suggests that up until the late 1970's, gender and its implications for
client systems was essentially ignored by the social work profession. Now, however, feminist
social work literature is filling books, articles, and classrooms and as a result, we now have

a solid foundation to build upon. The rationale behind utilizing Bricker - Jenkins (BrickerJenkins, 1991, 1989) work combined with a structural approach (Minuchin, 1984, 1981,
1974) was that this approach would be more useful and responsive to the needs of clients in

a way that previous treatment approaches were not.
This report will outline, in detail, the clinical practice experience of a graduate level
social work student. Chapter two is a literature review of systems theory, structural family
therapy, and feminist social work practice. This chapter will address the basic concepts of

each theory and their applicability to various client systems. Current research in the area of
feminist practice and conjoint therapy will also be reviewed.
The third chapter will focus on describing the clinicai intervention, details of the
practicum setting, and agency procedures.

Chapter four wiil wnsist of a thorough discdon of what 1 discovered whne working
with couples utilking a feminist informed stcuctural approach. More specifically, 1 will
attempt to answer the question, "What does a feminist infomed structural approach look
like?" Throughout the practicum experience, a number of common themes emerged. This
chapter will detail the Following themes and provide an analysis of their theoretical
implications: b o u n d w definition; psychological and physical safety for women;substance
abuse; division of labour, the concept of hierarchy in the couple relationship and implications

for parenting, intirnacy, and disclosure; gender roles and expectations; and family of origin
codicts. In addition to the discussion of common themes, chapter four will detail the specific

interventive strategies utilized in this clinical setting. The interventive strategies included:
actualizing transactional pattern; marking boundaries; assigning tasks; reframing; vaiidating;
explonng clients belief system; attending to the power dynamics in the relationship; mobiliting
resources; educating; enacting and empowering clients.

In chapter five, the evaluation process of this clinical intervention will be detailed.
The results of the Dyadic Adjustment Scale and open ended questionnaires will be presented
followed by an analysis of the meaningfulness of these evaluation results. In addition, this
chapter will include a discussion of the evaluation of student progress. Student progress was
monitored by weekly supervision, audio tapinglanalysis, weekly clinical staffings, case

consultations, and informal client feedback Chapter five concludes with a bnef review of the
literature on feminist s u p e ~ s i o nin clinical settings and the appropriateness of the supervision
given the theoretical approach utilized in this practicum.

The concluding chapter of this practicum report wiil detail the progress toward
achieving the leaniing goals and objectives outlined in chapter one.

The chosen intervention for this clhical praaicum was developed by combining
interventions fiom structurai fiimiIy therapy with feminist therapy principles. This chapter wiii
discuss the theoretical assumptions of systems theory, structurai f d y therapy, feminist
therapy and wili conclude with a discussion of cunent research findings as they relate to
therapeutic work with couples.
Systems Theory: Theoretical Assumptions
General systems theory was developed due to a dissatisfaction with traditional
reductionistic

- mechanistic explanations of change.

Ludwig von BertalanfSr is usually

credited with the introduction of systems concepts to the field of biology (Steinglass,
198 7:3 0). His belief was t hat certain questions in biological science, specifically those

questions related to growth and development, required new and different approaches- Von
BertalanffYs theory was initiaiiy applied to the field of biology, however, almost si*

years

after systems concepts were first introduced, general systems theory has been utilized in a

number of diverse fields such as mrnrnunity planning, cornputer science, farnily therapy, and
social work (Steinglass, l987:3O).

The introduction of systems theory in social work has eased the tension between the
two perspectives of individuai development and environmental factors. The use of systems
concepts has allowed social worken to take a broader view which includes both perspectives

(Rodway, 1986:s16). A systems approach shifts the focus from the individual to interactionThere are three prhary attributes that distinguish systems approaches fiom others. First, the
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client - worker attention is expandeci to include ail relevant systems. Second, individuals are
viewed as active, purposefûl, and goai seeking. Fhally, interventive procedures are
reoriented towards releasing growth, adaptive transactions, and improved environments
(Germain, 1983). In the field of family therapy, the systems perspective has been encouraged
for simüar reasow. An adequate explanation of the identified problem is best achieved within
a context of knowledge of the systemic issues faced by a f d l y and treatrnent is best planned
if one keeps in mind the effect of various interventions on the family system (Steinglas,
l987:3 1).

Systems theory is comprised of a number of key concepts. The central concept is the

sysfem. A system is described as " a set of objects, together with relationships between
objects and between their attributes" (Heam, 1979:335). The concepts of systems theory that
are most relevant to social work include: open versus closed systems; boundaries; tension;
feedback and purposive systems; change and stability; morphostasis and morphogenesis;

subsystems; and differentiation(Compton and Galaway, 1989: 125). The application of t hese
çystems concepts to pnictice is the focus of this section. The work of Peter Steinglass (1987)
is particularly helpful in focusing on the elements of a family systems theory. Much of the
literature on systems theory is of a generic nature and Steinglass takes more of a family
centered approach. General systems theory defines a system as a series of elements arranged
in some consistent and enduring relationship with one another - the key to this definition is

consistency in relationships. Key notions in general systems theory include wholemess,
organization, and relationships (Steinglass, 1987:34). FamiIy systems theory, in contrast,
applies general systems concepts to the family realm with the recognition that living systems,
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like families, tend to become more complex over time and have the ability to reproduce
themselves (S teingliw, 1987:34).

The primary goals of fmily systems theory are: a description of the unique
organi2ational characteristics of families; an identification of the dynamic qualities of family
fûnctioning and f h l y structures that help fünüies regdate the constancy of their intemal and
external relationships; and a description of family growth and development with particular
emphasis on the factors that rnake pattemed growth possible (Steinglass, l987:M). Given
the above goals, the three core concepts of family systems theory are organization,

morphostasis, and morphogenesis.

ORGANIZATION
The concept of organization is findamental to systems theory and has played an
important role in the evolution of family systems theory. Initially researchers focused on
pathological communication among family members.

As the importance of f h l y

organization became better understood, researchers began to recognize that problems tend
to occur when the organization of a system is cofised ( B r d i n et al., 1992: 126). While the

concept of organization is central to family systems theory, a wide variety of family therapy
models have emerged with organization as a core component. Well known examples of
t heories include structurai and

strategic family therapy models (Breunlin et al., 1992:126).

Generally, three pnnciples are used to describe the organization of a system: wholeness,
boundaries, and hierarchy.

Wholeness refers to the notion that the whole is greater than the sum of its partsThis translates into the belief in family systems theory that no single element or subgroup of
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elements within the family can be thought of as acting independently (Steinglass, l987:36).
This holistic approach results in using descriptive rather t han causative language when
attempting to understand family behaviour.

The concept of wholeness encourages

practitioners to utilize goodness of fit models rather than linear, cause and effect models
(Steinglass, l987:3 7).
A 0011rM'nyis a constmct that specifies what is inside or outside the system (Rodway,
1986516). The concept of boundary implies the separateness of a system tiom a larger

system and yet a belongingness to that suprasystem (Becvar and Becvar, 1993:71). Simply
stated, boundaries are the 'rules' of a system. Boundaries act as gatekeepers to the system;
buffenng information coming Rom outside the system and screening it for compatibility with

a family's value system. The use of family maps and genoçrams, for example, illustrate how
this metaphorical construct can be and is used to describe family organization. Solid or
dotted lines indicate the level of permeability of a system's boundaries. Permeability of

boundaries refers to the ease or difficulty that outside persons (ie: family members, fiends,
CO-workers)or elements experience in moving into or out of a given family system
(Steinglass, 1987:37). It is generally recognized that al1 healthy systems have well-defined,
semi-permeable boundaries (Compton and Galaway, 1989:127). Boundaries are not visible
and thus must be inferred from the repeated patterns of behaviour in a system. A family
systems perspective pays as much attention to the nature of intemal family boundaries as it
does to the boundaries between the family and its extemal environment (Steinglass, 1987:38).

Hierarchy, the third principle related to the organization of a system, ranks the
relative power and authority of individuals and subsystems in a family and indicates the
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boundaries between them (Walters et al., 1988:W). This notion is based on the premise that
the familys intemal organizational characteristics are such that its various subsystems can be

thought ofas arrangeci in a hierarchical Eishion The specifics of the hierarchy, in t u a dictate
the t'unctionai properties of the various system (Steinglass, 1987:39). Family systems t heory
is interested in the intemal hierarchies within families as well as assessing the extemal,
environmental hierarchies that impact upon a given family system.

MORPH'STASIS

The second core concept of family systems theory is that of morphostasis.
Morphostasis describes a system's tendency towards stability, a state of dynamic equilibrium
(Becvar and Becvar l5)93:72). This morphostatic concept refers to the fact that families
behave in pattemed and predictable fashions due to regulatory principles. One primary

metaphor that has been used to descnbe the regulatory function of families is family
homeostasis. Family homeostasis is a construct that addresses the structures and behaviors

used by the family system to deal with a potentially destabilizing force in the environment.
The emphasis is on the maintenance of an internally constant environment in the face of
external change (Steinglass, 1987:39).

Family homeostasis can be looked at as the

component of family life that is responsible for keeping family systems on an even keel.
However, the concept of homeostasis has been criticized as it tends to ignore the fact that a
system cannot not change

-

a system is an ernergent entity (Compton and Galaway,

1989:130). This critique recognizes the forces of stability and their utility but also sees

change forces as inevitable.

The third core concept of family systems theory is morphogenesis. Morphogenesis
refea to the systern - enhancing behaviour that allows for growth, creativity, innovation, and
change, al1 of which are characteristic of functional systems (Becvar and Becvar, 1993:72).
Growth and change are two te-

that have been used interchangeably. In the context of

rnorphogenesis, however, they have diffèrent meanings. The tenn change is most often
conceptualized as a systemic response to an event or process that is disrupting the fmily
homeostasis. The response may lead to organizational alterations rather than leading the
family back to a prior status quo situation (Steinglass, 1987:47). Growth is a terni that is
reserved for more predictable types of change such as the family life cycle.
The f ~ l life
y cycle model was initially created by sociologists, Duval1 and Hili in the
late 1940's. The Duval1

- Hi11 mode1 was derived corn an application of Erïckson's

psychosocial development mode1 (1963) to families. Families were seen as moving through

clearly defined developmental stages. Within each developmental stage were certain tasks to
be accomplished by family memben (Steinglass, 1987:48). A more clinically - oriented family
life cycle model has been proposed by Caner and McGoldnck (1989). These theorists

modified the Duvail - Hill model to reflect more of a fâmily systems perspective instead of a
structural-finctional sociological approach (Steinglw, 1987:s1). The development of family
life cycle models has not been without criticism. As variations in family systems continue to
l

emerge, the characteristics of life cycles becorne more and

more unique and individualized.

Steinglass suggests that there is roorn for a new generation of family life cycle approaches that
deal more directly with the circularity and continuity of fmily development (Steinglass,

LI
198752).

Feminist cnticisms of traditional f d l y life cycle models exist and will be

addressed later in the paper.

The concept ofmorphogenesis implies system growth In order for farnily systems
to grow and change, infiormation is required. Some family systems theorists see information

as so central to the healthy functioning of a farnily system that they focus almost exclusively
on the concept both as the basis for a theoretical model and an approach to therapeutic
intervention (S teinglass, l987:M).

The purpose of the preceding discussion was to outline

three core concepts of family systems theory. Although systems theory can be used to

describe the relationships between theones and hurnan behaviors and c m tell us where to
focus our energies if we want to understand events or m a k changes, it cannot tell us what
to do to a make those changes (Becvar and Becvar, 1993:12). Family therapists, while
embracing the same fundamental concepts of systems theory, may differ significantly in their
clinical approaches to families. It has been argued that the pnmary difference in approaches

is the result of how therapists choose to interpret the most fùndamental of systems concepts:
the concept of organization (Steinglass, 198755). One of the most widely known and

utilized versions of family systems theory is the structural family therapy model developed by
Minuchin (1974, 1981, 1984).

Stmctural Family Thernpy
Structural family therapy provides a tool for helping people see the patterns,

processes, and transactions of the family system. This approach is usehl in giving
practitioners detinite ideas about the process of therapy (Becvar, 1993:189). The structural
approach is also one ofthe most heavüy researched models of family therapy. Its efficacy has
been demonstrated with a variety of f h l y problems such

mis

farnilies with an anorexic

member, families with a chemically addicted member, families of low socioeconomic status,
and alcoholic families (Becvar and Becvar, 1993:190).

Structurai fàmily therapy sees the family as an integrated whole - as a system. There
is dso recognition that fimilies are part of larger systems ie ) communities which will impact
upon the immediate family system. In structural theory, there are three key concepts:
structure, boundaries, and subsystems.
Structure refers to the invisible set of rules and expectations that organize the way

in which a family interacts. There are three important dimensions to structure: (1) the
family's ~rga~zational
charactenstics ;(2) the patteming of family transactions over time as
a measure of the interna1 developrnent of a family system and ; (3) the family's response to

stress (Steinglass, 198759). Family structure is made up of the rules, roles, and patterns that

can be observed and tracked over time. The key to understanding a family structure is
o b s e ~ n gthe processes within and between the various subsysterns (Becvar and Becvar,
1993:191). In structurai therapy, symptoms are viewed as evidence of a failure to
accommodate some developmental requirement (Basham, 1992:25 1).
Stnictural f d l y therapy identifies three primary su bsystems: the spouse subsystem,
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the parental subsystem, and the sibling subsystem. Along with the concept of subsynems is
that of hierarchy and the belief in the necessity for appropriate boundaries between
generations (Minuchin and Fishrnan, 198 1:17).

Each subsystem provides différent

oppomuiities for family memben. The spousal subsystem is created when two adults corne
together for the purpose of becoming a fmily. The processes involved in forming a spousal
subsystem are accommodation and negotiation of roles and expectations. One of the spousal

subsystem's most vital tasks is the development of boundanes that protect spouses (Minuchin
and Fishman, 1981:17). The parental subsystem exists around issues and hnctions of

childrearing. It is from this base that children leam to deal with authority and to interact in
situations in which authority is unequal (Becvar and Becvar, 1993:193). The sibling
subsystem forms a child's first peer group. It is within this subsystem that children develop
their own transactional patterns for negotiating, cooperating, and competing (Minuchin and
Fishman, 1981:19).

The relationships within and between the vanous family subsystems

define the structure of the family. Hierarchy refers to an arrangement between subsystems

while terms such as alliance and coalition refer to arrangements within subsystems. The
presence of coalitions within subsystems and clear boundanes between subsystems enhance
the secunty and well being of the family (Becvar and Becvar, 1993:195).
The third key concept of structural family therapy is boundaries. The concept of
boundary has already been defined in the previous section and will be discussed now as it
relates to Minuchin's structural approach. The boundaries of a particular system are "the niles
defining who participates and how" (Minuchin, 197453). Ideally, in a structural family
model, fmilies would have clear, permeable boundaries in order to grow and prosper. Clanty
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ofboundaries becomes a major parameter of evaluating the fmily's level of functioning and
this concept prescribes "appropriate"separateness between individual family members and
betweengenerations (Walters et al., 1 988%).

There are three types of boundaries that are

describeci in Minuchin's approach to f d i e s . Clear boundaries are firm yet flexible; members

o f a farnily are supported and nurtured and given a certain amount of autonomy. Rigid
boundaries imply a disengagement within and between systems. Families with diffise
boundaries are characterized as having enmeshed relationships. There is generally too much
negotiation and accommodation by al1 members which results in a loss of autonomy and
independence (Becvar and Becvar, 1993:196).
Minuchin's structural theory is primady concemed with the organizational structure
of a family. Structural maps of the Eimily wist practitioners in assessing boundanes as clear,
difise, or ngid and transactional styles as enrneshed o r disengaged (Minuchin, 1974:130).

Structurai f m i l y therapy is generally described as occumng in three overlapping

phases. In the first phase, the therapist joins the family. In phase two, the therapist maps the
underlying family structure and in the third phase, the therapist intervenes to transform the
family structure (Minuchin?1974). Generally, the strategies utilized in structural family
therapy can be descnbed as: a) joining and accommodating; b) working with interaction; C)
diagnosing; d) highlighting and modiFying interactions; e) boundary marking; and f ) adding
cognitive constructions (Minuchin and Fishan, 1981). For the structural family theorist, the
ideal family builds on a spousal subsystem in which each accommodates, nurtures, and
supports the uniqueness of the other. This ideal family would face expected or unexpected
crisis by facilitating necessary changes in structure. Essentially al1 structural family t heot-ists

1s

believe that problems are maintained by problematic farnily structures. Therapy is directed
at altering farnily structure so that the family can solve the problems. The goal is structural
change and generally, problem solving is a by - product of this systemic goal (Nichois,
1984:485).

To conclude, farnily systems theory is a usefiil fiamework from which to Mew
interactions and functioning. Structural family therapy, a widely recognized intervention
based on systems concepts, has been researched and deemed effective in working with
vanous client populations. Because of the relatively favorable research findings and the
systemic nature of structurai therapy, this theory was assessed as an appropriate intervention

for working with couples.
However, no theoretical approach is without crïticism and family systems and
structural family therapy are no exceptions. What follows is a discussion of feminist
approaches to family therapy and a critique of family systems theory.
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Feminism and FamiIy Thenpy

Ferninist theory and systerns theory share some basic piemises, however, there are
considerable differences. The need for a faninist analysis of systems theory is summed up by

Viewed fiom feminist eyes, a f h l y focus that ignores the dysfiinction of the
sociocultural system is equally as narrow as an intrapsychic focus on an identified
patient that ignores the pnmaiy dyshnction in the family system (Lemer, 198850)Feminist family therapy models differ from other models of practice in that they
examine how gender roles and stereotyping affect individuals within families, relationships
between individuals in the family, relationships between the fmily and society, and
relationships between the family and the therapist (Goodrich et al., 1988:12). Most feminist
formulations emphasize the sharing of power in the therapeutic relationship and there is a
demand for a more political, institutional, and gender -sensitive viewpoint (Wheeler et al.,
1989:138). One of the distinguishing characteristics of feminist family therapy is the focus

on changing funily structures, due to an acknowledgement of structural inequitites, to enable

women and men to participate in family life as equal and intimate pannes (Wheeler et al.,
1989:138).

The purpose of this clinical practicum was to develop skills consistent with a feminist
social work perspective. Feminist social work practice goes beyond a nonsexist or women's

issues orientation. Feminist practice attempts to link the personal and political dimensions of
human expenence and action both theoretically and methodologically (Bricker-Jenkins et al.,
1991:272). Feminist social work principles include eliminating false dichotomies and art ificial

separations, reconceptualizing power, valuing process as equally important as product,

+
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validating, renamllig and beiiewig that the penonal is political (VanDenBergh and

Cooper, l986:4). In order to understand the necessity ofa feminist Nomied approach, one

needs to look no fiirther than the early titeratwe on f d y dynamics and f d y therapy.
Historically, W

y therapy modeis have given limiteci attention to the issue of gender.

Eariy research on the f@y ideritined the overinvolved mother as the source of pathology in
the schkophrenic client (Hare-Mustin, 1978:1 83). Fuither research suggested that it was
most appropnate for males to LEU the instrumental roles and females to take more
expressive roles within the family. These stereotyped sex roles were, in turn, used by
researchers and therapists to establish patterns of normative family fünctioning (HareMustin, 1978:183). In order to restore the family to a healthier level of functioning, family

therapists often intentionally or unwittingly reinforced stereotypic role assignments for man,
the doer, and woman, the nurturer, assuming that these traditional roles were the basis for

heaithy farnily relationships (Elare-Mustin,1978:184).

Much of the early fàmily therapy titerature evolved fiom the value systern of families
in the 1940s and 1950s. Major changes have taken place within families since that time,
however, a correspondhgchange in f d y therapy practice has been slow to emerge. In one
of the seminal articles of ferninist family t herapy, Hare Mustin (1 978) challenged not only the

theories of family therapy, but the very concept of f M l y itself. She argued that families have

systematically used women as objects of gratification at the expense of women's own
development (Hare-Mustin, 1978:183). The result of this pattern is that families have tended
to be more beneficid for men than for women (Goldner, 1985, Luepnitz, 1988, Waiters et al.,
1988).

One of the most dramatic structural changes that has taken place in the farnily has
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been the entry of women into the world of paid work outside the family sphere (J3ue-

Mustin, 1986:17). Additionally, the incfease in divorce and r e d a g e has led to the
emergence of various f ~ l fonns
y - single parent familes, remarrïed couples with children,
and serial Iive in relationships. There has also been a postponement of chiidbearing and

increased awareness by women of their own sexuaiity and their power over their own bodies.
Furiher, there has been an increased recognition of a woman's nght to control reproduction
(Walters et al., 1988: 15). Given the changes that have occurred in families in the last thirty
years, it is not surprishg that many f a d y therapy models are considered inappropriate for

the m e n t rrality of families. Family therapy models have accepted prevailing gender roles
and accepted a traditional famiiy model, ignoring its oppression of women. The failure to
recognize these diflicufties has resulted in theory, practice and training that are oppressive to

women (Goodnch et ai., l988:Zg).

Feminist farnily therapists have begun to point out the biases against women in f a d y
b

-

systems models and interventions (Ault Riche, 1986; Braveman, 1988;Bricker-Jenkins,

1991;Enns, 1993;Goldner, 1985; Goodrich et al., 1988 ;Hare - Mustin, 1978, 1986, 1989,
1991; Howard, 1992; James et al., 1983; Laird, 1995; Libow et ai., 1982; Luepnitz, 1988;

McGoldnck et al., 1989; Pilalis et al., 1986; Rabin, 1994; Sheinberg and Penn, 1991;
VanDenBerg, 1995; and Walters et al., 1988). Central to feminist therapy is the recognition
that the traditional intrapsychic model of human behaviour fails to recognize the importance

ofthe social conte* as a determiner ofbehaviour and that the sex roles prescribed by society
for fernales and males disadvantage women (Hare-Mustirz, 1978:181). Feminist theory can

offer faMly therapy a way of formulating a theoretical category of gender and the means of
developing a critical and histoncal knowledge of t he family (Luepnitz, 1988:4). According

to Walters (1990). there are four components within a feminist perspective of therapy. The

first component is the conscious inclusion of the experience of women growing up and
relating to men,each other and Iarger social institutions, working, raising familes and aging
in a society largely shaped by the male experience. The second component involves a critique

of current traditional family therapy practices that Iead to the devaiuing of women.
Integration of feminist theory and theories from wornen's studies into current psychological
theory is the ttiird component of a feminist therapy model. Finally, Walters suggests there is

a need to utilize female modes and models in the continuing expansion and development of
theory and practice (Walters, WO:S 1).

The indMduals who are responsible for the creation of the Women's Project in Family
Therapy have developed a set of guidelines for clinicians wishing to utilize a feminist
perspective. Walters et ai. (1988) suggest that therapists should
1) identify the gender messages and social constructs that condition behaviour and

sex roles
2) recognize the real limitations of fernale access to social and economic resources
3) develop an awareness ofsexist thinking that constricts the options of women to
direct their Iives
4) acknowledge that women have been sociaiized to assume pcimary responsibility for
family relationships
5) recognize the dilemmas and conflicts ofchildbemg and childrearing in Our society
6) develop an awareness of patterns that split the women in families as they seek to
acquire power through relationships with men
7) afnrm values and behaviors characteristic of women
8) recognize and support possibilities for women outside of marriage and f ~ l y
9) recognize the basic principle that no intervention is gender free and that every
intervention will have a different meaning for each sex (Walters et al., 1988:28).

-

These suggestions are usehl fiom both a theoretical and cünical perspective. From

a clinical perspective, they identify a number of issues that could be addressed in both the
assessrnent and intervention phases of therapy with couples. The basis of a feminist
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intervention is a feminist conceptuaiization of the problem (Walten et al., 1988:26). An

awareness of how fàmily therapists have used systems concepts to disadvantage women lads

to a reformulation of the process and goals of clinicai practice. The following section will
address feminist critiques of systems concepts.

Systerns Theory : A Feminist Critique

The first section of this proposal detailed some of the fùndamental concepts of
systems t h e o ~ .Many of these concepts have been criticized and consequently refomulated
by feminist h d y therapists. Generally, systems theory has beencriticized as being ahistorical,

abstract, and apolitical. The emphasis on concepts such as circular causality has led to
systems theory virtually ignoring gender inequality within the family (McGoldrick et al.,
1989: 136). Family dysfùnction is typically seen as the result of interpersonal dynamics and

by ignoring social forces, family therapists participate in maintaining their negative

consequences.
Hare-Mustin (1986) argues that our therapeutic constructions are based on society's
male nom and fernale complementation. As a result, the models that have been developed

to work with families reveal widespread gender prejudice. One form of prejudice exaggerates
the differences between groups of people. Hare-Mustin refers to this type of prejudice as
alpha prejudice. The other form of prejudice, tends to ignore differences when they really do

exist This type is referred to as beta prejudice and systems theory suffers from this prejudice
(Hare-Mustin, 1987:20). Systems theory has been accused of rendering the farnily an abstract
and mechanistic structure. Family dysfunction is viewed as an intemal event, an intrafamily

problem that is independent of context (McGoldrick et al., 1989:68). The dificulty with this
perspective is that if we alter intemal farnily fiinctioning without concem for the social,
economic and political context, we are in complicity with the society to keep the family

unchanged (McGoIdrick et al., 1989:68). Along with the above more general critiques of
systems theory are more specific concems regarding concepts such as complementanty,
circularity, hierarchy, neutrality, and boundaries.
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Complementarity is said to &st in systerns when reciprocal roles "fit" with each other
or are in a hamonious balance (Hartrnan and Laird, 198329 1). Complementarity has to do
with the inductive nature of interactional patterns: that is, how the behavioun of one person
induce the other into behaviors that complement them and visa versa (Walters et al.,
l988:23). The importance of maintaining c~mplernenta~ty
in a fmily system is used as a

reason to assign women roles that complement those of men. From a feminist perspective,
this concept is somewhat problematic in that systems therapy seeks balance and equilibrium
for the W l y unit without addressing the unequal access of each individual to choice of role
(Walters et al., 1988:23). As a result of this pattern, women get assigned to roles that men

choose not to fill. Complementarity glosses over the fact that women are regularly and
ultimately at a disadvantage as their living arrangement has been stnictured by law, social
custom, and reiigious doctrine (Goodrich et al., 1988:16). Complementarity is ofien used as

a means for making the less powerful party feel tine about being so thus the reality of the
structured oppression is dismissed. The feminist critique of the concept of complementarity
is summed up by Hare Mustin:

Systems approaches, by viewing the family members as equal, interacting parts in
recursive complernentarities, tend to ignore differences in power, resources, needs and
interests among farnily members. Such theoties regard the nondifferential treatment
of family memben as equal treatment, assuming that men and women in the normal
family are at the same hierarchical level (Hare-Mustin, 1987:2 1).
The concept of circular causality highlights the fact that one family members'
behaviour both affects and is affected by the behaviour of the other. Any behaviour or
emotion is seen as only part of the circular, causal sequence (Rodway, 1986527). This
concept is problematic in that recursive patterns of behaviour serve to make everyone equally
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responsible for everything or no one accountable for anything (Goodrich et al., 1988:17).
Feminist therapy tends to view causation in a more linear fashion than system theory.
Societal sex role expectations, male dominated farnily structures, and unequal power
distribution in the larger society are some of the causal factors that exist pnor to their
oppressive effects on women. Consequently, these antecedents are viewed as the causes of
behavior (Libow et al., 1986:8).

One of the most cornpelling arguments against circular

causality is in the area of wife battering. The reasoning of circular causality would suggest
that battering takes place as a result of interpersonai dynamics and that both parties are
responsible for the abusive behaviour. What circular causaiity does not address is the fact that
family dysfùnction, as an antecedent, can be attributed to larger social influences which

encourage inequality on the basis of sex (Wheeler et al., 1989:136). Playing a part in the
interaction does not necessady mean playing an equal part. A feminist model of therapy
recognizes that questioning that proports to be "neutral", "circular", or "systemic", oftentimes
implies one-sided responsibility or blarne (Walters et al., 1988:22). In a feminist model,
questioning would focus on the systemic factors that may contribute to the pattern of
interaction without ignoring the individual responsibility for behaviour(Wa1ten et al.,
1988:22).

Hierarchy is a fiindamentai organizing principle in systems theory. Hierarchy generally
refers to the ranking and relative authority of the individuals and subsystems within a family
(Wdters et al., 1988:24). In structural family therapy models, one's position on the hierarchy
is determined by one's age. Goldner (1991) reviewed classic family therapy literature in order
to detemine how gender was ignored as a principle of family organization. Her investigations
led to the conclusion that by denying the centrality of gender for family relations, the field of
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f a d y therapy codd avoid conftonting the issue of gender inequdity in family Iife (Goldner,
1991:48). One of the most significant essumptions that resulted fiom the absence of a gender

category was the belief that spouses, by vimie of being fiom the same generation were, by

definition, equais. Because the reality ofgender inequity was not addressed in the eariy family
therapy literahire, fhi1y therapists were somewhat protected fiom the ethical dilemmas that
the field of family therapy was not prepared to face (Goldner, 1991). Goldner's articulation
of the significance of a gender dimension in family therapy is usefùl:
Gender and the gendering of power are not secondary mediating variables
~@cthgfamily life; they c o m f n ~family
c ~ life in the deepest sense (Goldner,
199156).

A further problem that feminist theorists have pointed out is that the concept of

hierarchy as it is currently taught in family therapy otlen does not leave room for the female
styie of decision making in a more consensual or collective manner or for exerting authority
more through relationship than through the explicit use of power (Walters et al., 1988:24).
Neutrality is a position advocated by systems theorists in order to make family
members feel that they are being sided with and not against in the process of therapy. This
stance parallels other systemic constnicts aimed at holding either everyone or no one
responsible. When issues in therapy are sexist in nature, the therapist perpetuates the
inequality by being evenhanded (Goodrich et al., 1988:18). There have been challenges to
the position of neutrality advocated by a systems perspective. Formulations of therapy that
I

tout themselves as being gender-free or neutral are, in reality, sexist because they reproduce
the social pretence that there is equality between men and women (Walters et al., 1988: 17).

Systems theory utilizes the concept of boundary to indicate what is part of the system
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and what is not. Boundaries presrrii appropriate separateness between family members,
generations, and the nuclear family as a whole (Breunlin et al., 1992:27). Ideaiiy a family
would have clear, permeable boundaries which allow information to enter and leave the
W e m According to one feminist perspective, one of the primary purposes of the concept
of boundaries in fmily systems is to protect the hierarchies in the family (Goodrich et al.,
1988: 149).

Ln clinical practice, the concept of boundaries is often misinterpreted due to a

faiiure to recognize female understandings of relatedness (Walters et al., 1988:24). As a
result of this misinterpretation, women in therapy oflen find themselves labelled as
ovennvolved or enmeshed. Perhaps some of the negative labelling of women ie) fused,
enmeshed can be attnbuted to the lack of positive language to describe intimacy and
co~ectionin human relationships. Accordhg to Bograd (1988), fùsion and enmestunent are

technically to be used to descnbe transactional patterns. However, it is not uncommon for
these terms to be used to descnbe individual women in relationships with other family
members ie) the enmeshed mother.

Much has been witten concerning the development of women and men. Women's
primary experience of the self is relational, thus individual growth for women does not
neccessitate diluting intense relationships or disengaging fiom the system. For women, the
self often develops within a context of relatedness, not by separating fiom it (Bograd,
1988:74). So what does this mean for clinical practice? According to Bograd,

From this perspective, intense and pervasive interpersonai comectedness
is not necessarily dysfùnctional. Women's primary need for attachent
is not equivalent to pathological dependency; the desire for intense
emotional c o ~ e c t i o nis not equivalent to fbsion; and responsiveness to
others given a fluid but substantial self is not equivaient to poor or
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nonexisitant boundaries (Bogd, 1988:74).
From the current research avaifable, ii seems apparent that one of the most
problematic pieces of systems theory for feminist practitioners is the neglect of the
sociocultural system as target area for change. Although both systerns theory and feminist

approaches ernphasize the interwoven nature ofthe individual and the individual's broader
context, feminists dehe the broader context to include not only the mukigenerational fmily
but the societal system as well (Goldhor Lemer, 1988:SO). At the individual level, feminist

therapy seeks to facilitate the growth of strong, comptetent wornen who have control over
resources, while, at the same tirne, the societal goal of feminist therapy is to increase the
ability of women to work together to affect change in institutions thus enhancing their

collective access to power and resources (Libow et a l , 1986:8). Feminist approaches view
the antecedents to problems as significant in ternis of understanding casuation. Consequently,
it would follow that the sociocultural systems that impede growth and access to resources for

certain segments of the population would be a legitimate target of change in the process of

feminist therapy. It has been argued that the joining of family systems theory and feminist
thought results in the creation of a systemic feminist therapy that integrates the best of both
perspectives (Pilalis & Anderton, 1986:1 12).

More specifically, a systemic feminist

perspective would offer an understanding of the processes of change within family systems
and would address the links between the family structure and the existing social structure.

Feminism can provide the supplementary d y s i s required in fmily systems theory and family
systems theory provides feminism with a more developed understanding of the process of
problem formation and resolution (Libow et al., 1986:1 1).

By reformulating the assumptions of fmily therapy and qplying techniques
appropriately, family systems therapies can become important feminist interventions. Basic
considerations for integrating systems theory and feminism include: the feminist family
therapist modelling behaviour that is not constrained by gender stereotypes; therapists
engaging in an analysis of gender patterns in cooperation with the family; the therapist

assisting the fimily in examinhg how e s t thinking limits the options of individuals; and the
feminist therapist drawing tiom a variety of techniques and realizing that no intervention is
fiee of gender implications (Enns, 1993 :32).
Stnictural family therapy is one of the most utilized versions of systems theory. The

following discussion will look at some of the strengths and weaknesses of the structural
mode1 from a feminist perspective.
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Structural Therapy: A Feminist Critique
The structural approach to M

y therapy seeh to assist funilies in reorganizing to

decrease symptom development and to enhance the f d y ' s potential for growth. Some of
the more positive aspects of Minuchin's approach are that he does not overtly prescn'be sex

roles for men and women; there is a respect for non-traditional f h l y forms; he sees the role

of the therapist not as a doctor or healer but bat of a distant relative; there is a hope that
families will gain insight; and there is a concem for social and political issues outside ofthe
family as evidenced by Minuchin's work with economically disadvantaged families and
minority populations (Luepnitz, l988:58).

Despite these similarities, struaural approaches have been criticized for the use of the
unbalancing technique which serves to disadvantage women The unbalancing technique
essentially involves putting pressure on or attacking one member of the farnily with the intent

of resonating change in the entire system. Oftiirther concern with the structural model is the
fact that there is a conceptual framework and vocabulary for addressing organizational

patterns, boundaries and subsystems but the model has yet to apply this fiamework to the
dimension of gender (Walsh et al.,1989:27). Issues related to family of origin are not typically

addressed in structurai therapy models. There is no attempt to assist clients in recog-g
how experiences in the family of origin infîuence current reaiïties. This omission has been
viewed as problematic by some feminist theorists as there is a belief that explicit attention to

one's personal history is as important to empowerment as attention to social history
(Luepnitz, 198858).

The primary target for change in a structurai model is the interna1 organization of a
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family. One of the more scrious drawbacks to this mode1 is the fact that without takins into
consideration the

extemal socialkation forces, a therapist may replicate the sexist

assumptions and expectations within the family itself Clinicians working fkom a structurai
perspective need to become aware ofthe gender implications of the positions they take and
the objectives that they set for therapy. Therapists can promote anictural changes by using
themselves in a variety of ways that are respectfil to al1 family memben (Walsh et al.,
2 989:29).

One of t he more troubling aspects of structural approaches is t hat structural principles
stem from structural functionalism

- a set of beliefs that is not entirely consistent with

ferninim. According to Goldner (1985), al1 family therapy schools owe many of their key
concepts to Talcott Parsons, an American sociologist known as the father of structural
functionalisrn. Basic categories for conceptualizing families such as the idea that the family
can be said to have a "stnicture" and that it performs particular "functions" that involve
"contracting" and "role negotiations" and that it must "adapt" to society ail are derivatives of
Parsons 'S work (Luepnitz, 1988:65). Structural fùnctionalism dominated American social
science during the 19Sû's and 1960's, the period of time in which the family therapy
rnovement began. As a result, the fùnctional analysis that the parts of society fit together like
organs to fonn an intact organism, has become integrated into the way we think about family
therapy (Luepnitz, l988:65).
Some ofthe concems with this worldview are that although fhctionalists can describe
how the parts of a system fit together, they cannot accurately describe how the pans could
be fundamentaily at odds with one another; the language of "function" and "dysfùnction" are
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viewed as dehumanizing in work with clients. FeminiStSpractitioners should remain cognizant

of utilking vague and mechanical language which may be used to defend the indefensible
(Luepnitz, 1988:68).
Given the convms of the structural ninctionalist underpimings of Minuchin's work,
it might seern unlikely that a feminist practitioner would utilize a structural approach to

working with couples. However, there are feminist practitioners who use elements of
structurai therapy in their work. What foilows is a discussion of how structural therapy, when

combined with feminist social work principles, provides clinicians with a powerful framework
for assessrnent, intervention, and evaluation.
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Feminist Informed Structural Therapy

*

During the course of researching feminist perspectives of social work practice, it
became clear that there is not just one feminist social work perspective. According to

Aithough there appears to be a cornmon set of principles and assumptions, there is no
one single approach to feminist practice. It must be viewed as an evolving and
collective endeavour of and by people who share a culture and world view quite
diaerent than that of ascendancy today, but who see themselves as able and willing
to work through the contradictions imposed by those differences (Bricker-Jenkins,
1988:254).

Despite the fact that the feminist therapy field is still relatively young and it is unlikely
that a single feminist approach will evolve, there is growing support for a broadening of the

therapeutic lens to include the dimension of gender. It has been suggested that by viewing
the couple unit through the systernic Iens and the sociocultural unit through the feminist lens,

a Mer assessrnent of gender dilemmas in a couple's relationship will result (Terry, 199220 1)-

The nature of the presenting problems introduced into therapeutic settings compels those
engaged in helping professions to acknowledge the role gender plays in the lives of of the?
clients. Many of the problems being descnbed by men and women in therapy often include
unspoken conflicts between their perceived stereotypes of gender and their experienced

psychological reality (Sheinberg and Penn, 1991:33).
Research has suggested that for men, being part of a married couple tends to be
associated with lower levels of mental distress than being single. In contrast, it is typically

manied women who show substantially higher rates of mental distress and they tend to seek
assistance fiom mental health professionals more often than men (Osborne, 1983:4). Further
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research indicates that mamed men experience more dissatisfaction in the mamage if their
wives work and women who work experience -ter

satisfaction in mamage; that 92% of

divorceci women keep their children; that single parent families are really female or mother

-

headed households, only one third of which receive financial support from the father of the

children; that of violent crimes cornmitted by a relative, 77% of the Mctims are women;and
that halfof al1 women with children wodq but earn 68% ofwhat men e a n (Walters, l990:62).

Such information has a direct bearing on the way farnily therapists intervene with couples and
families and provides support for the need to practice from a perspective that takes into
consideration the effects of one's gender.
Structural approaches provide ferninist therapists with powertùl tools for having an
impact on a vanety of systems. There are significant similarities between structural and
feminist approaches. Both models: share a mistrust in diagnostic labels and assume
cornpetence and health; focus on eliminating the symptom; look for observable and venfiable

change; utilize rnodelling as a therapeutic tool (Mirkin, 1990:96); view joining as a major
therapeutic technique; focus on the structure OC the nuclear family and the interplay between
the individual, family, and Society, and both approaches share a philosophical belief that much

of behaviour is determined by a defined structure that is inherent in relationships (Stone Fish,
19893 12). Farnily systems approaches do look at the context of familial interaction but they

fail to acknowledge the significance of gender role socialization and how this impacts upon
the family system. Feminist principles fil1 in the gaps of traditional family therapy theories and
take into account the issues of power, division of labour, and the sociopolitical context of the

couple.
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The f d s t literature that has proven to be most helpful in the mation of a femimst
informecl structural approach cornes Born a variety of sources (Ault-Riche, 1986; Bograd,
1984, 1986, 1987, 1990; Braverman, 1988; Goodnch et al., 1988; Goodnch, 1991; Hare-

Mustia, 1978, 1987, 1991; Laird, 1995; McGoldrick et al., 1989; Walters et al., 1988). In
addition to the aforementioned sources, the work of Mary Bricker-Jenkins was also vduable.
Bricker-lenkins' (1989, 1991) feminist social work propositions were developed during her
study of efforts by social work practitioners to integrate their feminist perspectives and
commitments wit h their practice theones and methods (Bncker-Jenkins, 1989:xviii). The
propositions that emerged through her work provide a usefil fiamework nom which to view
presenting problems. In addition, Bricker-Jenkins' work augments structural therapy by
broadening the therapeutic lens to encompass the gender dimension that has historicaiiy been
lacking in this approach.
The similadies beîween feminist theory and the person in environment perspective

of social work suggest that effective,meaningfùl clinical practice can result by combining the
two approaches. One of the most compelling similarities is the person in environrnenthhe

personal is political belief that both approaches share. Both espouse the need to focus on the
interface between the economic, social, psychologicai, and political realms of clients/client

systems (Collins, 1986:216). Bncker-Jenkùis' approach provides a set of assumptions about
the nature, process, and potential for transformation as weil as interventive strategies for
working with clients in a clinical setting. This particular mode1 is broken down into three

areas: basic philosophies, values and goals; human behaviour and the social environment; and
practice methods and relationships.

One ofthe prirnary concepts in Bricks-Jenkins work i s seEactualization and it is her
belief that the inhennt goal and purpose of human &stance is the coUedive endeavor of

self-actuaüzation(Bricker-Jenkins, 1991: 273). Simply stated, s e K a c t u ~ t i o nrefen to the
achievement of potential and feminist pcactitionersemphasize two dimensions of this concept:
collectivity and conditions. Accord-mg to Bncker-Jenkins,

Self-actualizationis viewed as a collective endeavor involvùig the creation of
conditions that fidiate it. It proceeds neçessariy corn social interactions and
within a sociopoüticai ma& Because aii things are seen as connected, selfactualization of one individual or group at the expense of another is presumed
to be not only morally wrong, but existeotialiy impossible Pricker-Jenkins,
199k274).
Since Bricker-Jenkins' work is the primary source of the feollnist component to the
chosen clinical intervention, her work is quoted here at length to accurately convey the core
assumptions and propositions of feminist informed social work practice. In her doctoral
work Bricker-Jenkins offered the propositions and asnimptions in the "spirit of tentativeness"
knowing that the participants in her study would interpret them differently in practice
(Bricker-Jenkins, 1988:179). In addition to identifjing core elements of feminist social work
practice, the following discussion also contains the analysis and interpretation based on my
experiences during the course of the cliical practicum. The core elements of ferninist social
work practice include:
1. nie inherent pqmse mtdgml ofhumcm existence is serf'kctdization; se~uc~~~alizatioion
is a collective endeavor involving the creation of conditions that enuble it.

In working with couples, it became clear that in order for them to reach their potential as a

couple, individual issues required attention as well. Clients did not idente "becomingseK
actualized" as a goal, however, they did want to make their relationships more loving and
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healthier. In order to assist clients in theu efforts to work on-theurelationships, 1 tried to
m a t e a safi supportive space whhk the therapeutic setting- Additiody, I saw my role as
not defining what clients needed, but helping them explore for themselves that which would
make their relationships more meaningnil, both et an individual and couple level.
2. ïhepurpaîe of smaI workpractice is to enabie serfktctuaIi~~onon
Giwn struch~raiund
ideological m e r s to serf~~cfi~ulikztiofi
practice must ndrjress itself eqdicitiy to them. AU
practice is inherently politicai m consequence;ferninikt practice is explcitly political in
inlent.

The ferninist idomed structural approach utilized in this practicwn provided the
sociopoLiticai lens fiom which to view presenting problems. When 1shared rny perceptions

with clients, 1 regularly pointed out the systernic nature ofsome of the problems they were
experiencing. For example, issues around division of labor were framed not as problematic

to only certain couples but were discussed corn the perspective that many couples, caught
in what Hochschild (1989) referred to as the "stalled revolution", struggled in balancing work

and family expectations. My intent in these situations was to encourage clients to take
concrete steps to exercise their own power and nghts in order to alleviate their presentîng
problems.
3. Femirtist practice is pro-womun.

As a novice, ferninid practitioner, 1was keenly mare of the possibility of alienating the men
1 worked with due to my pro-woman stance. There were cases where I was clearly more
L

engaged with my female clients (ie: instances of domestic abuse), however, 1 worked to
develop relationships with both men and women. At a persona1 level, being pro-woman does

not mean Ming anti-male, rather, this position recognizes the harrnful effects of patriarchy on
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both genders.
4. Ht~manbeiirgs strive in commmityfor Safety, heaith, md serf=uct~~ctIization.

The clients 1 worked with at the FCC were voluntary and sought out services to make

changes in their relationships. By virtue of coming to therapy, these clients were working
toward the goai of a more fùlfilling relationship with their partner. Striving for some Ievel of
safety was a common experience for women who were in abusive relationships. It became

very clear to me early in my work with these women that much of their energy was spent

creating safety for thernselves and their children. It is difficult, if not impossible for one to
stnve to achieve one's potential when there are concrete suMval and safety issues that require

attention and energy.
5. Diversity is n sowce of sfrergth,p v h . and heolth.

In working with clients, 1 attempted to share information about how people define and solve

problems in their lives. My goal in having these discussions with clients was to assist them

in recognizing that there are many ways to express feelings, deal with extended family,
improve communication, assert oneself, and advocate for one's needs within an intimate
relationship. What 1 often found was that one member of the couple would have one
preferred way ofbeing and was often fmstrated when their partner did things differently. It

was oflen a challenge to have clients identify the value in diverse ways of relating, however,

most of the people 1 worked with were open to trying new ideas at least once.
6. Ail thhgs are comtected

According to Bricker-Jenkins, seeing connections among things supports practice approaches
that tmly begin where the client is (Bricker-Jenkins, 1989:2 18). This particuiar element of
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ferninia social work practice involves utiluing groups and collective political action to
support the notion that there are no private solutions to collective problems (Bncker-Jenkins,
1989:219). In working with the clients at the FCC,1began to recognize that not ali people

are interested in collective action nor do they see the signifïcance of this type of work 1

needed to respect where my clients were at in their own process and saw my role as offering
information about opportunities that may be of interest to them. For example, one young
couple was struggling with issues around having their first baby and were very isolated and
lonely. 1 made a referral to a young parents program to give them the option of discusshg

their concems in a group comprised of people going through similar situations. This couple

took the referral, howwer, did not foliow up and attend the group. 1 inquired as to why they
were not interested and they were concemed about not knowing anyone and they felt that

they probably would not get much out of the group experience. I saw my role as assisting

people in seeing the ways in which their problems are related to the bigger social picture and
creating connections that would be helpfiil and strengthen clients own abilities to problem

solve.
7. ReaZity is a rnulîidimensionalprocess.

The notion that reality is a multidimensional process is closely tied to the notion that al1 things
are connected.

In my understanding of this feminist social work pnnciple, there is

encouragement for practitioners to use techniques that have historically been devalued or

ignored in conventional practice- 1am referring to the use of meditation, visualization, ntuals
and other means of acknowledging the spintuai aspects of one's life. According to Bricker-

Jenkins, these techniques engage the physical and spiritual dimensions and supplement those
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techniques that engage primarily the intellectuai, soci-ai, and emotional dimensions (BrïckerJenkins, 1989:221). When 1reflect on my work at the FCC,1realize that attention to the
spiritual aspects of the lives ofmy clients was lacking. Part of the reason for not addressing
the more spiritual and physical aspects ofclients' lives was due to my lack of experîence in
this area. Most of the literature in the area of f a y therapy deals with primarily the
intellectual, social and emotional dimensions of individuals. Then is Iittle, if any, emphasis
on what may be tenned "alternative" strategies. My cornfort level with these types of

interventions d l ideally increase as 1 becorne more fhiiïar with the literature in this area and

am exposed to practitionen that address the spiritual aspect of clients in their practice.
The work of Bricker-Jenkins suggests that social work research has, in the past, not
accomodated the multidimensional processes of social life (Bricker-Jenkins, 1989:224).
Research that allows for a more fluid examination of the experiences of people instead of

using abaract variables and acisting conceptualïzations were suggested as being more usetiil

and relevent in working with clients. In my work with couples, 1attempted to give clients the
oppominity to tell their stones individually in the intitial stages in my work with them by
using an open ended questionnaire. This strategy provided some vety useful information that
1would not have received using oniy conventionai methods. The information provided by

clients was used for clinical purposes and 1 recognize the struggle of those practitioners who
are required to utilize research methods that do not reflect the multidimensional nature of the

lives of clients. If one is to subscribe to the belief that reality is multidimensional, it follows
that one's interventions and evaluations would ideally reflect that beiief.

8. Indivicitcrd md collective pain a d p r o b i m of livug ahuays haw a cuitural maor
po ZiticaZ dimem~on.

The central concept ofthe women's iiberation movement, "thepersona1 is political' seems to
fit with this feminist social work premise. In rny work with couples, 1sought to understand

their unique, individual problems within the current social structure. From this stance,
problems such as domestic violence, poverty, substanceabuse, and homelessness were viewed
not as idiosyncratic deficits within couples, but responses to the larger politicdcultural
forces. Viewing problems nom a broader perspective did not result in the removal of
individual responsbility for the solutions, but provided an alternative analysis, one that perhaps

was less blaming and punitive towards clients. 1would attempt to share with clients, when
appropriate, rny analysis of the potential political roots to their problems in order to foster a
discussion of solutions that would be helpttl to them. These discussions sornetimes were

usefil, sornetimes they were not, particularly when the couple was entrenched in a cycle of
blaming one another for their problems.

9. AIl systems und ideologies of domination, eqdoitation, and sirpremacy are inherently
violent and inimical to ivell-being; they c m be resisied and repiaced in our pracfice with
social foms, reeltions, and processes that are dernocrutic, egaaliariun, synergetic, and
nonvioleni.
This particular practice principle suggests that change begins with transformations of

consciousness. Langage and other representations of social relations are the instruments of

consciousness resulting in feminist practitioners watching their language carefully (BnckerJenkins, 1989:235). Throughout my own exploration of ferninist practice, 1 have becorne

more sensitive to how our language often disempowea and renden certain popdations
nameless and without the words to identie their own experiences. I struggled with the
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therapeutic language of treatment, intewention, and diagnosis as those words suggested
something being done to someone else; not acpaly the language ofthe pactnership stance 1
had wanted to have with clients. Much of my stniggle with the issues of power in my

practicum centered around my reluctance to be labeled as the "expert" as my clients
suggested. 1was uncomfortable with the inherent hierarchy in the relationslips 1 had with
clients until 1came to an understanding of the dEerence between the clients and my own
areas of knowledge and expertise. 1brought to sessions information and skilis for assisting
clients in theù own process of change. My clients brought the unique knowledge of their

own iives and patterns, thus they were the experts on th& own lies. My goal was to use the

information and sküls that were brought to sessions to create workable solutions for problems
that were identified by my clients.
IO. Heuling. health, and growth arefrmctions of vaIi&oo, comcim~s~tess.
und collective
transfomutive action; these. in trint must be supported und m~stainedihrough resmrces to
meet basic hnnan ne&, the creation cf valiabting environrnents, und relationships tlhar
preserve and mrrtzire uniqueness and wholeness as well as connected~~ess.

Bricker-Jenkins qualifies this final practice principle by stating that this is a tentative
fomulation of an evolving feminist practice and has yet to achieve full implementation and
expression in the practices of participants in her study (Bricker-Jenkins, 1989:241). This
caveat was helpfiil for a novice practitioner as the entire tenth practice principle is somewhat
overwhelming. 1viewed this principle as a guideline for practice, however, did not want to
be comumed by unredistic expectations for my clients and for me. 1found that by working
with clients in a thoughtfùl, planfil manner, small steps were taken toward the goals of

healing, health, and growth. it is within this practice principle that the various interventive
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strategies are descnbed: validation, consciousness-raisin& transforrnative actionjdentifying

and mobiling resources, the creation of validating and supportive environments, and the
creation of relationships thet numire and sustain wholeness and uniqueness (Bncker-Jenkins,
1989:252). Chapter four contains specific infornuition regarding the interventions utilized
dunng the clinical practicum.

Because feminist social work practitioners utilize a variety of conventional and
nonconventional strategies in t heir work, Bricker-Jenkins suggests a guiding set of cntena
that assists practitioners in selecting usehl interventions. These criteria include: process
orientation; congruence with the values of both practitioner and client; potential for selfempowerment; and potential for transformation (Bricker - Jenkins, 1991 :300). Process
orientation refers to whether the approach preserves the "ends in the means".

My

interpretation of this criteria led me to encourage clients to understand and value the process
as being equally as important as the end result. Some clients did not necessarily believe that
the process was signiticant and were anxious to "just fix this problem". Other clients,
however, understood that the process they were undertaking had the potential to be
beneficid. This belief was illustrated by one client's comment, "1 am pretty sure ail of this

work will pay off in the end".
It was important for the suggested interventions to be congruent with the belief
systems of clients in order for them to be meaninghl. In order to detennine appropriate
interventions, prior work and questioning around client's belief systems was necessary to
develop strategies that would be both relevent and usefil. The third criteria, potential for
self-empowerment, was used to ensure that interventions would highlight strengths and clients
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would have a hi& liklihood ofexperiencing success. The fourth guideline compels clinicians
to detemine whether a particular intemention has the potential to transfomi the problematic

situation a client finds hedhimself in. As a result ofthis guideline, each intervention would
have a specified purpose and desired outcome that would be developed jointly by the client
and practitioner. It was important to involve clients in this pmcess as interventions were

ineffective when clients were not active participants.
When structural therapy is supplemented by the assumptions of feminist social work

practice outlined above, the concerns regarding the ahistoricallapolitical nature of systems
theories are addressed. The end result is not a flawless creation of a structural - feminist
theory, rather, it is an attempt to augment an existing theory with the historical, political
analysis it has traditionally lacked. It is beyond the scope of this practicum to successfU~ly
combine two theoretical approaches. As a result, the most useful components of a structural
approach will be informed by a feminist analysis with the end result being a clinical
intervention that is comprehensive and responsive to the needs of clients.
The literature review will now ficus on the current research in the area of
interventions with couples.
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Current Research Findings

Currently, the most common approaches to conceptualizing and treating marital
distress include behavioral, systems, psychodynarnic, communication, cognitive, and
existentid approaches (Baucom and H o f h a q 1986:598). nie majority of controlled outcome

studies in the area of marital therapy have involveci behavioral approaches. Behavioral marital
therapy has been compared to a number of other treatment approaches, systems theory
inctuded. The results of these studies have led researchers to conclude that with certain
exceptions, few siçnificant differences have been found between behavioral marital therapy
and other approaches (Baucorn and Hoffman, 1986599). The studies that did suggest one

treatment approach was superior to another were conducted by those aligned with the more
successfid approach. From the research to date, it appears that al1 treatments are helping
some couples, a11 treatments are leaving substantial numbers o f couples unchanged o r still
distressed by the end o f therapy and al1 tested treatments appear to have about the same
success rates (Jacobsen and Addis, 1993:86). At the present time, little is known about the

long term effects of marital therapy due to the lack of longitudinal follow up studies.
Although there are some unanswered questions in the couples therapy literature ie)
which approach is rnost effective? which approach creates long tenn positive change?, what
has been consistent throughout the literature is the position that conjoint therapy is favoured

over individual or concurrent treatment modalities to marital therapy (Combrinck-Graham,
1990; Bennun, 1985; Cookerly, 1980; Hahlweg et al., 1984). Recently, there has been

attempts to assess which couples are rnost Iikely to benefit €rom couple therapy. Snyder et
a1.(1993) found that couples who were older, more severely distressed, emotionally
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disengaged, polarized with respect to gender, and were experiencing significant life stressors
and individuai problems were less iikely to benefit fkom behavioral marital therapy (Snyder
et al., 1993:63).

Of particular interest to this practicum is the issue of gender and marital therapy.
When highiy aililiative wives were paired with highly autonomous husbands, couple therapy
was l e s likely to be succ&l

(Jacobson and Addis, 1993:87). Couples whose relationships

are rigidly organized according to traditional gender roles are relatively poor risks for
behavioral marital therapy. During the past twenty yean, researchers have begun to leam a
great deal about the roles that men and women play in marital conflict. Recent evidence
suggests that wornen typically enter therapy wanting change, whereas men more often are
interested in preserving the status quo (Jacobson and Addis, 1993:91). Due to the fact that

men and wornen often enter therapy with different goals, practitioners need to be aware that
fact that success for one partner may not mean a positive outcome for the other partner.
Given that systems theory has not been proven to be any less effective than behavioral
modalities and that family systems theory Iooks at gender from a systems perspective. it
would seem appropriate to utilize a feminist informed structural approach in working with
couples.

Due to the ever-evolving nature of feminist therapy approaches, there is limited
research available that speaks to the efficacy of this method of intervention. Early studies in
ferninia approaches demonstrateci that feminist therapy provided a medium of empowerment,
affirmation, and validation (Enns, 1993:9). Feminist therapy has been proposed for incest,
battering, sexual assault, problems of older women, addiction, eating disorders, weighthody
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images problerns, and sexual problems (Enns, 1993:33). Although outcome research on
feminist therapy is generally supportive, it consists of only severai investigations of the
retrospective ratings and reactions of clients and is replete with methodological limitations

(Enns and Hackett,

1990:33).

Some of the more recent research on feminist th~rapy

approaches cornes from the counseling psychology literature.
Analogue studies have been utilized to study the efficacy of feminist counseling
practice. Analogue measures are those that require a client to respond in a contrived or
controlled setting to situations or stimuli that simulate those found in the natural environment
(Bloom and Fischer, 1982:1 15). Although the generalizability of the findings are questionable
with analogue methods, it has been argued that at this stage of inquiry into ihe receptivity of

clients to feminist approaches, the advantage of experimental control in exploring some of
these issues warrants the use of these methods (Hackett et al., 1W2:329). Given the above
caveats, what follows is a brief discussion of some of the more useliil tindinçs of this research.
Enns and Hackett (1990) utilized analogue methods to explore client - counsellor
matching dong the dimension of attitudes towards feminism. More specifically, they set out
to examine reactions of both feminist and nonfeminist women to two different, carefilly

articulated feminist approaches, liberal and radical. and contrast these reactions to ratings of
a non-sexist, humanisticapproach to counseling (Enns and Hackett, 1990:; 5 ) . Results from
their study indicated that al1 the women in the study, feminist and nonfeminist, indicated a

greater degree of willingness to see the feminist counsellor than the nonsexist counsellor for

career and sexual assault - harassrnent concems. There has been some discussion around the
appropnateness of explicit values statements by counsellors before they beçin working with
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clients. Some research has suggested that adverse consequences may result if explicit value
statements are shared with clients, however, the findings of the Enns and Hackett study
indicated that the expiicitness of the counseiior statement of values did not affect nonfeminist

subjects' ratings of the feminist counsellon. Funher, the feminist subjects rated counsellors
higher overaii when explicit values statements were made (Enns and Hackett, 1WO:3 9). The
researchers in this particular study concluded that the results strongly suggested that feminist
counsellors need not be overly concemed with negative client reactions by outlining their
values and assurnptions to potential clients. Given the homogenous nature of the sample and

the location of the study. a university community on the west Coast, it is questionable as to
whether or not a midwestern sample would yield similar results.

The need for future research to articulate differences amonç vanants in feminist
therapy practice was supponed in a study by Hackett et al. (1992). Unlike the results of the
Enns and Hackett study described above, the Hackett et al. study found that participants, both
feminist and nonfeminist, preferred the liberal feminist counsellor and identified the liberal

ferninias' values as most similar to their own (Hackett et al., 1992:328). The findings of Enns
and Hackett (1990) in the area of explicit values statements were echoed in this studyFeminist counsellon who share their views with clients should not be overly concemed about
possible negative reactions.

The analogue studies that have been completed to date offer usefùl information for
counsellors. These studies suggest that feminist women and men have more positive views
about counseling than their nonfeminist counterparts; counsellors who shared their values

implicitly were perceived as similar to the counsellors who stated their values clearly
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suggesting that one cannot not communicate one's values; nonsexist/humanistic counsellors
were never preferred over ferninist counsellors; and feminist counsellors were oflen preferred

over a nonsexist or traditional counterpart for career related concems (Enns, 199357).
At present, there is some disagreement regarding how feminist research should be

conducted. At one end of the spectmm are those theorists who believe that only radical
alterations of traditional research methods will nd scientific methods of their patriarchal bias

(Enns, 199359). Convenely, there are those that believe it is unwise to categonze only
some methods as feminist and support creative combinations of both traditionaVqua1itative
and nontraditionaVquantitativeapproaches (Peplau and Conrad, 1989:379).
It appears that the literature on feminist approaches will continue to grow and develop
in response to emerging feminist therapy practice. The evaluation component of this clinical

practicum utilizes both quantitative and qualitative approaches. a practice that has support in
the research literature. By ut ilizing both methods, researchers can attend both to general

principles as well as to unique realities and reactions that are influenced by context and
individual differences (Enns, 19935 9 ) .

CHiiPTER THREE: DESCRIPTION OF CLAVTCAL INTERVENTION

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with information about the
practicum setting, procedures, personnel, and client selection procedures. A more through
discussion of the specific client population and clinical intervention

be found in chapter

four.
Racticum Sening: The Fnmiî'y Counsellng Center

This clinical practicum took place at the Family Counselling Center in Des Moines,
Iowa, starting on January 20, 1995 and ending on September 25. 1995. The required number
of clinical hours were ttlfilled by direct client contact, supervision, case documentation, selfevaluation, and clinical stafhgs. The Family Counselling Center is located in Des Moines.
Iowa- This mid-western city has a population of about 400,000. Insurance and agriculture

make up the economic base of Des Moines and surrounding areas.
The Family Counselling Center (FCC)had its beginnings in the Charity Organization
Society of Des Moines in 1887. Over the years, FCC has been incorporated into a non-profit

or~anizationwith a humanitarian purpose. Aithough the goals, missions, services, and name

have changed, the humanitarian aims and s e ~ c to
e the community have remained constant.

From its very inception, the organization has responded to community needs whether it was
the 1919 budget of $3 1 000 to "protect beggars, paupers, and the intemperate" or the 1994

budget of $372 128 to provide professional family services to the residents of Central Iowa.
The FCC is one of two non-sectarian agencies servingPolk and Warren Counties and is

govemed by a voluntary Board of Directors cornprised of eighteen business and civic leaders.
The FCC is supported by the United Way of Central Iowa (58%); eamed fees (23%); grants
(4%); and pnvate contributions (1 5%). The Center is a member of Family Service America

and accredited by the Council on Accreditation of Services to Children and Families, Inc.
The purpose of the FCC is to promote the optimal development of personal and family
living and to strengthen and preserve the positive aspects of family life through the provision

of professional social services. To those ends, the FCC provides therapy and related services
within two proçrarn areas: Family SeMces and Deaf Family SeMces. Through these two

programs, the Center offers: individuai, couple, maritai, and family counseling; group therapy
and support groups; parent education and marriage enrichment seminars; Employee
Assistance SeMces; crisis debriefing eIdercare savices; deaf senion services; Arnerican Sign
Language interpreting and instruction; advocacy to and for clients; outreach to Bemie Lornez
Recovery House, Project Bridge, Beacon of Life, Iowa Homeless Youth Shelter, Warren
County Mental Health, and networking with other comrnunity agencies to improve service

delivery within Central Iowa.

The FCC is a valuable resource for those who are unemployed, part of the working
poor, and those who are under-insured. Financially needy individuals and families comprise
approximately 85% of those served by this agency. The families 1 worked with at the FCC
during the course of rny practicum did reflect this tact as they could be described as low
income members of the working poor population. The clients at FCC tend to be Caucasian,
however, the Center does occasionally see individuals from other cultural backgrounds. A
1991 survey of the FCC's clients revealed that out of 769 cases open in 1990, 328 or 43%

reported problems related to substance abuse- The Center has continued to address the
s
the A I D S
growing needs of AIDS/HIV+ persons through coordination of s e ~ c e with
project of Centrai Iowa. In addition, the FCC staff provides an on-going support group for
family members fnends, and significant others of persons with AIDS.

The staff at the FCC is multi-disciplinary with additional expertise in the areas of
substance abuse, N D S
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related psychosocial issues, relationship dificulties, family

developrnent, stress management, and conflict resolution. A number of différent models of
practice can be found at the FCC.
systems/structuraVstrategic approaches.

Three therapists are trained in family
Brief family therapy, behavioral models,

psychodynamic and Bowenian approaches are utilized by other professionals working at the

FCC. The therapists at the FCC participate in regular dinical staffings. These staffings occur
weekly for the purpose of presenting cases to receive feedback and su~~estions
fiom other
therapists.

My practicum supewisor. Susan Ackelson, is familiar with the feminist critiques of
family therapy models and is committed to a gender analysis in her work with clients. Susan

was trained fiom a family systems perspective and due to h

a acpertise in this area, 1chose

to utilize a systems perspective with structural inte~entionstrategïes. Susan received her

M.S.W.from the University of Iowa and is a state licensed socwaiworker. She has worked
at the FCC for over two years and has extensive expenence in the area of substance abuse in
women and working with couples where there are chemical dependency issues. In addition
to providing therapeutic senrices to the FCC,Susan facilitates groups at the Bernie Lorenz

House of Recovery for Women and an WIAIDS support group in Des Moines Iowa.
During my pnicticum expenence, Susan was my direct w p e ~ s o r however,
,
1 was able to

work with the entire clinicai staff whenever the need arose. Chapter Five details more
extensively my expenence with my supervisor fiom an evaluation perspective.

The Setiing: The Carrent Sociopoltical Giimate of Des Moines, U
At this point in the report, it is usefùl to provide a bnef commentary on the
sociopolitid climate in Des Moines, Iowa. This discussion {s salient for a number of reasons.
A feminist informed approach to social work practice compels, indeed requires, an analysis

of the current political climate. In feminist discourse, the term politics refers not only to the
formal process of governance, but more often to the more subtle and pervasive ways that
power is defined, distnbuted, maintaineci, and, most significantly, used for purposes of control

in social relations (Bricker-Jenkins, 1988:I75). Much of feminist practice involves an analysis
of how things are comectd. As a r d t , undentanding the implications of the sociopolitical

environment on the lives of clients is essentid,
What has become clear to me is that there is an incredible interest and investment,

-

both at the national and local level, in a two word phrase family values. In the small nid-

western city of Des Moines, Iowa, the tenn family values has been utilized by cornmentators
of d political persuasions to explain current social ills and to scapegoat certain segments of

the population. My subjective perception of this situation is that a vocal, right wing, highiy
organized rninority presents challenges to a less organized, somewhat vocal, lefi wing
segment of the population. Somewhere in the middle, one will find the silent majority. This
group tends to become active when social issues such as sexuality education, parental

notification for minors cek king abonions and reinstating the dealth penalty affect them
penonally, but often are less poütically motivateci. Iowa tends to expenence les of a
right/left split, but across the United States there appears to be a more pronounced split

between right and left wing populations. This situation is described aptly by fecninist
commentator, Katha Poüitt,

The right blames a lefi-wing culturai conspiracy: obscene rock lyrics, sex education,
abortion, prayerless schools, working mothers, promiscuity, homosexuality, decline
of respect for authority and hard work, welfire, and of course, feminism. The left
blames the ideology of postindustrial capitalism: consumerism, individualism,
selnshness, dienation, lack of supports for parents and children, welfkre and ferninismThe center agonizes over teen sex, weüare moms, crime and divorce, unsure of what
the causes are beyond some sort of moral failure probably related to feminism.
hteresting how that word keeps coming up (Pollitt, 1994:33).

-

It is beyond the scope of this report to present a comprehensive political analysis,
however, it is su££icient to say that much of the current backlash is, in part, a response to the

progress that has been made by traditionaily oppressed groups including women, people of
colour, and those who identw as gay, lesbian, or bisemal. There are a plethora of both

national and regional organizations whose sole mission is to re-instate or preserve traditional
family foms and consequently, traditional and oppressive roles for women. The Christian

Coalition, Concerned Women for America, Focus on the Family, and Promise Keepers, an

evangelid "mentsmovement", have clearly stated their opposition to women working outside
the home, womentsreproductive fieedoms, prayedess schools, and nondiscrimination policies

for gay and lesbian people. The positions of these organizations are based on Judeo

-

Christian values. They have shown a tremendous ability to organize and agitate, particularly
obvious in the areas of local, date and federal elections.

It is important to have an understanding of what is happening across the country in
order to appreciate the ramifications for one's own area The current Republican Govemor
of Iowa recently wrote a letter of support for an anti-gay, pro farnily values organization

commending them for their cornmitment to "traditional values" in the state of Iowa During

the new Legislative session, the Governor has indicated his intention to bring back a "faultn

type of divorce legislation and rnake it more difficult for couples to seek a divorce in Iowa
What is also important to know is that recently an openly gay school board incumbent was
defeated soundly by a conservative Christian candidate as a result of much organuing and
rallying on the part of the fundamentalkt churches in Des Moines. This defeat cannot be
viewed in a vacuum as this type of defeat in school boards has taken place across the United
States. Much of the Iiteranire of the "family values" organizations makes clear their intent to
start s d l (school boardslmayoral races) and move to more powefil positions in the House
and Senate at the federal level,
This discussion has addressed those extreme elements of backlash working in the
current clirnate of the United States. Aithough these conservative groups do not obviously
represent everyone, their voices are heard due to their talent of organizing and mobilizing
their follorvers. Their messages are not benign; the messages they send have profound
consequences for women and men and families. What are the implications for practice with
couples? In a climate where women are not viewed as equal partners in their relationships
with men, the potential for violence is exacerbated. This trend was evident in my work with
couples at the FCC. According to Bograd (1988), domination at the social level is the most
crucial factor contributing to and maintaining wife abuse at the persona1 level. This
understanding of violence departs from explmations that identi@ domestic abuse as a random
or irrational act. Instead, the pattern of wife abuse becomes understandable only through an
examination of a social context in which women are devalued and men, as a class, wield
power over women (Bograd, 1988:14). Additionally, it is, at the very least, confiising for
women who have moved out of traditional realms into careers only to find that they are not
supported by their pariner. This fnistration was manifested by women reporting the "second
shift" phenomenon in their Iives. More broadly, there is little tolerance for those who are
perceived to be different, whether one is a person of colour, an immigant, a ferninia. or
L

identifies as gay, lesbian or bisexual. This lack of tolerance and understanding supported by
a general nght wing climate aEected some couples directly (feelings of being discriminated
against) and others more indirectly.
As a feminist therapist working in the current climate, the conflici of whether or not

to disclose my theoretical orientation was ever present. 1chose not to idente my self as a
feniinist therapist outright, out of concem that 1may alienate potential clients. However, a
few clients may have been rezeptive to a statement regarding my theoretical orientation but
I chose not to be explicit in labeliing myselfas a feminist therapist.

Feminist practitioners are cornmitteci to loolaing at the sociopolitical environment of
clients and engaghg in an analysis of how the environment is encouraging or suppressing
growth. One cannot filly understand the presenhg problems of clients without first
acknowledging the messages, both explicit and subtle, that people intemalize as they move
through their world and how those messages infiuence their interactions with others.
CIient Selection Rocedures

This portion of the report deals with how clients were selected and screened for the
purposes of this clinical practicum.
When clients cd the Farnily Counseling Center, their first contact is usually with the

receptionist. Demographic data is taken (name, address, phone numbers, farnily members
narnes and ages) as weil as uiformation about the presenting problern. If the presenting issue
is related to a couple relationship, clients are asked about the presence of violence and their

response is noted on the intake sheet. Tntakes are placed in file folders according to the
desired appointrnent time. Generally, once the receptionist had a therapist's schedule, she

would arrange for appointments, however, 1was able to review the intakes and choose those
that were not indicating current violence or chronic mental iIlness as issues. Initially, when
1 had chosen some cases, 1would consult with my supervisor on the appropnateness for
seMces at FCC. Once 1had been at FCC for a few months 1began to review the intakes on

my own and schedule appointments without much consultation with Susan. I would contact
the potential client and we would then schedule an appointment.

During the fvst appointrnent at the FCC,clients would complete a financial statement,
a life stressors inventory and would sign a client's rights and responsibilities statement. These

items would becorne part of the client's file. Dunng the first session, clients would complete

the Dyadic Adjustment Scale; dunng their second session, the open ended questiomaûe was

completed. The evaluation chapter will discuss these two measurement tools and their results
in p a t e r detail. The f o m that clients compkted that w a e unique to my practicum included
the Dyadic Adjustment Seale and the opedclosed ended questionnaires.

One of the expectations of the Family Counselling Center was the completion of an
initial assessment on each client/client system.

Generdly, the initial assessment was

wmpleted within the fim two sessions and submitted for supe~soryreview. In addition to
the initial assesment, a comprehensive treatment plan (CTP) was created for each client. The
purpose of the CTP was to identify areas that clients wanted to work on in therapy and to
provide some structure and focus for sessions. CTP's were revised every ninety days to
reflea new goals and objectives for the clients. Typically, CTP's were completed within four
sessions and submitted for review by the clinical and executive directon. Upon the
completion of treatment or in the event that a client did not retum to FCC,a case closing

form was completed. This fom documented the details surroundinç the cessation of therapy
and any progress made by the client. The case closing forms were reviewed by the clinical
and executive directors and then officially closed by clencal staff.

The following chapter oulines the characteristics of the client population 1 worked
with at the FCC. Additionally, Chapter Four contains descriptions of the problematic issues

these clients brought to therapy and the interventive strategies that were utilized dunng the
course of the clinical practicum.

The fourth chapter as been divideci hto three sections. Part one will involve a
description ofeach couple that 1worked with at the FCC,incluâing demographic information
and the presenting problems as identified by the clients. Part two wili focus on the
problernatic issues that arose with clients during the murse of the practicum The h a i
section of this chapter wiii involve a discussion of the feminist inforrned, structural
interventions that were utilized d u ~ the
g course of my work with clients.

PART ONE: Description o f Client Population
During practicum, 1 had contact with fourteen couples who identified relationship
issues as their primary presenting problem. This portion of the report is dedicated to
providimg an ovewiew of each couple and their presenting problems. With the exception of

one AfiicanAmerican couple, the clients I worked with were Caucasian. The population 1
worked with cm be characterized as low income, minimally educated, chronically
underemployed, socially isolated, transient, and struppiing with substance abuse and domestic
violence issues. The number of sessions attended ranged fiom one to seventeen, with an
average of approximately seven sessions. Some couples chose to attend weekly and others
bi-weekly; this decision was generally based on the couple's financial situation. AU of the
clients 1 worked with were identified as heterosexual couples. The following client
descriptions have been arranged in order according to how often the couples attended
therapy. Those couples attending more extensively (more than eight sessions) are described
first followed by those who attended fewer than eight sessions. The names of clients have

been changed to ensure confidentiality.
The Hendersons: Bill and Karen had been married for seven years and were in their mid-

twenties. They were the parents of three children: a seven year old boy, a five year old boy

and a three year old girl. Bill's employment at the pod office involved shift work and when
they started therapy, Karen was finishing nursing school, was preparing to take her licensure

s<ams, and was also working casual shifts at a nursing home. Pnsenting problems for this

couple included: constant fighting, lack of communication. disagreements about money, and
trust issues. Bill and Karen were concemed about their oldest child as he was engaging in
acting out behavioa ie)defiance, causing problems in school and they were considering taking

him to be tested for attention deficit disorder. There m r e regular disagreements about the
roles each would play in terms of parenting and home upkeep. Karen was frustrated by the
fact that even though she was going to school and working a casual job, she was primarily
responsible for meal preparation, childcare, and housework.

Bill felt as though his

contributions of renovating their home, yard upkeep and vehicle maintenance were not
valued. Both expresseci an interest in sharing the workioad, however, could not agree on how
tasks should be completed. For exarnple, Karen wanted assistance in meal preparation but
would then cnticize Bill for the mess in the kitchen. Bill wanted Karen to help out with the
upkeep of their large yard but when she did cut the lawn, she was told she did not do it

"right".
Both Karen and Bill felt they needed to learn how to communicate better with each
other. They reported that there was a lot of yelling, name calling, and "silent treatments" in
their relationship. They often disagreed on how much time each should spend with friends
and extended family. This was particularly problematic for Karen as she had to arrange for

childcare when she wanted to go out, however, when Bill went out with friends, he would
assume that Karen would stay with their children. This pattern was creating a great deal of

tension in their relationship and they wanted to corne up with altemate ways to deal with this
situation. They sought the services of the FCC as they were concerned about the effects of
their chronic fighting on their children and because Karen had brouçht up the subject of
separation recently.

The Kents: Ted and Marcy Kent were in their mid twenties and had been married for four
years. They had a three year old daughter and a two month old daughter when they came to
the FCC. When they first came to therapy, Marcy was living with her parents with their two
children. She stated that she moved back in with her parents because t heir relationship was

a mess and they neeàeà some time apah Marcy's parents did not Iike Ted and were opposed
to the relationship tiom the beginning. Ted felt very unwelcome in their home and
consequently was uncornfortable visiting the children and Marcy at his in - laws. Marty's
parents owned a cleaning business and Marcy worked for them Ted worked at a warehouse
and his job involved shifkwork. Both Ted and Marcy reporied a prior history of drug use,

however, they were both dmg fiee when they attended therapy at the FCC.

This couple identifieci their problerns as: chronic fighting, not enough time alone, Ted
not spending enough time with their children and the involvement Marcy's parents had in their
lives. When this couple was still living together and were expenencinç problems in their
relationship, Marcy would take the children and live with her parents for extended periods of
time. This would result in Ted not having access to the children as Marcy's parents would not
talk to him on the phone and would not allow him in their home. Once the problernatic
situation was somewhat resolved, Marcy would move back in with Ted. While they were
attending therapy, their living situation changed as Marcy moved back in with Ted. The
m g e m e n t was complicated by the fact that they were living with Ted's sister, not in their
own apartrnent. This couple faced chronic housing and financial problems.
Ted's primary concern was that he felt Marcy was not putting their mamage before
her relationship with her family. Marcy would often justiQ her actions by stating that her
parents needed her and that it was unfair for Ted to make her "choose" which family to be
with. Both Ted and Marcy stated that they were cornmittecl to workinç on their marnage and

wanted to rnake changes in their lives. They were concerned that their three year old
daughter was witnessing too much fighting and wanted to corne up with better ways of
communicating with each other.
The Whites: mer having been separated for a number of months, Tom and Anna initiated
therapy at the FCC. They had been mamed for four years, were in their mid - twenties and
had a son who was almost three and a son who was almost a year old. At the time they

entered therapy, Tom was unemployed; he had quit his job at a restaurant as he "hated" his
supervisor. Anna worked as an accountinç clerk at a local factory and had been at her current

job for almost one year. Anna was responsible for aimost al1 of the primary caregiving of
their two young sons and expressed her desire for Tom to take more responsibility for
parenting and upkeep oftheir home-

One of the biggest issues this couple brought to therapy had to do with an extra
marital affair that Tom had while they were separated. Tom did not feel that the affir was
a "big deal"as it took place when he and Anna wert not living together. He maintained that

the relationship was over, but still wanted to have a friendship with the other woman- Anna
was uncornfortable with the idea of Tom's ongoing fnendship as she viewed his d a i r as a
very serious betrayal to their relationship. When she would tell Tom about her feelings, he
would respond by saying that she simply did not trust him enough.
There had been some physical violence in this relationship three months pnor to them
coming to the FCC. Both Tom and Anna stated that violence was not an issue in their
relationship when they began therapy. Tom explained that he had a "nasty temper" and that
he wanted to work on controlling it in his relationship with Anna and their children. This
couple had separated four months pnor to coming to therapy. Anna and their children had
moved from Missouri to Iowa to be closer to Anna's parents. Tom remained in Missouri for
a few months and then moved to Iowa with the hopes of reconciling with Anna. When Anna

moved fiom Missouri, she described their relationship as "very bad" and had considered filing
for divorce. Tom's rnoods had been unpredictable and hostile and she was concerned for her
safety and that of their sons. She moved into the apartment complex where her family lived

and found them to be very supportive of her and provided child care for the children. Tom

did not get along well with Anna's family; he felt they were intrusive and invaded their

privacy. Tom also believed that they talked Anna into leaving him because they did not
approve of her decision to many him from the beginning. Due to Tom's unemployment, this

couple was struggling to live on Anna's earnings. Tom was becoming fmstrated due to not

being able to find a job and this was creating additional stress on their relationship. Anna was
feeling heavily burdened by the responsibilities of primary caregiving, however, when she
would ask for assistance with the children, Tom would not offer any help. This issue had
been a concem since the birth of their first child and Anna wanted to address possible

solutions in therapy.

The Smiths: When Cathy and Eric m e for therapy they had been separated for two months.
They had been married for eight years, were in their late twenties and had a seven year old
daughter. Eric operated heavy macbery and due to hisjob being dependent on the weather,
was employed sporatically. Cathy was a receptionist at a smail insurance Company and had

b e n at her job for several years. When they fint came to the FCC, they expressed that they
wanted to work on getting back together and re-establishing the trust that had been lost in
their relationship.
Both Eric and Cathy had a history of substance abuse, however, afler going through
treatment, Cathy had been dmg free for several years. One of the primary issues for this
couple was Cathy's belief that Eric was still using dmgs. Eric had çone through treatment and
was hstrated at Cathy's apparent lack of trust in him. Cathy's mistrust of Eric's daims was

based on her finding dmg paraphemalia undemeath their fiirniture, Eric having ongoing
relationships with known dmg users, and there was money missing from their bank accounts.

One of Cathy's primary concems, however, was the fact that their daughter was hearing
information that was not appropriate for a seven year old. Cathy and their dauçhter moved
in with her parents because Cathy felt it was a safer environment for their child.
Due to Eric's chronic underernployment, this couple struggled financially. They
argued about what they should/should not spend money on and Cathy was fmstrated because
she always seemed to be "bailing" Eric out of financial situations. For example, she would
routinely pay the phone bill because she did not want their service cut off and she would
cover the entire cost of child care for their daughter even though they had agreed that Eric
needed to pay for half the cost of the fee. Cathy was very clear that she would not consider
moving back in with Eric if their financial situation did not get resolved. She believed that
even though she had less money as a result of leaving Eric, she was better off because she

knew where her money was being spent. Eric felt constantly criticized and blamed for the
couple's financial difficulties and would become defensive whenever the topic was discussed.

This couple stated that they were unable to communicate with each other very well.

They indicated that there was some name caüing, lots ofmtaupting, yelhg, bnnging up past
events to use agaînst one another and not being respoctfiil ofone another. Cathy and Eric
identified thernselves as stubbom and wanting to be right ail the tirne. Both stniggled with
apologizllig and iistening to each other and these were areas that they wanted to work on in
therapy.
The Fems': Jane and Frank Fems had been marrieci for Meen years. They described
themselves as "hi&

school sweethearts"and got mamieci as soon as they graduateci nom high

school. They were the parents of a fourteen year old girl and a twelve year old boy- Frank
was a mechanic, owned his own shop and was heavily into racing cars. Jane provided child
a r e for fimilies in their home on a fiill- time basis. Frank and Jane inïtiated therapy because
of the problems they were experïencing related to an aff&

Jane had approximately four

months prior.

This couple stated that they had contemplated divorcing the previous summer when
their problems seemed ovenvhelming. They had decided to try and pay off some of their debt
and then follow through with separating. However, as the sumrner went on, their relationship

began to improve and they decided to stay together. They had agreed to make some changes
ie) spending more time together, Frank only racing one weekend a month, and doing more
things as a farnily. According to Jane, Frank did not follow through &th what they had
agreed upon and was stili racing every weekend and expecting their whole farnily to "go

along" with whatever he wanted.
Although this couple reported that they did not have many financiai concems, Frank
worked many hours a week at his shop and then would corne home work on his racing car
in their garage. Jane was becoming resenttiil and angxy as a result of this pattern and was
feehg unimportant in her husband's Mie. Her afEaff according to Frank, was a "wakeup cdl"
and he felt she was giving him a strong message about her unhappiness. Frank minimized the

impact this a a i r had on their mamage and denied that he was angry about it. He believed
that Jane had been "rnanipulated" by the other man as she was very naive and innocent. Frank
stated that he did not blame Jane for what happeneci but told the other man to stay away fiom

her.

Jane was concemed about Frank's lack of interest in their daughter. They described
her as "the perfect childn who got good grades and was an all-star pitcher on her softball
team They descdxd their son as "ornery" and a "typical boy" who was getting into trouble
at school because of his behavior toward his teacher. Frank spent a great deal of time with
their son preparing for races and their son was very enthusiastic about this activity. Jane felt

as though their son got al1 the attention and was upset with Frank as he had never attended
one of their daughter's softball games. Another issue with Frank and Jane was the fact that

Frank regularly went out to bars with his brothers and friends, but did not support Jane going
out with her fnends. Frank stated that "a bar is no place for a married woman".
Consequently, Jane felt v e y isolated and controlled by Frank. This was one example of the
power and control issues that were present with this couple. Althouçh they reported no
physical violence in their relationship, Frank was clearly intimidating, controlling. and fearful
that his wife would lave their mahase. This couple blamed each other for their unbappiness
and often began statements with, "If i h e would just be more like. .."or "Ail I have ever asked

fiom my husband/wi€eis...".This family was not cornfortable expressing tlieir feelings. Frank
was fmstrated by the the fact that Jane was such a "negative" penon and he wanted her to
be more "positive". 1 suspected Jane had a great deal of anger that was not expressed because

she was told by Frank that being angry was not acceptable. This couple believed that it was
their job to make each other happy and as a result, when Frank was depressed. he would
blame Jane. Jane would express her feelings by shutting down emotionally and not sharing
anything with Frank.
The SimpsonlWalters: Kate and Bob were in their late teens and expecting their fint baby
when they started therapy. They had been together approximately four months when Kate
becarne pregnant and they moved into an apartment together shortly thereafler. There were
a number of issues that brought this couple to the FCC. They were not getting along very
well and described their relationship as "rocky" and "unstable". Kate resented the amount of
time Bob spent with his fnends and Bob was hstrated by the fact that Kate did not do

anything with hatiiends. She explaineci that since she became pregnant, she and her fnends
had less in common and consequentiy did not m*alizeas they had in the past. When they
discovered that Kate was pregnant, it was her decision to continue the pregnancy and parent.
Bob appeared overwhelmed by the responsibilities they would have with a child and ofken
cornmented to Kate, "You have no idea what we have gotten into".

This wuple identifid financialstress as a probIem and were concemed about the wsts
associateci with the upcoming b * iofth& child as they had minimal health insurance through
their jobs. Both Kate and Bob stated that they needed to leam how to talk to each other
about things without losing their tempers. Their discussions often resuited in yelling Kate
phoning her rnother and sharing their most recent problem with her. Bob resented that Kate's
family was oflen involved with their arguments and felt Kate needed to "grow up". This
couple seemed ambivalent about the ftture of their relationship; sometimes they would talk
about ending their relationship and other times would disaiss the possibility of mamage.
Another issue that Kate brought up was that of Boô's drug use. They both indicated that they
had used drugs prior to Kate becoming pregnant. She indicated that she had not used dnigs

since findhg out she was pregnant but believed that Bob had used. When questioned about

this in session, he denied any present use.
This couple was quite isolateci and were wanting to comect with other young couples

who were facing some of the sarne challenges as young parents. Both indicated a desire to
spend l e s time with famiy and to develop relationships with people their own age. A fiirther
area of tension for Kate and Bob was the changing nature of their sexual relationship- Prior
to Kate becoming pregnant, they described more sexual activity, however, due to her

pregnancy, Kate was not interesteci in sex and was uncordortable with her changing body.
This was another change in their relationship that they had not anticipated and were stmgghg
with how to handle this situation. Kate had a great deal of contact with her family ie) she
spoke with her mother daily on the telephone whereas this couple had very little contact with
Bob's family. Kate and Bob wanted to work on being able to wmrnunicate more effectively
with each other and to corne to some agreement about time spent with family, ftiends, and

with each other.

The Stantons: Ed and Sylvia Stanton had been marrîed for less than one yeat. Sylvia was in

her early twenties and Ed was in his early thirties. Sylvia was employed fùll time as a legal
secretary and Ed was an attorney. They had no children. Initiaily, Sylvia sought individual
assistance related to problems they were having in their marriage. She wanted their marriage

to work but was convinceci that Ed was not as invested in the relationship. Sylvia felt she had
given up a lot to be in a relationship with Ed. Her parents did not particularly approve of her
decision to get mamed because she was still in university. When she and Ed moved in
together, she quit school and began to work ttll time. Ed's private legal practice was not
doing well and they required the income Sylvia's job provided.
ShonIy d e r they were manieci, Ed and Sylvia rnoved in with Ed's parents. This was
not a problem in the beginning as it was to be only a temporary arrangement until the couple
could Save enough money for the down payment on a house. However, at the time Sylvia
sought therapy, they had been living with Ed's parents for almost nine months. She was
feeling betrayed by her husband because he refiised to talk about the possibiity of moving into
their own place. When Sylvia would broach the subject, Ed would become angry and would
wam her that if she did not "let it go", he would consider intitiating divorce proceedings.

Mer the first individual session with Sylvia, Ed decided that he would attend therapy

with her. Ed felt that the problem was that Sylvia needed to "grow up" and realize that they
woud not likely have the money for a house for awhile. Sylvia indicated that she undentood
that but she wanted them to consider getting their own apartment so they coud be on their
own. Ed was quite resistent to this idea as he enjoyed living rent free at his parent's home.
Sylvia was starting to feel uncornfortable in their home as Ed's parents would reprimand her
for going out with her friends in the evening if Ed was working late. They did not feel that
it was appropriate for a married woman to be out without her husband. Sylvia felt judged by
Ed's parents and consequently t his became and additional stress on t heir marnage.
Ed suffered tiom depression and had been on prozac for over one year. He stated that

the medication was helpful but he still had some "really bad days". Ed also drank alcohol
regularly although neither Ed nor Sylvia described his consumption as problematic. There
was also disagreement about how much time should be spent with fi-iends. Sylvia felt that

there was a "double standard"because Ed was often out with his fnends at a bar when he
indicated to Sylvia that he was worknig. However, on a number of occasions when Sylvia
was with her fiiends, Ed would check up on h a and then confiont her about her whereabouts

when she retumed home.
Both Sylvia and Ed stated they wanted to work on their marriage, but did not seem
overly optimiaic that anything would change. Sylvia was particularly concerned with the
possibiiity that Ed would follow through with his plan of filing for divorce without discussing
it with her.

The Chapmans: W e s and Valerie Chapman were in their late thirties and had been together
for over ten yean and mamed for eight. They had a seven year old son and a nine year 01d
daughter. Valerie had a sixteen year old daughter fiom a previous relationship. At the time
they souçht counselling, they had been separated and were wantinç to reconcile. Wes and
Valerie were prior clients of the FCC having sought seMces three years aço. Wes was a
construction worker and was unemployed at the time they attended therapy. Valerie worked
at various low paying jobs.
This couple had a history of domestic violence, however, there was no current
violence in their relationship when they came to the FCC. While it was tme that there was
no ongoing physical abuse in their marriage, both Wes and Valerie reported that there was
considerable "emotional game playing" in their relationship. Specific examples of this
included giving one another the "silent treatment" and undermining each othef s parenting
decisions.

Valerie and Wes argued about how to discipline their children and these

disagreements ofien took place in front of their children.

Valerie felt that Wes was

unsupportive of her adolesecent daughter who, they discovered was pregnant and Wes
believed that Valene "babied" her daughter too much. Consequently, whenever Valerie's
dauçhter was visiting, there were power struggles between her and Wes.
Wes reported a history of alcoholism but stated that he was trying to stay sober. He

attended AA meetings in the community and found the support of the group members helpfulValene had no history of substance abuse. One of the issues this couple wanted to work on

was king able to have discussions where they may disagree, but aiil be able to be respecffil
to one another.

They explained that generally, one of them would get defensive, they would

both start to yell and then the vehal abuse wwld begin. This often included name calling and
bringingup past issues that were intended to cause each other pain. They reporteci that t heir

children were usualiy present when their fights would occur and Vaierie was concemed about
how their unhealthy relationship was af8ecting their children. Both children had started having
difficuities in school and were receiving counselling seMces and assessrnents from the schools
they attended.

This couple wanted to decide whether or not they should move in together again. One
of the big issues facing this couple was the lack of financial resources. Due to Wes'
unemployment, he had moved back in with his mother. Valene was living with friends and
stated that she was not willing to move in with Wes' mother as they did not çet along. They
had considered applying for subtidized housing, however, wanted to see if therapy would help

their relationship before they made any lonç term plans tosether.

The RichardslGriffins: Doug and Helen were not rnarried and did not live together, however,
sought therapeutic services because they were struggling with their relationship. They had

a two year old daughter who lived with Helen. Doug was in his early twenties, was twelve
years younger than Helen, unemployed and lived with his parents. Helen was a school bus
driver but because her position was only part time, she did not have any health care insurance

for their daughter or herself. The problems Helen and Doug identified in their relationship
included: not trusting one another, arguing, and not agreeing about whether or not to move

in together.
This pariicular couple escaped the screening process for domestic violence.
Consequently 1was unaware that there were current issues around violence until 1 was in the
second session with Helen. During the first session, this couple talked about their relationship

in general ternis ie) how long they had been together, their daughter, what they wanted to

change in their relationship, and completed the DAS. It was during the second session, when
1 saw Helen individually that 1 leamed of the current domestic abuse in the relationship.

Helen stated that Doug had been in prison for a drug offence and was cumntly on probation
He was manâated to substance akwtnstmatand a battefer's education group. In the pst,
Doug had abused Hden to the point that she required medical treatment. He fded on three
occasions to follow through with the batterets education program and there had been a
violent episode in th& nlationship within the Iast two weeks. #en

1asked Helen if she felt

safe in the therapy session with Doug, she replied, "generallr,he isn't violent when he's not
using". In my individual session 6 t h Doug, he s h a d that there had been some domestic
abuse but he did not fée1that he needed to complete the batterer's education program. When
I asked about the most recent incident of abuse, he gave me the same uiformation that 1

received f?om Helen 1 told hirn that agency policy prevented me tiom seeing them as a
couple as long as there was current domestic abuse. 1 did let him know that if he was
interesteci in pursuhg conjoint therapy, he would need to successfiilly complete the batterer's
education program and preferably some individual therapy before couple work would be
appropriate. I gave Doug refermls to local agencies that deait with domestic violence.

This was a ditficult case because Doug and Helen slipped through the early screening
process. I was concerned for Helen's safety and made sure she was aware of the resources
deding with domestic violence in the community. 1 shared my concerns with Helen and she
stated that she was sure it would not be an issue again because she sensed that Doug no
longer wanted to pursue theu relationship. 1 was carefùl in my session with Doug not to
disclose any information 1 had received fkom Helen. When 1 let him know that conjoint

therapy would not be possible, I stated that the decision was based on the information he had
shared with me during the second session. 1did not hear fkom either Helen or Doug again
and am unsure as to whether or not they followed up with any of the suggested referrals.

The FlemmindFords: Jeff and Reina were seventeen and sixteen respectively- They were

the parents of a seven month old baby boy. The had been dating for over one year when

Reina discovered she was pregnant. Jeff did not want to be a parent and be "tied down"when

he was still Young. Reina was intitally ambivalent about what to do and eventually decided

to continue the pregnancy. JefPs parents had talked with them about placing the baby for

adoption when he was bom but thcy decided against that option. Reina's parents were

supportive, however, shestated that they haâ their h d s fuii with her brother and sister and
were f%dyunhohred in ber Wee Reina had been adjudicated a chüd in need of assistance by

juvenile court two yean eariier due to ber dnig use. Once she beaune pregnant, however,
she quite using dnigs and had been dnig free for about a year and a haif M e r their baby was
hm, Reina and Jeffmoved in with JefPs parents.

They üved with them for four months and
then found their own apartment. At the time they came to therapy, they had been living in
their own apartment for three months.

This couple was strugpüng with a number of problems. They stated that they needed
therapy to stay together. Reina was attending an alternative high school where childcare was
provided and working as many as thirty houn a week at a fiist food resaurant. JeE had
dropped out of school and was loolcing for a job. They stated that they never had any money
and barely made their rent each month. Reina resented the fact that she did al1 the primary

caregiving for their baby and Jeff did not seem interested in their son. They reporied a
signficant amount of yelling, slamming doon, walking out in the rniddle of discussions, and
name calling.

Reina resented the fact that Jeff could go out with fkiends whenever he wanted and
not worry because she would be with the baby. She stated that she could never rely on him
to provide childcare if she wanted to go out with fiiends.

Jeff and Reina rarely went out as

a couple and felt very isolated as none of their fnends had babies. This couple seemed
ovenvhehed with their new responsibiiities as parents, were ambivalent about whether or not
they would aay together and lacked a strong support system. Jeff and Reina stated that they

wanted to work on the communication in their relationship and to divide up the parenting
responsibilities more equitably.
The Carlsons: Nelson and Melinda Carlson had been mamed for almost five years- They
were in theù late twenties and had no children. Nelson was currently unemployed due to an

injury he sustained in a car accicent. He had previously been the manager at a retail strore.
When they came to the FCC, he had been on disability leave for two months and was

experiencing significant physid pain as a rrsult of his injuries. Melinda was a hairdresser and

did not aiways work fùll time. Nelson was requùed to avoid any physical activities and was

becoming depressed as a result of not working and his concems over their financial situation.

Both Metinda and Nelson had suffered 6om depression in the past and Melinda stated
that she had been suicidal on a number of occasions. NeIson stated that he believed Melinda
threatened suicide only when he wanted to leave their relationship. He viewed her suicidal
gestures as manipulative and as a means to get him to remain in their relationship. He shared
that he would not be able to forgive himself if she actually did hann henelf Melinda denied
that she was threatening to kill herself as a way to keep Nelson in their marnage. however,
it was clear that Nelson did not believe her.

This couple was under a great deal of financial pressure. The loss of Nelson's income
had resulted in them making the decision to sel1 iheir home as they could no longer afford to

make the mortçage payment. Melinda felt responsible as she believed she should be able to

make more money in order to avoid having to sel1 their home. This couple fought regularly
about money and how it would best be spent. Nelson thouçht that Melinda was careless and
did not think about the tùture when it came to spending rnoney. He would ofien blame

Melinda's parents as he believed that they "always gave her exactly what she wanted" and as
a result, she did not know how tu buget and manage their money.

Nelson and Melinda could not agree on whether or not they should have a child. They
had been struggling with this issue for almost two years. Melinda wanted a baby, however,

Nelson did not think it would be a wise idea because of her struggles with depression. Nelson
stated that he would not want her to treat a child as badly as she treated him. Now, although
they both agreed that they were in no position financially to have a child, they wanted to
discuss the issue in therapy as they knew it would corne up again.
The Carlson's were attending therapy to decide whether or not they wanted to work
on their relationship. Their motivations for staying in the relationship were quite different.

Melinda stated that she was afraid to be on her own even though she was not very happy in
their mamage. Nelson shared that he was afraid to leave the marriaçe for fear of Melinda
killing hersele he felt like he had no choice, and in his words, felt "trapped" in their marriage.

The Steens: Linda and Rob were in their late twenties and had been mamed for four years.
They did not have children. They had sought therapeutic seMces at another counselling
agency in

Des Moines, however, were not satisfied and reponed feeling "judged" by the

therapist. Both individuals had a history of dmg use and Linda was cunently on probation
for a previous drug -related offence. She did not have a good relationship with her probation
officicer and felt she was Oeing treated unfairly by the legal system. At the tirne they entered
therapy, Linda was required to provide urinalysis to ensurc she was dnig free as a condition
of her probation. Rob indicated he had aiso stopped using dmgs in order to support LindaRob worked long hours in a factoiy and was not home very oflen. Linda expressed
hstration with her husband's work obligations and felt as though she was not important in
his life. Linda had previously worked as an exotic dancer and reponed that she made "good

money" in this job. However, in order to maintain her sobnety, her probation officer would
not allow her to continue with this line of work as she was not in a drug free environment.
According to Linda, this was another area of her life where she had lost control. She resented
her job as a cashier in a retail store as she was not able to make as much money as she had
made dancing. The reduced income created stress on this couple as they had less money and
regularly argued about how their money should be spent.
This couple was struggling with the question of whether or not they would attempt
to work on their relationship or end the marriage. They had had problems in their relationship

prior to Linda's involvement with the legal system, however, her dnig offenses and probation
were causing additional stress on their mamage. They descnbed being unable to have a
discussion without it becoming a "yelling match" where one of them would leave their home
angry. Rob stated that he would take on additional hours at work in order to avoid the
conflict at home. Neither Rob nor Linda had many fnends that did not use dmgs and
consequently lacked a supportive network of tiends. Linda had a history of depression and
suicidal ideation. 1 questioned her about any recent suicidal thoughts during the first session
and she denied any ment ideation.

The Lowes: Michael and Chns were a couple in their early thirties and had been married for

almost seven years. They had two daughters, ages four and six. Michael and Chris were
fairly transient, had lived in a number of states for short periods of time, and had recently

moved to Iowa. Michael's job involved working for jockeys at the local race track. The
hours of his employrnent were erratic and he did not spend a lot of time with Chris and their
children.

When asked what brought them to therapy, Michael stated, "she said she'd divorce me
if 1 didn't corne". This couple stated that they did not have much tirne together and Chris

womed about Michael not spending enough time with their daughters. Chris recently got laid

offfiom herjob as a receptionist and was having a dificult time securin~employment. They
were struçgling financially due to the loss of Chris' job and their recent move to Iowa.

Michael felt that Chris' family was "too involved" in their lives and stated thai he resented
Chris sharing their problems with her parents.

This couple expressed concem over the effects their constant fiçhtinç was having on
their daughten. Chris and Michael had different parenting styles; Michael felt Chris was "too
lenient" with the girls. Chris stated that she did not want them to use spanking as a form of
discipline with the children and would confront Michael when she felt he was being
unreasonable regarding discipline. They descnbed a significant amount of yelling and name
calling in their relationship. Whenever there was a disagreement, the discussion resulted in
a loud argument and they would not be able to resolve issues without fiçhting. Both Chris
and Michael expressed a desire to leam how to "talk things out" without becoming abusive

with one another. Chris believed that she was more invested in saving t heir marriage and that
Michael was coming to therapy to please her and would not make any genuine efforts to
change. This couple lacked a supportive network of fiends in Iowa and both reported feeling
quite isolated.
The Adams: John and Corene Adams were involved in a long term relationship. They had

been together for fourteen years and had been married for ten years. They were in their Iate
thirties and were the parents of a nine year old boy and a one year old girl. This African

American family had just moved from a major metropolitan area to Des Moines and were
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living in a low-incorne housing development. John was unemployed and Corene had an entry
level social services position. In addition to couples thempy, this family was preparing for
John to attend an in-patient program for substance abuse treatment. Corene had previously

received individual therapy both as an adolescent and a young adult and shared that she had

always found it helpfil to talk about problems.
John and Corene stated that they had been fighting more lately due to the stressors
they were facing as a result of their move, Corene's new job, and John's upcoming substance
abuse treatment. They said that they were doing more yelling and were not listening to each
other. John felt that Corene was trying to "social work" him by insistinç that they talk about
their problems "her way". John felt that Corene was not sensitive to his needs and he believed

that she wanted to change him instead of accepting him for who he is. This couple also
disagreed when it came to parenting styles. John was more likely to use physical punishment

and Corene was opposed to his methods. She believed that spanking was not the answer and
wanted to corne to some sort of agreement about discipline that they both found acceptable.
Corene was worried that their son was receiving mixed messages from them and felt this was
confusing and unfair for him.
Corene and John were also feeling socially isolated as a result of moving into a new
community. They were concerned about the safety of their neighborhood and the lack of
social support Corene would have when John went into treatment. Corene, although
employed fiIl time, was not making a suficient income to solely support their family. Both

John and Corene were concemed about their financial situation and this created additional
stress for this family.

The following section will outline the problematic issues outlined by the clients at the
FCC.

PART TWO: Problematic Issues

During my work with the couples at FCC,there were a number of problematic issues
that emerged repeatedly in sessions with many of the clients. Those that appeared most ofien

and will be the focus of part one include: boundary issues, psychological safety of clients in
and out of session, substance abuse, division of labour, hierarchy, gender roles, financial

stresson for almost al1 cIients, and farnily of origin confiicts. Some of the problems faced by

my clients couid be identified as structural in nature, hierarchy and boundaries, for example.
It must be aated at the outset of this discussion that the patterns 1 have identified are
primarily viewed through a feminist fiamework. That is not to say that the stntaural
idiosyncracies of each couple were overlooked

- they were not - however, they were

understood within the larger sociopolitical context. Given that caveat, the following
discussion provides details conceming the common problems faced by my clients.

Bountlnries
The concept of boundanes is significant from both stnictrual and feminist
perspectives. The term boundary refers to who participates and how within any given system.
Boundaries typically prescribe appropriate separateness between individual family members,
between generations, and differentiates the nuclear family from outside systems. Structural
theov emphasizes the development of clear, penneable boundaries in order For the family
subsystems to fùnction appropnately (Minuchin, 197454).
Feminist family therapy literature warns against imposing rigid boundary prescriptions

in working with clients. According to Goodrich et al. (1988), there is much more of an
emphasis on what must be kept out than what must be let in; more on clanty and tirmness
than on fluidity and adaptability; more on what ought to be than on what might suit (Goodrich
et ai., 1988:149). Structural therapists, while encouraging the expenence of self as a separate

whole, also emphasize the importance of mutuality and reciprocity between the individual and
family system (Bograd, 1988:68). Feminist theory expands on the structural concept of
boundaries by recognizing different female understandings of relatedness as this is an area that

has previously been ignored in family therapy (Walters et al., 1988:24).
In order to assist clients in defining their own boundaries within their relationships,
it was usehl to have clients articulate what they found problematic with their current

arrangement and to help them define what needed to change to strençthen their couple
relationship as this was, for al1 the clients 1 saw, a primary goal for therapy.
The couples at the FCC experienced dificulties with establishing healthy boundaries

on several levels. My subjective definition of healthy boundaies included a couple being able
to corne to agreement about appropriate amounts of sepatateness and closeness between them
and those outside their couple subsystem. Problematic boundary definition was usually
characterized by disagrements and pfevious unwccessfiil attempts to reach consensus about
this area of their relationship. For many of the couples, the spousal subsystem boundaries
were weak. One common problem was the male partner spending a great deal of time at

work, with fnends, or with extended family. This was the case for the Stantons (see page 58)
as Ed was attempting to build a law practice, however, Sylvia began to feel as though their
mamiaçe was not a priority for him and expressed fmstration at the long hours he spent at his

office. Usually this pattern was describeci by couples as "not spending enouçh time together".
While this appeared to be a concern for most ofthe couples 1 worked with, it was
particularly prounounced for couples like the Hendersons (see page 5 1 ) and the Kents (see
page 52). In these cases, the men and women had direrent perceptions about what was
"appropriate" time away from their families. This difference, 1 believe, was linked to the fact
that the women were primary care @en of the children and they resented their partners being
able to spend more time with fiends as they did not often have the same opportunity. When

this issue was introduced as a problem in therapy sessions, it was not uncornmon for the male
partners to become defensive and deny that they spent an inappropnate amount of time away
from their families. Another common pattern was for the male partner to justiQ that his

absence was due, in large part, to the demands placed on him by his partner. In the case of
the Stanton's Ed justified his cornmitment to his work by stating that Sylvia wanted to buy a

house and if that was ever going to happen, he needed to work more. In response, the
women often interpreted the actions of their partner to mean that they did not care about the
relationship and/or that relationships with friends and colleagues took precedence over the
couple relationship. This issue was a constant struggle for Jane Fems (see page 55) as not
only did Frank work many hours at his job, when he was home, he was workinç on his race

car in their garage. On several occasions, Jane made the comment that she wished he cared
as much about their relationship as he did his races.
Boundaiy definintion was part of the discussion around sexuality for several of the

couples. The presence of this issue was not particulariy surprising since many sexual issues
in couples revolved around boundary sethg power for women (Goodrich, 1991:163)- The

issues around sexuaiity generaiiy involved one pannef s discornfort with the sexual requests
of the other partner. Anna White expresseci concems over her husband's request to have a
third person become sexually ùivolveâ with them Although Tom did not pressure Anna to
comply with her request, she fdt concerned that ifshe did not am,he may become involved
in another afhir. Sylvia Stanton also shared that Ed had mggesteci a "threesome"with a
mutual fiend- Ed ofien made reference to Sylvia not being "very adventurous" sexually.

Both Anna and Sylvia felt that their husband's requests were inappropriate and would be an
invasion into theù private relationships with their partners. It was quite clear that there were
differing opinions within couples as to what was appropriate senial behavior within a
monogomous relationship.

A pattern that emerged with the couples with children was that the boundaries
between parents and cbildren were not always clear and weU defined. Severai of the couples

reported bringing their children into arguments to side with one parent. Often, information
about relationship problems was s h e d inappropriately with children by one or both parents.
During one argument, Frank Fems shared that he told their adolescent daughter that her
mother was trying to "min his lie". This could be viewed as a boundary issue in that Frank
disclosed information to his daughter that was inappropriate and confusing for her to heu.
She was not part of the spousal subsystem, where clearly the problem originated, and was

consequently "brought into" her parent's argument. 1made my concems about this situation
clear to this couple and Jane more so than Frank, seemed to understand that this was not

helpful for their daughter. The Hendersons (see page 5 1). Chapmans (see page 59), and
Adams (see page 65) familes al1 reporteci their children being exposed to chronic fighting and
arguments. These three couples reported that their children were being signif~cantlyaffected
by the tension between the parents. Their children were having problems in school, were not
responding to discipline and were withdrawing andlor becoming more aggressive. The

Chaprnan and the Adams h i l i e s were quite wnvinced that the problems experienced by their
children were related to the struggles they were having as a couple and were motivated to

change, in large part, because th*/kncw th& situations were not healthy for th&

children.

Frank Fenis, however, did not beüeve that thar merital problems were affeaing theu chüdnn
and did not see the importance of not imrohg their chiidren in their arguments.
One of the most wmmon patterns dated to boundary definition was the tendency of
the women to attempt to "hold it al1 together" in relation to theu children and partners. The

women 1worked with often used the tenn 'spread thlli' when describing the pressure they
exprienad to meet the needs oftheu nunilies.

Karen Henderson was a good example of this

as she provided the majority of primary care for their three children in addition to finishg
nursing school and working casud shifts. Otten women like Karen and Helen Grifnn felt
alone in this endeavow and were fiustmted at their partnec's lack of involvement. The wornen
expressed feeling r i e their needs did not matter or came second to those of their spouses and

chiidren.
Their concems are not new and are refiected in the work of Arfie Hochschild in her
research on the "second shift". Due to societal expectations of the role women fil1 when it
cornes to caing, whether for children or aging parents, the boundary between work and home

Iife tends to be more permeable for women than for men. According to Hochschild,

One reason women take a deeper interest than men in the problems ofjuggling
work with M y life is that even when husbands happily shared the hours of
work, their wives felt more responsible for home and children.
~ochschild,l989:7).
The tendency for women to fée1 more responsible for childcare and home upkeep in addition
to king employed fiil1tirne resulted in Karen Henderson and Reina Ford feeling unsupported

and devalued by their partners.
Traditionally, the concept of boundaries has been used in therapeutic settings to the
detriment of women. Terms like enmeshment and fiision have been used to descnbe
individuals rather than patterns of interactions and fail to recognize a different female
understanding of relatedness (Bograd, 1988:65; Wdters et al., 1988:24; Goodnch et al.,
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1988:149). Although the pattern reported by the aajority of the couples 1worked with

(involveci motherldisengaged father) are not new to the fkdiy therapy field, they do require
an analysis that talces into consideration the sociopofiticai conte* and the roles of men and
women within this wntext. Difficuities in definhg boundaries for couples are best understood

not as a clinical problem, but the product of a histoncal process two hundred years in the
making (Goldner, l98M 1).
Karen Henderson, Kate Walten, Marcy Kent and Arma White al1 describeci close
relationships with their mothers and their male partners viewed these relationships as t00
involved. While it was tme that these women &en disclosed many of their relationship
problems to their mothers, they also received emotional support and validation. The mothers
of these women also were willing to provide child care when their daughters needed

assistance. For the most part, 1viewed these close relationships as healthy and important in
the lives of the women. However, in the case of Marcy Kent, the relationship she had with

her mother caused constant conflict with her husband. Marcy's mother disliked Ted and there
were several instanceswhere Marcy and her mother created an alliance against Ted; this was

not helpful for this couple and served to cause greater resentrnent.
The interventive strategy section of the report will detail methods of workùig with
couples to set and maintain boundaries fiom a feminist informed structural perspective.

SafetY

In the family therapy literature, the issue of safety is often used in reference to clients
involved in situations where domestic violence has been identified. In this practicwn, 1had
anticipated screenùig out clients where there was present/ongoing b a t t e ~ g .In reality, there
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were two couples, the RicharddGriflfn's and Tom and Anna White, where domestic violence

was a concem.

In the case of Doug Richards and Helen Gif'fïn (see page 60). 1 was not aware of any
domestic violence issues until 1met with Helen alone. U was at that point that 1was informed
by Helen of the violent nature of their relationship. She tended to minimize the violence that
had taken place in their relationship despite the fact that she had been hospitalized. 1found
out after speaking with her partner, Doug, that he had been criminally charged with domestic
assult and court ordered to attend a batterer's education group which he did not complete.
M e r consultation with rny supervisor and the clinical director, 1 let Helen and Doug know
that they were inappropriate for conjoint services at the FCC due to the onçoing violence.
1 further indicated that individual sessions could prove to be helphl and they could access

those services through the agency.
1 was concemed that this couple escaped the screening process and realized that 1

could offer Helen information about safety options but it was her choice as to whether or not

she would access them. She expressed disappointment that they would not be able to have
conjoint therapy and inquired if and when Doug "did what he needed to do" it would be
possible to corne back to the FCC. 1 let her know that an assessrnent would again be made

regarding their eligibility for serices and encouraged her to seek individual therapy for herself.
When 1 shared with Doug that conjoint sessions would not be appropriate, he stated that he
understood the reasons and 1 suggested that some individual work may be important to
complete prier to cominç back for couple therapy. Initially, 1 was somewhat apprehensive

of giving Doug this message, however, felt more at ease &er speakinç with my s u p e ~ s o r .
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Neither Doug or Helen rehuned to the FCC fw seMces whüe 1was a shident with the agency
and I did not have any fiirther contact with this couple.

In addition to the issues around physid safèty wae wncems about the psychologicai
d e @ for women dunng and aAer sessions. When assessing for the presence of violence in

the intial stages of therapy, I found that it was fu easier for women to selfreport incidences
of physical abuse than it was for them to idente that they had been emotionally battered by

their partnem. For one couple in particular, the Whites (see page 53), the issue of emotional
abuse did not emerge until they had attended a number of sessions. When Anna began to
articulate her needs in the relationship, the concem for emotionai safiety surfaced. For Tom
and Anna, violence had been an issue in the past but they did not report any current incidents

at intake. As therapy progressed, however, 1 became more concemed for the psychologicd
safety of Anna both in and out ofsession She was becoming stronger and more assertive and

Tom was uncornfortablewith the changes. He would get angry in session and Anna would

become more withdrawn and would contribute minimally to the conversation. After this
couple had attended nine sessions, Anna disclosed during a telephone conversation that she

was fearfùl for her safety. Chapter Five contains more details around this incident, but it is
important to note that although there had been no physical assadt, Anna felt emotionally
abused by Tom. Based on Anna's past experiences with Tom, she was concemed that the
increased verbal abuse may escalate into physical violence. Her concems were justified as
there is usually a pattern of increasingly severe emotional abuse ie) insults, narne-calling,

demeaning comments, that often lead to a physical assault (Harway and Hansen, 199443)-
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1was very concemed for Anna's safety and we discussed possible resources for her

and the development of a d e t y plan. As a t herapist, 1felt myself becoming more aware of
the potential ramifications of empowennglsupponingwomen in sessions when their partners
were threatened by their increasing independenceceTo enaire that the therapeutic process was

not putting women in wlnerable positions, strategies (the creation of safety plans and
information sharing on community resources) were developed to address the safety needs of
the women- m e r this experience, 1 am even more convinced that conjoint therapy under
conditions similar to those described above is completely inappropriate and puts women at
serious risk for physical and emotional hann.
SI^ bsfcr nce Abuse

With the exception of the Hendemn family, al1 the clients 1 saw at the FCC had either
a pnor history of substance abuse or were currently strugglinç with this issue. The high

incidence of substance abuse histories with the couples I worked with may offer some
explanation as to why some clients were more successfùl than othen in their attempts to work
on thek relationships. Jeff Flemming and Reina Ford (see page 61) and Kate Simpson and
Bab Walters (see page 57) were the youngest clients 1 worked with and al1 reponed prior

substance abuse. Jeff and Reina primarily used marijuana and both had been through

treatment prior to coming to the FCC. Kate reported using pot occasionally, however, was

concemed that Bob was using more than he was admitting to her. Reina and Kate both stated
l

that they quit using drues when they became pregnant and had not used since that tirne.
When questioned about his use, Bob denied using pot fiequently and stated he only used
"once a rnonth or so" when he was out with his friends.
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The dnig ofchoice for the other couples that I worked with was methamphetamineIowa, and Des Moines in particular, has had an increase in the nurnber OPpeople using meth.

Symptoms of meth use include paranoia, irritability, and sleep disturbances. Rob and Linda
Steen both used meth at one point, however, Linda was on probation after having been

charged with drug possession She had received p h treatment and was required to provide
urinalysis to her probation officer to ensure that she remain drug f?ee. Other couples that
reported using meth including the Kents and Tom White stated they used the dmg to stay
awake in order to work at their jobs. John Adams (see page 65) was planning to admit
himself into an in-patient treatment facility at the time he and Corene came for conjoint
therapy. Ofal1 the clients 1 saw, John had the longest history of drug use (almost fifieen

years) and had not been successfiil in completing treatment thus Far. His decision to seek

treatment at this time was due to Corene's ultimatium: if he did not go, she would leave their
mamage.

During the intital assessment with couples, they were asked a number of questions
regarding their substance use such as what dmgs they had used in the past. if they were

currently using and if su, how much, if they had ever sought treatment and if there was any
family history of drug use. I found clients to be quite forthcoming with this informationGenerally when the drug use was causing a problem with their relationship, they would share
this information. For Eric and Cathy Smith (see page 54), Eric's dniç use was their pnmary
issue in sessions. Although Eric denied that he was using drugs, Cathy was convinced he was
lying to her. It was difficult to work with Eric as he denied that there \vas a problem and

therefore did not follow through with the substance abuse assessment that 1 recornmended-
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If a client wao using dmgs on a regular basis (several times a week), they were encouraged
to seek out a comprehensive substance abuse evaluation. When there were signs that there

was a problem in this area, 1would explain thaî very little, ifanything would be able to change
in the couple relationship if one or bath people were still using drugs. 1 would also explain
that it was acceptable for clients to be seeking specific assistance for their substance abuse at

the same time they were attending conjoint sessions. The couples with the most serious
substance abuse concems, the Steens and the Adams attended only one session at the FCC.
Consequently, I do not know wheiher or not they sought treatment for this issue.
Division of L~bour

One of the more common themes throughout the practicum was the dissatisfaction
with the division of labour in the relationships. This issue was more problematic among

couples with children and more ofken, those couples with preschooVelementary school aged
children. The patterns that emerged centered around the women feelin~overburdened with
the demands of children, household maintenance, and expectations of extended family
members. The majority of the women worked full time outside of their homes and found
thernselves responsible for almost al1 of the work related to their children and dornestic duties.
Although the women expressed serious concems about being overburdened by their dual
roles, women like Karen Henderson, Chris Lowe, Jane Ferris, and Anna White were more
concemed about the quality of relationships their male partners were developing wkh their

children. They expressed fears that their children would not be close to their fathers because
the men were not as involved in the prirnary caregiving. The women also seemed to be less
constrained by stereotypical gender rote expectations when it came to their partner's
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involvement in parenting.

The problems clients identified conceming the division of labour in their homes were
similar for al1 of the couples I worked with. Certain issues were unique to some clients,
however, the overall concems were consistent. As a result of the shared experiences of the

couples, it is not particularly usefil to view the problems as idiosyncratic, rather, it is best
understood using a broader sociocultural explanation. "Stalled revolution" is the name
Hochschild gives to the phenornenon that my clients were experiencing. The number of
women in the paid workforce has risen steadily since the 1 9 5 0 ' ~however.
~
a corresponding

change in our cultural undentanding of mamage and work has not occurred. According to
Hochschild, the stalled revoluation is a result of the strain between the change in women and
the absence of change in the rest of society (Hochschild. 1989: 12).

The issue of division of labour seemed to permeate many of the discussions in the
therapy sessions. The high conflict couples 1 worked with seemed to monitor one anothefs
contributions to parenting and home maintenance very carefiilly. Karen Henderson (see page
5 1) was able to recount how many loads of laundry Bill had put away durinç any given week;

Marcy Kent (see page 52) was fmstrated because she was always the one who gave their
daughters a bath, and Ted got to do the "Fun stuff" like reading the bedtime stories. It was
clear that the women more than the men expenenced this lack of egalitarianism in their
relationship as problematic. When 1 attempted to divert the focus from the details of their
domestic duties, what often emerged from the women was a sense that their contributions
were not valued or appreciated. Ultimately, for couples like the Hendersons, the Kents, and

the Smiths, the struggie was over the lack of gratitude for the contributions made to their

familes,
This struggle was also felt by the men 1worked +th, particularly those that would fit
Hochschild's definition of "transitional". These clients were supportive of their partnefs
working outside the home but still expected her to take the main responsibility for home and
children, too. Bill Hendenon did acknowlege that Karen "worked hard" and was willing to

assist her in household chores and childcare, however, felt constant1y criticized by Karen
because he did not do things the way she would do them. Jeff Flemming (see page 61)
wanted to be supportive of Reina by helping her with their infant. but he had little experience
with babies and stated "she knows more about this stuff than 1 do". Men like Jeff. Bill and
Ted Kent were honest about not having grown up in homes where men performed the tasks
ie)chiId care and household chores that were considered "women's work".

Some of the research on egalitananism in relationships suggests t hat those in more
equal relationships experience greater marital satisfaction, are less likely to use power
strategies to influence their partners, are more likely to work on irnproving the relationship,
and are less likely to experience violence in the home (Rabin, 1994:1 1 1). 1 found this to be

true with several ofthe couples 1 worked with. The Stantons (see page 58). Whites (see page
53), Richards (see page 60), and Fems' (see page 5 5 ) relationships were organized around
very traditional gender roles and expectations. These were the couples where domestic

violence was an issue and where the women held very Iittle power in relation to their male
partners. This pattern was particularly problematic when the women would begin to question
or challenge the inequities in their relationships that they had formerly accepted. When Anna
White began to expect more fkom Tom in terms of parentins, he would become hostile and
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refer to ha requests as "nasgirgnand "net his job". These women were attempting to move
towaid a more egalitarian relationship with theu partners, however, their efforts were

thwarted by thek partners who appeared to be ideologically opposed to the notion of equality
and were invested in maintainhg their power position in theu relationships.
It would be accurate to say that with the exception of the Hendersons, none of my

clients held egalitarian values when it came to the roles of men and women in families. The
Hendersons were an exception in that there appeared to be more of an equal sharing of
power in the relationship, but 1am not sure that 1wouid go so fàr as to Say that egalitarianism

was a consciously chosen value in their relationship. What was interesting about the
Hendersons was the fact that Karen was in a position of contributing a significant amount,
financially, to the family and 1 beiieve that this fact could at Ieast partialiy explain her
relatively equal position to Bill in their relationship.
Hierarchy

The themes that have been addressed in the preceding sections are related to the
concept of hierarchy. Boundarïes, dMsion of labour and safety concerns can al1 be c o ~ e c t e d
to a hierarchical f d y arrangement. This structural concept ranks the relative power and
authority of fiunily members, often to the detriment of women. It has been suggested that in
traditionai models oftherapy that maintain an unexamined conunitment to patriarchy, one can
also observe a correspondhg cornmitment to maintaining the concept of hierarchy (Goodrich

et at., 1988:74). Those sarne couples who expressed diaculties with the distribution of
labour were ais0 the couples where the woman was lacking in power relative to her partner.

Anna White (see page 53) expressed a desire to find another apartment and live more
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independently f?om her parents. Despite the fact that she was the sole financial support of
their fbdy, Tom made the decision that they would not be moving. Anna stated that she felt

her f&g

should also be considerd because she was making the money at that time. Tom

was resistant to her suggestion and they did not move.

With a few couples it was dear that the male partner held the majority of the decision

rnaking power when it came to making significant decisions, particularly about money. Ed
Stanton (see page 58) used his higher s a l q to jusw his position as the financial decision
maker in their mariage.

Frank Fenis (see page 55) believed that Jane could offer her opinion

regard'ig financial decisions but maintained the belief that because he made more money, he
was entitled to make the final decisions.

The men more ofien made the final decision about

whether or not the couple would make another therapy appointment. When I worked with

Kate Simpson and Bob Walters (see page 57) and would bring up the issue of scheduling
another apointment, Kate wodd look at Bob and say, "It'sup to him". This was also the case
with Tom and h n a White. On several occasions, Tom would indicate that they would "tak
about it" and then phone the FCC office to set up a time.
An interesting pattern related to the division of labour was the male partner's

insistence on a "clean house" and yet there was not a corresponding involvement in home
maintenance. This was the case for approximately seventy-five percent of the couples 1
worked with. The issue of the men indicating they wanted 'their' homes clean is indicative of
1

their belief that they were in a position where they could impose demands on their partners.
Moreover, they were visibily angered when their demands were met with resistance. Because

Frank Ferris worked NU time outside the home, he described Jane as enjoying a "freeride"
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for most of their married life. He aated that al1 he expected of her was for her to keep the

house clean and meals on the table. These expectations did not change when Jane became
employed fi111 time as a child care provider. Frank expresseci fiutration about their house

being a "mess" because of the children Jane was canng for. During one session. Jane
suggested that Frank could help out a Iittle more and this sugestion was met with such
hostility, she never broached the subject again. Initially Bill Henderson brouçht up the subject

of their "messy house" almost every session. It was clear that he and Karen had very diEerent
views on what a clean house looked like. Karen was often hun by Bill's comments and would
always tell him that if if bothered him so much he should "do sornething about it". This
strategy worked as Bill began to do a little more work around the house. The difference
between the Hendersons and the Fems' was that there was not the same issues around power
differentialsand hierarchy with the Hendersons. Karen and Bill Henderson shared relatively
the same amount of power in their relationship; the same could not be said about Frank and

Jane Ferris.

There seemed to be connections between boundaries and hierarchies with several of
the couples. This comection was rnost obvious when one member of the couple would spend
time with fnends or extended family members resulting in the spouse becominç resenthl of
the time spent away from the home. The couples attempted to impose appropriate boundaries

upon one another regarding time spent with other people. More extreme examples of this
pattern were observed witht the Ferris (see page 55) and Stanton (see page 58) families. Ed
Stanton and Frank Fems would not "allow" their wives to go to bars without them as they
felt it was not appropriate for married women to go to bars without their husbands. Sylvia
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Stanton was a volunteer sofiball coach and Ed resented the arnount of time she spent with her
team At one point, he stated that she would have to "choosenbetween spending time with

him and coaching her softball team. When these boundaries were not mutually negotiated,
anger and hostility resulted. Rather than attempt to discuss and corne to an agreeable

solution, ultimatiums were given. In one situation involving the Hendersons, Bill infomed

Karen, "You are not going shopping until this kitchen is clean". This did not go over well
with Karen and she informai Bill that he was not her father and she was not a child. She did
go shopping, however, they did not speak for almost two days.
In structural theory, the concept of hierarchy is based on the assumption that people

of the same çeneration will possess relatively the same arnount of power in their relationships.
Consequently, spouses, by virtue of being at the same generational level are, by definition,
equals (Goldner, l989:48). Feminist approaches have disputed this assurnption because when
the concept of hierarchy is applied ngidiy or in a sexist manner, women and children will be

disadvantaged due to their position at the bottom of any rankinç (Walters et al., 198824).
Further, some ferninist theorists argue that family structure need not be hierarchical to cany
out family functions, rather, structures could be democratic, responsive, and consensual

(Goodrich et al., 1988:20). Based on my work with this population, 1 would suggest that
the assumption of equality is not always accurate and, in some situations, is potentially

harmfiil.
Gerttler Roles

The theme of gender roles is very much connected to other patterns observed during
the practicum, most notably hierarchy and division of labour. It was my observation that
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those couples with difkulties in negotiating the division of labour in their homes and where

one partner had identifiably more power were the couples with the most rigid gender roles.
The Ferris', Whites, Stantons, and RichardslGnffin families fit this profile. When 1 use the
term gender role, I am refemng to the couple's expectations and beliefs about appropriate
behavior for men and women. For the most part, the couples 1 saw organized their
relationships around very traditional gender role patte=.
Generally, 1found that the men worked outside the home for longer hours and oflen

in shift work types ofjobs ie) poa office. construction and building maintenence. The women
1 worked with tended to be in lower paying positions (child care, hairdressing, driving a

school bus, restaurant work. and entry level clerical postitions) that offered Iittle flexibilty and

no health benefits. One woman, however, had completed nursing school and was, at the tirne
therapy ended, employed hl1 time in a professional capacity. The literature suççests that even
when women are employed full time outside of the home, the boundary between work and

home is more permeable for women than it is for men. Additionally, when women add
employrnent responsibilites to their Iives, there is generally not a corresponding shifi to equal
participation by men in the home (Holder and Anderson, 1989:368). Hochschild has
developed several explanations for why women generaily feel overextended. In her research,
she discovered that even when men were willing to share in the houn of work, the women
felt more responsible for the home and children (Hochschild, 1989:7). Additionally, men
typically have more control over when they will malce their contributions to the home than
women do and women often do two things at once (Hochschild, 1989:9).
One of the most fiequent concems of the women 1 saw was the lack of participation
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on the part of their panners in maintaining their home and parenting children. The fact that

this issue finds itself woven into the sections on gender roles, hierarchy and division of labour
suggests to me that it was one ofthe more compkx problems my clients faced. Many women

-

describeci working two hl1 time jobs being employed outside the home and parenting. Mon
often it was the women who arranged for childcare, deait with extended family, interacted

with the schools their children attended, and managed the household duties. Those couples
who did not have children occasionally disagreed about household maintenance, however,
they seemed to have fewer problems negotiating this aspect of their relationship. When 1
asked about the expectations the couples had for each other when they entered their

relationships, almost al1 responded by saying that they did not think too much about the "day
to day stuff'. Karen and Bill Henderson (page 5 l ) and Ted and Marcy Kent (page 52) found
that before they had children, there were not as many conflicts around these issues. The
struggles began for both couples afker the birth of their first child. The dynamics for the teen
parents were a little direrent because they did not have much time to establish a relationship
prior to the birth of their children. Their dating relationships did not prepare them for the
negotiation and stniggles they faced when they moved in together and began to parent. Jeff
(see page 6 1) and Bob (see paçe 57) stated that they did not expect their partners to take over
primary care of the home and children, but it was as though the traditional gender roles
happened by "default". They both grew up in homes where their mothers stayed at home and

were the primary caregiven. Reina and Kate also grew up in traditional homes and although
they expected to be pnmarily responsible for the children and the home, they did not want full

responsibility.
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Gender role confiicts are not isolated to the redm of household chores and parenting.

There are diienng beliefi when t cornes to appropriate behaviors for men and women. Men
would talk about what they needed in order to be happier in the relationship, however, the
women were not as cornfortableasking for what they needed. When Karen Hendenon let Bill

know she needed a "time out" from their children and hired a babysitter, Bill responded by
teîiing her she was "selfish". For the most part, the women 1worked with were the caretakers
of their families and oAen could not idenfity/aniculatetheir own needs. Pipher (1994) uses

the phrase "empathy sict" to describe the phenornenon of adolescent girls who are unable to
articulate their own needs due to beinç taught to be more concemed about the needs of
others. Althouçh the term empathy sick has been applied to adolescent wornen, it was a
common theme in the lives of rny women clients includinp Marcy Kent (see page 52) and
Anna White (see page 53). These women were very aware of the needs of their partner, their

children, their family, their boss, and their fnends, however, were not as adept at describing

their own needs. This is perhaps one of the more obvious culturally prescnbed gender role
patterns that I observed dunng my practicum.
Some of the male clients were moving towards becoming more involved in the
parenting of their children. For some, like Michael Lowe (see page 64) and Douç Richards

(see page 60),there was a lack of interest, however, the majority of men 1 worked with were
genuine in their efforts to become more involved fathers. Bill Henderson described a
L

childhood where his father was not "there for him" and he was deterrnined that he would be

a better father to his own children. Men like Bill, Ted Kent, John Adams and ~ e fFlemming
f
expressed hstration in their efforts due to a lack of genuine role models. Ted Kent, who
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dso grew up without a father feit he was doubly challengeci because he was the father of two

srnall daughters. He did not have confidence in his abilities and was afraid of "not doing it
right". The majorÏty of men did desire to become more active in their children's lives and
struggled with this process. Their experiences can also be viewed as a result of gender
s o c i h t i o n that does not encourage men to become numiring and involved in the parenting

of their children. The notion of a stalled revolution (Hochschild, 1989) is particuarly useful
in framing the expenences of these fathers.

Famiiy of Origin Conflcts
Several o f the couples 1 worked with were in their late teens and early twenties and
had considerable ties to their families of origin. Conflicts typically arose when either the man

or the woman would 'escape' to the home of their parents in order to avoid conflict with their

partner. This was a common pattern for Marcy Kent (see page 52). Chris Lowe (see page
64), Kate Simpson (see page 57), Melinda Carlson (see page 62), and Jeff Flemming (see

page 61). The involvement with extended family was not always problematic for the couple
as the family often ofFered considerable support. For Marcy Kent and Kate Simpson, there

appeared to be a significant arnount of ambivalence in leaving their families of origin to create
a new family with their partner. Ted Kent and Bob Walters expressed resentment over the

amount of time their partners spent with parents. Several times durinç sessions. Bob would
state that Kate talked more with her mom than she did with him. Oftentimes, this issue
became problematic as a result of the couples not openly discussing what role extended family

would have in their relationship. This was particularly problematic for those couples, like the
Stantons and FlemminglFords, who resided with extended family for a significant amount of

time.
Again, about eighty percent of the couples with chiidren expressecl some codicts over

f d y ofongin involvement. For Marcy Kent, her nlationship with her mother offered her
emotional support and assistance in caring for h a two young children that she felt she did not
receive nom her spouse. KarenHenderson would often take their children to her aunt's home
for the weekend. Bill and Karen's aunt had a conflictuai nlationship and as a resuIf he would
not accompany Karen and the children

The weekends wen oppominities for Karen to get

support from her aunt and a break fiom parenting as her aunt would take primary
responsibility for the children. For the majority of my women clients, the emotional and
tangible support they required most often came fiom their f d i e s . The men 1 worked with

most ofien found their support in their friendships with other men This would cause
mentment when their partnen would view the time spent with niends as being more
important than the tirne the men would spend with their families.

Occasionally, the extended f d y would become very involved in the parenting of
children. This involvement was not dways positive as it resulted in contlicts between the
couples. The Kents (see page 52) had more serious codlicts with extended farnily due to the

fact that Marqh parents did not approve of her choice to marry Ted. Marcy was very tom,
wanting both the support of her parents and the fkeedom to marry her partner. Her parents

made their feelings very clear and negotiating contact with her farnily was always conflictual.
From a structural perspective, intergenerational boundaries were not always clear resulting
in conflicts between the couples. However, due to the tendency for women to value

relatedness and connectedness differently than men, it was also important not to devalue or
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pathologize the extendeci farnily relationships without assessing what meanings they heId for
the wornen involved,

The problematic issues that were discussed in pan two were chosen based on their
prevalance in my work with couples. The feminist informeci structural perspective 1utilized
provided a fkmework for some of the themes such as boundary and hierarchy. however, the
analysis of gender roles, division of labour, and d e t y were heaviiy iduenced by feminist
practice priciples. The fact that 1 am a woman and have sauggled with many of the same
issues my clients fàced obviously made my seleaion and analysis of these themes subjective.
1was challenged by these issues as it was cleaq in the majority of cases, that both the men and

women were in pain and wanted to create healthier relationships. My empathy, at times. was
more focused on the women, especially in cases where 1was concemed about their safety.
however, 1 made conscious efforts to ensure that my male clients knew 1 was supporting
them, too. It was helpfùl to h m e the issues brought by the couples as evidence of a stalled

revolution rather than the h l t of any one individual. 1found myself trying to seek a balance
between viewing these problems as products of an unequai sociopolitical system and at the
same time, encouraging individual solutions. The challenge of a feminist informed structural

analysis is the dual focus on both the clients with their individual and couple dynamics and
an awareness of how the larger environment may impede or support growth and change. As

a therapist, 1 was continually challenged to keep myself balanced at a personal level during
my work with clients.
The final d o n of this chapter will look at the interventions that were implemented
during the course of this clinical practicum.
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PART THREE: Interventions fmm a Feminist h f o r m d Stnicturrl Perspective
Throughout the course of this clinciai practicum, a number of interventive strategies
were utilized, al1 with varying degrees of success. In order to pcesent what transpireci in
sessions in a meaningfulway, 1have chosen to discuss the strategies in general ternis using
clinical examples when appropriate. Much of the idiomation to be presented in this section
was taken &om case notes and audiotapes.

ASSESSMENT:
The assessment phase of my work with clients was infiuenced both by my theoretical
perspective and agency expectations. From a structural perspective, joining the family is
necessary in order to understand the problems they have identifled. During this stage, the
therapist recognizes the predominance of certain fâmily themes and participates with family
members in their exploration (Minuchin, 1974:123). In structural approaches, there is an

assumption that the therapist will imediately take a leadership position (Minuchin and
Fishman, 1981 : 28). However, a feminist perspective suggests that assessment is a dialogical

process whereby the client and therapist share their perpectives and meanings (Bricker-

Jenkins, 1991: 286). The approach 1 took with clients could be descnbed as more of a
partnership stance. This stance recognizes that the therapist is in a privileged position relative
to that of the client, however, this position encourages the CO-creation of client needs,
understandiigs, and directions to pume in solving problems during the therapy process (Van

Den Berg, 1995:xvÜii. The FCC also required therapists to complete an initial assessment of

the couple that outlined the history and details of the presenting problems.

One of the important pieces of a feminist infortned assessment is the conscious,
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purposetiil attention to basic, concrete needs and to physical and psychologid safety
(Bricker-Jenkins, 1991:290). A structural approach does not emphas'ie the need for thû
added dimension to assessrnent which is why it is helpfil to combine the two approaches.

The concrete needs of the clients 1worked with included issues around child m e , financial
resowces, and housing. It was not uncornon in the initial stages of therapy to offer referrds

and resources in the community to assist the couple in meeting basic needs. The issue of
psychological and physicai safety has been discussed but the importance of assessing these
areas cannot be understated A thorough assessrnent of d e t y is not a static event, it is an

ongoing process when working with couples, particularly when the couple beghs to bring up
sensitive and potentially explosive issues further into the therapeutic process.

In the initial stages of my work with clients, 1 saw the couple together for the first

session and then scheduled to see them separately during their second appointment. In joining
with the clients. I was o b s e ~ n g
how the couples interacted and listening to how they were

describing their problems. In this initial stage of my work with clients it was usefil,
particularly ifthis was the couple's first therapy contact, to talk about the process of therapy
and to answer any questions. The clients rights and responsibilities fonn was discussed and

signed; confidentiality policies outlined for the clients; and agency policies regarding

canceilations and scheduhg were shared. Ensuring that clients had this information was part
of demystifLing the process and allowing them to become cornfortable in the therapy setthg.
From a strwtural perspective, this process could be understood as part of joining the f a d y
in the initial stages of therapy.

TypicaUy I would begin sessionsby asking the question, "What brought you both here

%

todaf?" The responses that I nceived varie& however, the majority of the couples reponed

unhappiness in their relationships. Usually, the individual that made the phone cal1 to set up
the session spoke first. In the population 1woked with, men and women initiated the process
equally, approxirnately halfthe sessions were scheduled by women and half by men. 1 would
c l a r i q in the beginning of the session that 1wanted to hear fiom both people to ensure that

those clients who were quieter by nature were also given the opportunity to speak. It was in
these initial stages that 1 was able to get a sense of each person's comfort with attending
therapy- Generally, those individuals that felt more comfonable were those that were the
most talkative in sessions. Dunng the first session with the couples, 1 would gather the
following information (not necessarily in this order): the client's definition of the problem,
M o l y of substance use; length of relationshiphumber of children; domestic violence history;

~icidaVhomicida1ideation; previous mental health services; extended family support; and any
other services the clients were utilizing.
As information was gathered, it was usefùl to observe patterns of communication

between the couples. From a structural perspective, a therapist is not only listening to the
content of the family's presentation of the problem, but also tuning into the ways in which the
family shares this information (Minuchin, 1974209). It was not uncommon for the women
to answer the questions related to children and extended family even when the questions were
not directed at the women specifically. Often the couples would intermpt and correct one
another; in many cases, this was forcasting for the types of interactions t hat 1 would observe
in later sessions. By noting the ways in which the couples interacted with one another, 1 was

able to also assess for issues of power in the relationship. At the end of the first session with
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clients, 1introduced the Dyadic Adustmait Scale. 1aplained the purpose for completing the

seale was to as& me in understanding wnat areas of thQr nlathship were most ptoblematic
to each of them. The clients were very wiiiing to complete the DAS once given a rationale

for its use. Structural Eunüy therapy Iiteratumwams therapists not to open up areas of stress
until the therapeutic system has dedopeci to the point where the therapist is able to support

family members under stress (Minuchin, 1974:209). For this reason, the initial session with
couples was generally quite stnictured; it provided each person an opportunity to share their
perception of the problern without one member of the couple monopoüzïng the session. It
was explained to the clients that there would be ample time in future sessions for them to

share details they felt were relevant.
The assessrnent process continued for several sessions. At the end of the first session,
1would iriTorm the clients of my wish to see them separately for the second session 1gave

the coupla advance notice to avoid any confiision during their second appointment. For the
most part, I experienced the clients to be appreciative of the opportunity to share their

percecptions and beliefs during the individual sessions and was able to ask the clients the
prepared questions from the open-ended questionnaire. This information proved to be very

help&l in priorizing issues to be addressed and exploring each client's belief system around
the presenting issues. I also used the session to inquire fùrther about any abuse experiences

in the relationship. 1would most often begin by asking the women less focused questions
("Hasthere ever been any type of abuse in your relationship?"). If the woman indicated that
there had been abuse, 1 would then ask more specific questions regarding the nature,
occurence and duration of the abuse. The question that 1found most helpfbl to ask was, "Do
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you fed safe in the therapy sessions with yow. partner present?" With the exception of Helen

Griffin. the responded that they did feef safe discussing their problems in session and did not
fear negative reactions from their partners. Helen's partner, Doug had a history of abusive

behavior and it was eventually conduded that they were not appropriate for conjoint sessions
at the FCC due to the ongoing violence in their relationship.

The joining process represents one of the most important tasks to be accomplished
in the assessrnent phase of work with couples. If clients do not feel as thouçh they have been

heard and understood, one is unlikely to be successtiil in creatinç a therapeutic environment
conducive to transfomative action. The structural notion of joininç becomes more
comprehensive and rneaningfùl if it is infùsed with the sugptions of feminist therapy. The
resuit of the blendinç of the two perspectives results in a joininç process that is mutual,
depathologizing, explores the belief systems of the clients, identifies patterns of strength,
attends to power dynamics, and addresses the basic, concrete needs of clients. When these
two approaches were combined, 1 felt satisfied that the assessment was thorough and resulted

in a greater understanding of the presenting problems.
INTERWNTION
Following the completion and approval of the initial assessment, I worked with
couples on the development of their comprehensive treatment plans (CTP). The CTP's
needed to be completed for each couple seen at the PCC; this was a requirement of the
agency. CTP's were expected to be completed by the founh session and were then submitted
to my s u p e ~ s o r .The purpose of the CTP was to begin to define the problematic areas of

the relationship and to set goals for therapy. Individually, clients would develop one or two
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gods and objectives for sessions that would b h g them closer to the mutual couple goal that

they had identified. For exarnple, the individual goals of the Hendersons included not
intempting dunng discussions and setting aside time to be alone together. This couple felt
that those individual goals would bring them closer to their mutual goal of fighting less and
appreciating each other more. The rationale for CTPs was explained to clients as a means of
tracking progress towards mutually agreed upon goals. Most of the time, clients did a good
job of defining what they wanted to work on in therapy. 1 would offer assistance and

feedback when their goals seemed vague or unclear. The CTPs were updated every ninety
days and provided a guideline for therapy sessions.

Some treatrnent plans were behaviorally oriented ("will have less than five fights per
week"); others were l e s behavioral in nature ( " d l become more independent"). Clients were
encouraged to think about how they would define success or goal attainment; often 1 would
ask, "How will you know when you have reached your goals? What will be different?" In

some ways, the completion ofthe CTP was one of the first interventions. This task required
couples to define their own goals and to assess what was important to them. It also required
the clients to begin to look at themselves, their behaviors, and their relationship to determine

how they wanted their lives to be different. Ofien, the challenge of completing the CTPs was
to keep the clients sel~focused.It was not unusual for clients to stan the CTP discussion
with comments such as, "If only she would spend more time with me.." or "The only thing
1 have ever wanted herniim to do is...Y

In these cases, 1 would encourage the clients to use

"1" lançuage and to begin thinking about what changes they could make for themselves. The

goals of the CTP were quite often similar ("To improve communication" or "To be more

honest with one another").
According to Minuchin, structural analysis has the virtue of conveying the sense of
therapy as a process directed toward a defined goal (Minuchin, 1974:105). The development
of therapeutic goals is an important piece of structural therapy and when combined with

feMNn socid work principles, this task becornes collaborative and not the sole responsibility
of the therapist. In structural family therapy langage, the interventive stage is often referred
to as the "restnictunnç stage". It diffen Romjoining in that joining operations do not tend
to challenge the farnily system; restmcturing involves both supporting the family and
challenging unheal thy structures in an attempt to create t herapeut ic chançe (Minuchin,
1974:138). Structural therapy offen a number of techniques to assist in the therapeutic

change process. During the course of this practicum, interventions that could be described
as structural were utilized, however, they were inforrned by a feminist approach to dinical
social work. The following are interventions that were part of rny work with couples at the

FCC: actualizing transactional patterns, marking boundaries, assigning tasks, reframing,
validating, exploring the clients belief system, attending to the power dynamics in the
relationship, mobilizing resources, educating, enacting, and empowerinç the clients. The
following section will detail the interventive approaches using case examples.
2. Actunliùng Tr(~nsactionnlPatterns

In structural family therapy, actualizing transactional patterns is a restnictunng
technique. Repeated transactions establish patterns of how, when and to whom to relate and
these patterns tend to influence the family system (Minuchin, 19745 1). One of the rnost
common patterns \vas one person talking about their partner to me, even if their partner was
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present in the session. This was not unusual during the initiai sessions when clients were

concemeci about having their experiences heard. During a first session, 1 generally let them
talk about the presenting problems without many interruptions in order to gather as much

information as possible. However, afkr a few sessions with the couples, I would begin to
encourage them to speak with their partner instead of about them. In order to assin them in
this process, I would ask questions such as, "1s it difficult to talk directly to your partner
about this subject? 1 have noticed that although you are talking directly to me, it seems like
you also want your partner to listen". In some cases, clients were quite receptive to the
feedback I was giving them and would make efforts to talk directly to their partner. In other
cases, however, it seemed that their transactional pattern of not talking directly to one another

was firmly in place and they needed reminders to address their partners directly.
For many couples, this technique was successftl and in sessions, it was not uncornmon
for them to correct themselves. For those couples that had difficulties, however, 1 would ask
questions such as, "1s this a new way of communicating with one another?" in order to
understand the client's struggles. 1 found that by giving a rationale for my request, couples
were more likely to attempt to speak directly to one another. During my initial work with
couples, saying, "You need to speak directly to him", was often met with cool stares from
clients. Eventually, the same request phrased differently was more etfective eg: "It sounds

like you really want your spouse to hear this; could you try speaking directly to her?".
Actualizing the family transactional patterns was often a usefùl way for the couple to
begin to identiQ some of the ways in which their patterns created dificulties in their
relationships. Marcy and Ted Kent (see page 52) beçan therapy sessions barely speaking to
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each o d # and 1found myseifdoing a great deal ofwork to faciliate communication

By the

end,they used the sessions as an opportunity to discuss their problems with tittk input fkom
me. This technique was important due to the fact that it enabled clients to focus on the
process of their interactions and not just content. OAen, once couples were better able to
understand their own patterns of relating on a panicular issue, they were able to use this
knowledge and apply it to the other areas in their relationship that they wanted to improve.

This intervention was iduenced by a femuiist idonneci approach in that 1 was
sensitive to some of the stnigsies couples experienced that were based on culturaüy
prescribed roles for men and women. For example, it was diflùcult for Bill Henderson, Ted

Kent, and Eric Smith to share their feelings with their partners and to express any emotions
other than anger. As a result, they would appear hostile and unapproachable, when in rdity,
they were hurt or scared. A discussion about how, as a culture, we discourage men from

expressing their feelings helped to normalize their situation and provided an opportunity to
discuss their expenences in this a r a
2. Markirtg Boundaries

The purpose of utilizing boundary marking techniques is to assist in the creation of
boundaries that will best promote the psychosocial growth of each member (Minuchin,
1974144).

Several of my clients experienced difficulties in definhg and maintahhg

boundaries particularly in the area of family of origin.
Jeff and Reina (see page 61) and Kate and Bob (see page 57) were in their late teens
had ongoing codicts in their relationships regarding the arnount of time spent with f8mily.

Kate was very ~ ~ e c t to
e her
d mother and Bob expressed fnistration about the lack of time
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spent together. We spent time Ui sessions talking about their beliefs around appropriate
amounts of contact with parents. Both felt that they needed to stay close with their parents
and yet struggîed with wantingto be independenth mthan. Kate's parents would phone her
every night and they would talk for at lest haifan hour. This pattern upset Bob and he felt
that he was not as important to her. This couple was stmggiiig to create their own family

and theu own identity and although their f d e s of ongin were supportive, this couple
experienced them as king somewhat intrusive. One of the ways this couple drew boundarïes
was by himllig offthe ringer on their phone and putthg on their answering machine in order

to spend time alone without disniptions. They felt that this intervention would work weli for

them and were quite proud of their idea.

Frank and Jane Fems (see page 55) had two school aged children and ofien fought

in fiont of their children. Frank had, on severai occasions, brought their daughter into theu
arguments. When this issue came up, 1 had seen this couple three times. 1 was able to
educate the couple on the need to keep their children out of their arguments as much as
possible and asked them to think of ways in which they could have discussions without
involving theu children These clients chose to try to close the door to their bedroom if they

began to get into a heated argument - this was sornetimes successfiil. Other couples, like the
Hendersons and the Kents, fought in fiont of their children, however, because their chiidren
were srnalier, they were not "brought h o " the arguments directly as the daughter of Fank and
Jane was.
One of the pattern 1observed during the practicum was the tendency for the women

partnen to want to spend a lot of tirne with their extended family against the wishes of their
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spouses. Ted and Marcy Kent (sapage 52) and Tom and Anna White (see page 53) had
preschool children and the grandrnothers provideci child care seMces for their children.

These situations were more dficuft due to the fact that the motherldaughter relationships
were not particularly healthy and yet there were extremely strong emotional c o ~ e c t i o n s

between the women. Problems would typically arise when the grandparents would criticize
the parenting styles of their daughters andlor would put pressure on the couples to spend
more time with the fhiiy. One technique that was used was to have the couple corne up with
a mutually agreeable schedule of spending time with extended family. There tended to be less
resistance to a schedule when both partners were involved in making the decisions. During
one session, Tom and Anna came up with a list of responses to be used when the
grandparents criticized their parenting. These boundary marking techniques were usefiil in
the sense that couples felt that they had some tools to make decisions and aiso served to

strengthen the couple subsystem.
For the women 1worked with, personal boundary sening was a challenge. As was
outlined in a prevbus section, the women often descnbed themselves as being overextended
and unable to set limits. In sessions, 1tended to view this issue not as a weakness of an

individual woman, but as an expenence based in the cultural expectations of women to look
after others often at the expense of their own needs. In order to facüitate boundary marking

for these women, we would talk about what they needed fiom their partnen in order to not
feel overextended. The majority of my women clients worked full time outside the home and
were responsible for most of the primary caregiving of their children.

Part of creating

personai boundaries involved asking their partners for assistance with the home and children
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to ensure time for themseIves.

This particular technique wos successnil most often in cases

where the women and men shared relatively equal power in theu relationship. The best
example was the Hendersons. By the end oftherapy, Karen was able to be clear about her
need for alone t h e and Bill was most often respectfiil of her request. Initiaiiy, however, he

was hesitant and not qyite as supportive. Anna White's requests for assistance in the area of
child care were met with hostility nom Tom This was not surprising, however, as he had
very ngïd gender role expectations for women and men and expected Anna to do the work

related to the home and their children. In order for a couple subsyaem to be strong, the
individuais within that systern must feel validated and able to articulate their needs and have
those needs met. This did not occur with al1 ofmy clients.
The issue ofsexual boundaries was introduced by the Stantons (see page 58) and the
Whites (see page 53). These pressures involved the men's suggestion that a third person join

them in a sexual encouter. Both women were not interestecl in this activity and felt that theû
partnets requests reflected upon their own sexual performance. The pressures were subtle and
neither woman felt that they would be threatened by their partners if they did not agree to the
suggestions. 1 worked with these women on defining their own sexual boundaries and
emphasized that in relationships, people have the right to make decisions about what they
doldo not feel cornfortable doing in the realm of sexual activity. This appeared to be new
idormation for Anna White as she stated, "But we are married!". 1viewed these discussions

as quite valuable in assisting clients in delineating their own individual boundaries in the area
of sexuality and validated their right to have these boundaries respected. When this
discussion occurred with the men present, they appeared to minimize the importance of this
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issue. Ed Stanton stated that, "It was just M idea..I dont know why she sot so upset". My
assessrnent of this situation led me to beiieve that both Tom and Ed were not particularly

sensitive to their partner's feelings and ndncems.
Although the concept of marking boundaries is a restructuring technique used in
stmctud therapy, this intervention was also infonned by ferninist principles. This was most
obvious in the situations where women felt that they needed to be responsible for the al1
aspects of their family's hnctioning. Part of the interventive strateçy was havins women
question how the problematic arrangements originated, how they were being sustained, who
\vas benefitting and who was not and how the situation needed to change. This process

allowed women to reflect on their own situations and corne up with solutions that were most
appropriate for them. This question was also asked of men who were concerned about the
amount of time their partners spent with extended farnily. Ted Kent was able to recognize

that Marcy was spending a great deal of time with her mother because she Felt unsupponed
by km when it came to parenting their two children. He also realized that he was missing the

interaction with their children which was something he indicated h e valued.
3. Assigning Tnsks

Task assignment was a useful intervention during and outside sessions. When
assigning tasks to clients, 1 attempted to consider the process that clients would go through
and whether or not this was congruent with their goals for therapy. Bricker-Jenkins suggests

that practitioners must also consider the issues of self-empowerment and potential for
transformation when considering interventive strategies (Bricker-Jenkins et al.. 1991:300).
From a stmctural perspective, task assignment can be used to pinpoint and actualize an area
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of family fiinctioning or highlight an area in which the family needs to work (Minuchin,
1974:150).

Some couples chose to corne to sessions bi-weekly and 1found that assigning a task

to both would help them focus on an area of desired change between sessions- Karen

Henderson (see page 51) reylarly expresseci her hstration with having to keep track of her

husband's schedule. When questioned about who expected her to do this, she stated that "it's
just the way we have always done it - and I'm sick of it". This client took responsibility for
her husband's family's birthdays, family get togethen, and his meeting dates for work and was
hstrated when Bill did not know what events were upcoming. This issue came up a number

of times before 1 asked them both to consider a workable solution to this problem. Karen was
convinced that if she did not keep track of things, her husband would most definintely
flounder. Bill suggested that he could buy his own day planner and wouid not need his wife

to remind him of his commiiments. The followinç week, he brought his new calendar to
session.

This example deais with a few issues. First, Karen was feeling overwhelmed with the
sornewhat selGimposed responsibilities of keeping her husband's life in order. Once she
decided that he was capable of handling his own calendar, she was less anxious and was l e s
resentful towards Bill. This task assingnment was also one of the first steps Karen took in
creating boundaries for herself in her relationship with her husband.
OAen couples would retum to sessions having not completed the assigned task. This
was good information, however, as 1 was able to check in wit h the couple as to whether they

did not find the assignment helpfûl, too dificult, or simply not relevant to their situation. In
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the beginning, I was p r i d l y responsible for suggesting tasks and once the couple became
more cornfortable in therapy, were more wüliig to suggest assipents that might work for

them. One technique that 1useâ a few times was d e d the question of attunement. The
purpose of this exercise was to assess each person's ability and willingness to identify and
express certain wants and to assess their capacity to respond to one another in an empathic
manner (i3ader and Pearson, 1988:26). The couples were to ask one another the folIowing
question: "Whatcan 1do this coming week to make your week go a little better or to make

you feel more Ioved, valued, and appreciated?" Some of the requests were as straightfoward
as, "1want us to watch a movie together". Other responses were more vague and held higher

expectations, "1want you to be more positive in your outlook on our relationship".
I encouraged clients to be specinc in their requests and to explain clearly what they

needed from theu partner. For most ofthe couples, diredy asking for something nom their
partner was a new experience and they were somewhat hesitant. Their reluctance was

illustrateci by such cornments as, "1h o w dhe wiil not be able to foiiow through" or "Thiswill
never work". O b s e ~ n this
g process was useful as 1 began to assess the Ievel of trust in the

relationship and eadi person's ability to articulate their needs to their partner. An interesting

phenornenon ernerged with several of the couples 1 worked with, particuiarly those who had
been together for more than a couple of years. Both partnen assumed that they knew what
each other needed without ever verbalhg these needs to each other. An extreme example

of this was the client who stated, "1know what she needs - 1 know her better than she knows

herself'. In these cases, 1would educate the couple around the importance of being able to
ask for what they needed fiom their partner as well as being able to listen to what their
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partner was requesting fiom them. For the most part, however, couples knew that it was

unseasonable to expect chat their pariner would know what their needs were without
articulating exactly what they wanted.

The terni "assigningtasks" sounds somewhat overly directive and may suggest little
collaboration with clients. Whenever I suggested an assignment, 1 would explain the rationale
behind the task and ask ifthey thought it would be worth trying. Sometimes I would ask for
suggestions fiom clients to ensure congruence with their own goals and comfon levels. One
couple spent vecy Iittle time together away tiom their children and their jobs. 1 suggested they
work together and corne up with an activityldatejust the two of them could enjoy during the
next week. They wanted to arrange al1 of the details dunng session (and proceeded to wrïte
them down) because they knew that they would not follow through if they did not at least
start to plan in the session. This made the task more manageable for this couple and they did

have their date.
4. Rcfrrming

Reframing has been presented by Minuchin and Fishman (1 98 1 ) as a helpful tool in
restructuring the organization of a family system. Framing can be defined as the reference
points, rnyths. patterns of behaviors and labels that families create based on certain
expectations of family members. Reframing is a technique that can be used to give families
a new therapeutic view of reality and is usually accomplished by a verbal a l t e h g of the

pattems to present a more positive view of reality (Fnesen, 1985: 100).
A not uncommon pattern that emerged was the perception that the women tended to

label themselves as "pushy" or "aggressive" when they were assertinç their needs. These
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kbels w a e &orced

by their partnem pariicularly ifthe women had not always stated th&

neeeds in a straightfoorward manner. One woman d e s c n i phoning the public assistance
office to inquire about her eligibility for assistance and was, on two occasions, treated badly
by the caseworker. M n g her third conversation with this caseworker, my client requested
to speak with her s u p e ~ s oand
r shared her grievances. My client, however, remarked that

she felt she had been "too aggressive". 1 attempted to help her see the situation differently
by pointing out her success in having her concerm voiced to the supervisor. In this case,

aggressive behavior was refiamed as assertive behavior and led into a useftl discussion of
different ways to communicate one's needs. This particular refiame was aiso feminist
informed as we proceeded to have a discussion around whether or not her husband would

have been viewed as ''too aggressive" in the same situation. Part of this client's belief system
included the notion that it was not "nice"or "polite" to be assertive and ask for what one
needed. According to Lemer (1985). women ofken manage anger by fding into either the

"nicelady" category or "the bitch" category. When women feel angry, as Anna did in this
particular situation, they will often keep it to thernselves in order to avoid open codict

Wmer, 19855). Unfiortunately, it is not only anger that is kept away fîom othen. Women
may avoid making clear statements about what they think and feel when they suspect that
such clady would make someone else uncomfortable (Lemer. 19855).
Another example of refiaming occu~edwith one couple in the a m of communication

styles. The woman's style had been fiamed by her husband as being "long drawn out and

unable to get to the point". The woman experienced her husband as being abrupt and not
willing to cornrnunicate about the detaüs of a situation; she felt as though she was only getting
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half the information. This pattem usually created problems when the woman would notice
that her husband was tuning her out or when she would cornplain about his lack of

cornrnunicatingwith her. Both these individuais had fhmed their partner's style as wrong and
in need of change. This view was afso consistent with their overail belief that it was the other

partnets responsibility to do dl ofthe changing in the relationship without considering their
individual responsibilities. Their communication styles were retkamed not as being nght or
wrong, but simply differeni as a result of growinç up with unique experiences.
One couple was dealing with issues surmunding an extra-marital atiair that the woman

had been involved in prior to attendinç counselling sessions. Her husband felt that she was
a negative person and she needed to be more positive. In reality, this wornan was quite
depressed and her husband feaced her leaving him if she was unhappy. Her husband used the
word negative to refer to her questioning their relationship and ambivalence about stayinç
marned to him. When she expressed these concems, he would respond by telling her she
needed to have a more positive attitude. When I saw her for one session alone, she stated
that he was probably right; she needed to look at the bright side of thinçs more ofien. 1 had
her elaborate on what she was defining as a negative attitude and reframed her feelings not

as positive or negative, but as normal given her recent situation. I encouraçed her to look at
her feelings as not being good or bad but there to give her information and validated that
ambivalent feelings are Iegitimate.

This reframe challenged this family's pattem of

dichotomizing feelings as being acceptable/unacceptable and encouraçed this wornan to trust
herself and her feelings. 1 believe this woman also viewed her relationship with her partner

as unequal and consequently, her partner's authoity over her made her doubt her ability to

idente and name her experiences.
5. VaIidating

This interventive strategy was iduenced by both structural and ferninist practice

principles. According to feminist social work theory, the terni validation refers to actions

taken to affimi that a person's subjective experience ofreaiity is believed in, important and
valuable and can be achieved in a number of ways: encouraging the telling of one's story,
active listening, reflecting back the person's reality in her or his own words. sharing
information frorn the workets own direct experience that conforms to the client's expenence,
and encouraging the client to set the agenda (Bricker-Jenkins, 1991292). Validation is ais0
a component of structural therapy, generally occumng as part of the joininç process.

Although Minuchin refers to this technique as confirmation, the underlying priciple of
validating the reality of clients is the same (Minuchin and Fishman, 1981:33).
It is difficult to reconstnict meaningfùl examples of this technique because validation

occured on an ongoing basis with al1 the clients I worked with at the FCC. Much of what 1
attempted to do was io help clients trust themselves and their analysis of their relationships.

For example, almost all of the couples 1 worked with experienced difficulties in sharing the
work load when it came to child care and daily living responsibilities. Oflen just Ietting clients
know that their expenences were normal and many people had the same stntçgles made them

feel Iess pathologized. Giving couples the opportunity to tell their stones was an imporiant
validating technique. It was helptùl to see the couples separately in the beginning; this gave

each person some space to share their subjective expenences in their relationship with their
partner. It was important to validate the feelings clients had about ençaging in therapy as
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many felt ambivalent and unsure of the process. What became clear was that basic listening

and reflectingskills were asentid in Iettiq a client know that slhe was heard and understood.
6 Erplorlng BeIief Systems

Explorhg the belief systems of the clients 1 worked with was an ongoing processBecause the couples presented at the FCC with issues pertaining to their relationships, it was
necessary to engage in a dialogue regarding their beliefs about cornmitment. trust,

communication. decision making, parenting. the roles of men and women and expression of
feelings. Accordinç to the feminist practice prïnciples proposed by Bncker-Jenkins,
exploration of this nature compels one to seek an understanding of both the roots and
consequences of their belief systems (Bricker-Jenkins, 1991288). Structural theory also
encourages an exploration of patterns of interaction within family systems and of families
telling their stories (Minuchin and Fishrnan, 1981 :34).

This interventive strategy was

faciliated by the use of an open-ended questionnaire that provided useful information about
how the couple made important decisions, the division of labour in the relationship, and issues

of power and control.
The roots and consequences of the belief systems were, in some cases, not surprising.
For example, in cases where the male partners believed that they had a riçht to control their
female partners, domestic violence was an ongoing issue. Clients who had çrown up in

homes where there was a traditional division of labour had stronç beliefs around appropriate
roles for men and women. The ramifications for these couples were significantas they found
themselves in situations that were very different ftom their families of origin and struggled to
reconcile their different value systems. Part of working with the couples in this situation was
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helphg them explore w h y h w these belief systems were problematic and working to come
up with new ways of finctioning. One couple's traditional division of labour was not a
problem until the woman decided to ntum to school to pursue a nuning career. She had
previously been primary caretaker of the couple's three children b d took care of the majority

of household duties. For both individuals, this change cieated tension in the previously
established roles they had both occupied. This couple eventually began to encourage one
another in becoming more cornfortable in different roles.
The couples that were suCCeSSfLUl in altering some of the more problematic aspects of
their relationships were those who were M i n g to examine their basic beliefs and to

understand those of theu partner. For example, Kate Simpson and Bob Walters (see page 57)
were able to come to some agreement about the time they would spend with their farnilies

afler having a nurnber of discussions both in and out of session. Much of this process
involved each person expressing how they felt about the importance of family ties and how

these beliefs affectesi their relationship. Kate valued the closeness in her family of origin and
felt comected to her parents and sibiings. Bob, however, did not share the sarne need for
closeness to his family and stmggled to understand why this was so important to Kate.
Eventually they agreed to see f d y a couple of times per week and also make a conscious
effort to spend time alone as a couple.

Exploring the belief systerns of clients where there were pronounced imbalances of
power was les helpfbl and often fiustrating- In the case of Tom and Anna White, it was clear
that Tom's investment in traditional gender role expectations for wornen and men prevented

him fiom making any changes in his relationship with Anna. His beliefs were that women
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should be primary caregivers and that men wuld "help outa but not share the load equdy.

T'hisidonnation was troubhg, to say the least, but as a result ofthese conversations, h a

became more aware ofwhat she could and could not expezt fiom Tom in their relationship.

Z Aîtending to the Powet Dynamics in the ReIationsk@
This particular intervention took place at two levels: 1)attending to the power

dynamics between the couple in session and 2)attendkg to the power dynarnics between client
and therapist. This particular intervention was infiuenced pnmarily by feminst theory.
Attention to the power dynamics between clients in sessionwas an important step in attending
to the basic ooncrete needs and to physical and psychological safety which is one element of
feminia social work practice (Bncker-lenkins, 1991:290).
When working with the majority of couples, it was clear that issues of power were
present in their relationships. There were some relationships where the abuses of power were
to the extreme, as in the cases of domestic assault. As was previously mentioned, afker the
initial assessrnent of one couple, it became obvious that there was current abuse and they

were inappropriate for couple therapy. 1shared this information with the couple individuaily
and let them know that they could pursue individual therapy but that because of the ongoing

violence, 1could not work with them. For one couple in particular, the issues of domestic

abuse were easily recogkd as both partnen disclosed recent incidents of physical violence.
There were two other couples, however, where the abusive nature of the relationships did not
emerge until after they had attended a number of sessions. In these two cases, the women
were being emotionally abused by their partners. 1 had seen these women separately and had

asked hem questions around their feelings of safiety in sessions with their partners. Initialiy,

.
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they both indicated that they felt d e and were not wo&ed about the ramifications of
disdosures &er sessions. However, one woman contacted me by telephone to share some

of her con-

regarding her husband. Essentially, this woman was beginning to understand

the controlling nature of her partner and her fear of what he might do next. 1 was able to

contact her again by telephone and offer her some local resources to ensure her and her
cbildrentssafety. She had a supportive famly and was planning on staying with them until she
made a decision about her relationship.
This example is usefiil in illustratins the concept of attendinç to the power dynamics

both in this woman's relationship with her spouse and in the therapeutic relationship. This
woman received considerable validation for her insights into her relationship and 1 saw my
role as that of a listener and resource person. 1 was able to reflect back to lier the concems
she had shared about her spouse and to encourage her to trust herseif and her feelings about
her situation.
It was interesting to discuss with clients individually their perception of the balance
of power in their relationships - who had the power, who didn't, and the consequences for the
relationship. The term power tended to be constmed negatively by some clients evidenced
by such comments as, "She doesn't control me if that is what your are tryinç to ask" and "We

both have qua1 say in decisions, but if we cannot agree, s/he gets to make the final decision".
When the responses seemed inconsistent, 1 would explore further with clients and have them
share concrete examples of t heir experiences.
Attending to the power dynamics in session necessitated being aware of the body
Ianguage of clients as they responded to what their partners were sharing. For one couple,

.
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the husband's body language (clenchecf fists, looking away fiom his wife) generally resulted
in her not king able to expnss hersdfbecause she could sense his discornfort. This dynamic
played itself out a number of times before 1 asked the couple if what I was witnessing
happened at their home when the conversations became uncornfortable. Once the behavior
had been identified, a discussion about the reasons for and consequences of this dynamic

ensued.
For some of the couples 1 worked with, ground d e s were developed for certain
discussions. These niles were created by the clients with some assistance from me to ensure
that each individual would be heard and given the opportunity to express their views. This
step was taken due to couples regularly intemptingkorrecting one another in session and

verbally assaulting one another. Part of the reason for irnplementing these çuidelines was
because some individuals, both men and women, depending on the couple, seemed to lose

their voice in session and were consequently not able to fiilly participate in the process. These

informal guidelines were somewhat helpfùl in ensuring that each individual was çiven the time
they needed to express t hemselves.
A second level of attending to the power dynamics was becominç aware of and

sensitive to the nature of inequities in the therapeutic relationship. The area of feminist
practice has placed considerable emphasis on the need to establish equality in therapeutic
relationships, however, some practitioners have taken issue with this position. It has been
suggested that a partnership stance would be a more valid position because clients, having
experienced the impacts of race, gender, and class, will not assume a relationship of equality
exists; the therapist has obviously experienced some type of privileçe to be within a
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professional role (VanDenBerg, 199S:xvii). This of course, is easier said then done due to
the fact that some clients made it clear fiom the onset that they were in therapy to hem the

opinions of a proféssional. When clients made cornmats such as, "you are the expert - what
should we do?", I was intially uncornfortable. 1 felt as though 1 was expected to corne up

with "the amer" to their problems 1chose to handle these situations by explaining to clients
that 1 saw my role as supponing them in finding workable solutions to their relationship
problems, not as providing the answen.
One method of placing the responsibility for change with clients was the completion
of the comprehensive treatment plans. Clients played an active role in determining what they

wanted to see happen in sessions and 1 encouraged both clients to be clear about their goals.
1 made efforts to ensure that each person had equal opportunity to a~icuiatetheir concems

in order to avoid one person taking control of the goal setting. Usually by this point in the
therapy process 1 had established a relationship with the clients and could offer additional
suggestions for the treatment plans that would be accepted by the clients. On the whole,
clients responded favorably to having the opportunity to help set the agenda for sessions. 1
believe they du,were more invested in making changes when they were an active panicipant
in the process.
8. MobiliHng Rcsource~

Feminist social work practice takes a broad view of human needs:' material, social,
cultural, and spintual dimensions of one's life are considered (Bricker-lenkins, 199 1 :297).
Most of the clients 1 saw struggled financially which created more stressors in their
relationships. One couple had a difficult tirne budgeting and a referral was çiven for financial

counselling.
A number of the clients 1 worked with had issues around substance abuse. Some were
recovenng from an addiction and othen were still using occasionally. Dunng the intitial
assessment, a substance use history was taken fiom dl clients and those individuals who
indicated fiequent and problematic useage were referred for a substance abuse evaluation.
The clients who may have benefitted fiom an evaluation were dso those clients that were

deemed inappropriate for therapy due to ongoing violence. Consequently, it is unknown if
those individuals followed through with the recommendation.

Two of the couples 1 worked with were in their late teens; one couple was already
parenting and one couple was pregnant. One of their pnmary concems was that their fnends
did not associate with thern anymore because of their new situations and both couples felt
lonely and isolated fiom other young adults. Des Moines offers both "Young Moms" and
"YoungDads" programs through the Young Women's Resource Center. These programs are
designed to assist people ages 13 - 2 1 years of age in parenting their children. They offer free
transportation, meals, and programming for this population. Both couples were referred to
these programs as a means of helping them connect to other young parents in the comrnunity.
Neither couple followed through with this referral. One couple stated that they would feel
"weird" as they were uncornfortable with people they did not know. The other couple cited

work demands as the reason that they did not want to attend the programs.
Mobilizing resources was an important intervention for those couples who were
screened out of conjoint sessions due to violence. Individual services were offered at the

FCC; the male clients were infomed about batterers groups in the community; and the
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women were infonmd ofthe &ces

they d

d receive from the Domestic Violence Center-

In the case of Doug Richards and HeIen Grüh, 1 am unsure as to whether or not the
resources were usefiil as they did not return to the FCC and 1 had no flrther contact with

them.

O & Mm
~ u r c e s to ciients was heIpfûî inthat it gave clients a concrete task that they
could, in most cases, complete together. When they would retum to sessions, I would ask
about their expenence in accessing the suggested seMces and whether or not the referral was
usefiil. It was encouraging to see clients acfually make contact with the referrals and make
decisions about the appropnateness of a particular service. Part of my goal was to assist
clients in being able to locate local resources for themselves in the future if they required
them.
9. Educating/Comciousness Raising
1initiaDy struggled with the labelling of this particular intervention because the term

'educating' did not quite represent what it was I was trying to accompfish with clients. The
interventive strategy that 1 utilized with couples can best be described as a combination of
education and consciousness raising. This intervention was informed by ferninia theory and
was identified by Bncker-Jenkins(l99 1) as a specific strategy for personal transformation.

It was my goal to provide information for clients to help them make good decisions for

-

thernselves; that is primarily why the clients sought assistance to gain new information that

may be usefiil in their relationships. The other piece to providing information is creating
situations where clients can take this new knowledge and begin to analyze it for themselves

in a way that is meaningsii for them and their lives. The success of this particular intervention
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seemed to be dependent upon the client's f#lings ofcornfort and safety in the sessions. New

information and suggestionsfor change would not have ôeen effectivehad there not been an
estabiished therapeutic relationship.

One couple struggled with the issues of substance abuse. They both had histories of
use, however, the wüie had stopped using approximately nine months before they came to
counseliing. Th& presenting problems were relationship b a d , however, there were ongoing

concerns on the part ofthe wife that, despite their agreement to quit using, her husband was
still involved in using drugs. This couple also had a srnall child and as they disclosed more

about their drug use, it becarne clear that their child had potentially been exposed to second

hand smoke. As a mandatory reporter, 1 shared with them my concems that they were
putting their child at risk and that they could become the subjects of a child abuse
investigation due to the second hand exposure their child could be experiencing. The
information that they shared with me was not enough to c d Child Protection, however, it
was a good opportunity to educaie these clients about the potential ramifications of continued

drug use for their child and their family. This couple was aware of the possible negative
consequences of havîng their child exposed to drugs, however, they were not aware that they
could be investigated. This idormation was shared with them after they had attended three

therapy sessions. By this point in the process, I believe that a supportive therapeutic

environment had been developed as they did not appear defensive or angry when 1shared this
information with them. Had this issue corne up during the first session, they may have viewed

my statements as threatening and they may have reacted differently.
The primary concem with these clients, however, was the husband's continued denial
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that he was still using drugs despite his wife finding dmg paraphernalia undemeath fùmiture

and his continued association with known dmg users. She moved out of their home and in
with their parents due to her concem about exposing their child to dnigs. Initially, sessions
were focused on the wife presenting new information that her husband was using and

subsequent denial that he was using. My work with them became less and less productive as
they would corne to therapy to try and prove each other wrong and sessions would end in
heated arguments. M e r a case consultation, which involved rny being educated on the some
of the dynamics of substance abuse, I had another session with this couple. The information

that 1shared with them was that she could not prevent him from using dmgs if he chose to,
however, she did have control over how she would deal with the situation. 1 encouraged her
to think less about how she could control his behavior and more about what steps she could
take to improve the situation for her and their child. Based on the information I received from
them, it was quite likely that he was still usinç drugs but was certainly not willing to discuss
this issue openly. Following the eighth session with these clients, 1 received a telephone cal1
from the woman. She indicated that she would not be moving back in with her husband and
that she was probably going to seek a divorce. She stated that she felt that she now could
focus her energy on moving out of her parents home and finding a new apartnient for her and
her child.
There is some overlap between the educating/consciousness raisinç and boundary
marking interventions. Much of the educating I did with clients was around developing
healthy boundaries with their children, extended family, and fnends. One couple had
expressed concems about the effects of their arguing on their children during the tint session.
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When this couple was angry at one another, they would undennine one anotheh parenting
by giving their children mixed messages ie) if mom said no. dad would Say yes. 1 shared with
this couple the importance of giving their children consistent messages and how these types
of interactions could be confùsing for children. Their children were beginning to see the
utility of this arrangement as the couple's seven year old was starting to play one parent off
the other. This couple was wigned tasks to strengthen the parenting subsystem. Successfiil
interventions included taking time to dixws appropriate discipline measures toçether without
the children present and supponing one another's decisions in front of the children. These
tasks resulted in improveci communication around parentinç issues for this couple.
Due to the fact that a number of couples had violent relationships, educatinç around
power/control issues was a fiequent intervention. The women I worked witli were at various
stages in their understanding of the abusiveness of their relationships. One y o u n ç woman was

married to a man who often went out to nightclubs with fiiends afler work and would not
retum home until very late. Her questioninç of his whereabouts was met with hostility and
anger. On occasion, she would go out with friends after work and would later have to deal
with her husband's negative reactions. He believed that it was inappropriate for a man-ied

woman to go to bars without her husband and stated that he would not tolerate that kind of
behavior. For a period of time, she did not challenge his postion, however. as she began to
talk with &ends and CO-workers,she staned to recognize the double standard that existed in

their relationship. 1 saw this woman alone for the first session and was able to validate that
what she was expenencing was about power and control. 1 provided literature on emotional
abuse for this client and she began to look at her husband's behavior not as being protective,
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but as wntroiiing. In woking with this couple together, 1attempted to explore the husband's
belief systems amund appropriate roles and acpectations for men and women and how he

justified the double standard that d e d in his mam-age. He was willing to discuss his beliefs
around this issue but expressed hesitation in making any significant changes.
The ferninist intervention of consciousness raising is inherently a politicai process.
When working with the above situation, I made efforts to link my femde client's experiences
to a cultural climate where men's domination over women has historicdly been the nom,
thereby justifying the powerless position that women often occupy. In this case, 1attempted
to combine the structurai and ferninist perspectives by pointing out that the stnichiral

arrangement of her mamage was reflective of the larger societal structure that supports a
double standard of behaviors for men and women. This particular woman seemed responsive
to this discussion as she was able to identify that it was not just her experiencing this; she had

observed similar patterns in the relationships of her mother, fnends, and CO-workers. This is

an example where feminist notions of systems can enhance a more narrowly focused
intervention fiom a traditional structural approach.
IO. Enacting

Enactment is a structural intervention that allows therapists to observe transactions

arnong f d y memben in sessions. Enactment is generdly understood as occumng in three
phases. In the first phase, the therapist observes the transactions of the family and makes a
decision about the problematic areas that need to be addressed. In the second phase, the
therapist organizes scenarios where the family will enact the transactions in the presence of
the therapia. In the third phase, the therapist offers alternative ways of interacting (Minuchin
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and Fishman, 1981:82). In the language of structural therapy, the phases of enactment are
identified as thsee movements:

spontaneous transactions, eliciting transactions, and

alternative transactions (Minuchin and Fishman, 198 1:82). The enactment intervention is
helphl in a number of ways; there is an improvement in the qualitylquantity of information
provided by the couple; it can facilitate the formation of the therapeutic system because it
produces fm engagements between family members and the therapist; and enactment offers
clients the opportunity for experimentation in concrete situations (Minuchin and Fishman,
1981:Sl).
Theoretidly, it may appear that utilizing enactment as an intervention would involve
a significant amount of planning on the part of the therapist. However, it was my expenence

that clients engaged in spontaneous enactments during sessions. These enactments were not
formally organized but occurred when clients were able to talk to one another instead of
through me. One of the more common patterns that I worked on with clients was that of
being more effective listeners. Often, when one partner was trying to speak. the other partner

would be turned away fiorn them and avoiding eye contact. 1 would point the body Ianguage
out to clients, ask them how they thought this may be impacting on their ability to hear their
partner and would encourage clients to consider what they could do to send the message that
they were interested in what their partner was saying. When a new approach was decided

upon, 1 would encourage them to enact their conversation again using the new behavior.
Sometimes couples would report that this felt too fomal and contrived; however, others
found this helpfûl and tned to use this intervention on their own between sessions.

In discussing problematic transactions with couples, it was important to fiame my
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comments as observations and not judgements about how clients were interacting with one
another. A statement such as, "This is what I am seeing..."was an opening for clients to
begin to assess their own patterns and the implications for their relationship. Enactrnents
were usefùl interventions when clients would begin to retell an event that had occurred
between sessions. In addition to listening to their stories, 1 would ask them to replay the
conversation in session. One couple experienced ongoing tension around the issue of child
care responsbilities. This discussion inevitibly led to conflict and there \vas no resolution for
this couple regarding whose responsibility it was to arrange child care for certain situations.
I encouraçed tliem to enact a typical conversation in session and when tliey appeared "stuck".

they looked at nie and stated, "See, tliis is always where it ends up". At tliat point. 1 shared
rny observations with them and made a few suggestions to assist tlieni in continuing the

discussion. One of the major problems was that this couple would ciit one anotlier off and
neither partner felt heard. This was remedied by the suggestion thai they eacli had two
minutes to talk and then needed to Iisten for two minutes. It was helpful for m e to actually
see what transpired for this couple as opposed to hearing about it from tliem afterAs with any intervention, the appropriateness of utilizinç enactments needs to be
assessed on a case by case basis. There were some couples 1 worked with where, due to

inequities of power in the relationships, enactments would not have been usehl or perhaps
even safe for the women. The use of enactments would have created situations where one
partner, most often the woman, would have been placed in a vulnerable postion during a

session. Because women have been socialized to assume primary responsibility for family
relationships, this type of situation may send the message that the woman is responsible for
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responding to and rectifying behaviors that are abusive and are the responsibility of her

partner (Waiters et al., 1988:28). Wlth a thorough assessrnent of the power dynamïcs of a
relationship, however, 1experienced enactments to be helpful interventions in w o r b g with
couples.

Empowerment hats been part of the repertoire of feminst therapists for over twenty
years. Goodrich defines empowennent as

participating in the development of another in a way that inmeases other's
strengths. This activity has usually gone under names such as nurhiriag,
rnothering, being a good wife and the üke. However, these words do not
d e s a i the very complex activity of interacting with others in such a manner
as to foaer their psychological development and increase their powers
(Goodrich, 1991:45).

Dunng the course of the practicum, empowering clients involved assisting them in
recognizing that they had choices. Avis has described the process of empowerment as being

holistic and involving the integration of: a political understanding of the oppression of women

f?om a cultural, fimilid, and individual perspective; a high degree of respect for women, their
çtrengths, and their selfwisdom; and an understanding of change at the individual, family and
larger systems level (Avis, 1991:199). Viewing empowennent as a discrete intervention is

somewhat problematic in that Iike validating, it was an ongoing process. Supporting the
boundary setting power of indMduals is a means of faclitating personal empowennent. Many

of the couples 1saw experienced difficulties in setting clear boundaries with extended family,
friends, and their partnen. For example, a few couples felt tremendous pressure to please
both extended f d i e s when it came to making decisions about where they would spend thne
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during holidays. We would discuss how they made th& decisions around this issue and 1
would encourage them to consider al1 of their options. For some clients. this was an
unfamiliar process and they stniggled with the notion that they could make change if they
were willing to challenge themselves and their families. An important part of this process
involved planning for the reactions of fmily members when the statu quo was challenged.
Many clients feared negative reactions and working through 'worst case scenarios' gave
people some confidence in dealing with their families. This intervention was an example of

how the concept ofempowement could be expanded beyond the individual to the couple
subsystem. It was hoped that by encouraging couples to develop solutions to their problems
toçether, they would feel more confident about their problem solving abilities and their
relationships would be strengtheneci.
The development of the cornprehensive treatment plans was an opportunity for clients
to participate in setting their own therapeutic agendas. The collaborative nature of this

process was empowering for both partners as they could identib their priorities and were

more likely to follow through with plans they had helped to create. One woman 1 worked
with stmggled with her feelings of anger, she believed it was not acceptable to let her husband
or her children know when she was upset with them. Her feelinçs were reinforced by her
husband's insistance that she remain a "positive" person and his reluctance to listen to her
when she would attempt to express herself When we were creating her comprehensive
treatment plan, she indicated that one of her goals was to "let the lid offt more ooften. For
clarity, we elaborated on this goal somewhat, however, this woman had taken a significant
step in defining what she needed in her relationship. She indicated that she was glad her
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words were used on the actual treatment plan. In addition to validating her decisions about
what she wamed fiom therapy, using her language seemed to be an empowenng expenence

for this woman.
In order to empower clients individually and as a couple, it was necessary to assist

them in indentiwng situations in which they made good choices for themselves and their
relationships. This helped clients focus on successes and view themselves as competent
individuals. Walten has suggested that past choices have to be validated in order to facilitate
chançe based on self-esteem and self-detemination can occur (Walten, 1988 :S8).
Providing new information to couples was an effective strateçy to empower them to
consider making different choices in their relationship. A number of the male clients 1 worked
with wanted to become more active parents but struçpled wit h not knowing how to go about

making the needed changes. These sessions offered opportunities to discuss gender role
socializations and the experiences of clients in their families of origin. One younç father
expressed his fnistrations about trying to be a "good dad" when his father was not present
while he was growing up. This particular group of men seerned to recoçnize the lack of role
models of involved fathers and genuinely wanted to have a different experience with their
children than what their fathers had, or did not have with them. Part of my work with these
clients was helpinç them reeognize that they had the power to make thinçs different for their
children and for thernselves. In addition, discussions about gender roie socializations were
often enlighteninç and seemed to nonnalize the experiences of these clients. 1 would
occasionally provide new information to these couples that would challenge their beliefs
around parenting. Statements such as, "You are sending your children messages everyday
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about roles o f men and women in relationships. What do you want those messages to be?"

were usefbl in beginning the dialogue around desird changes in the marital and parenting

relationships.

There were a number of benefits to combining structural and feminist appraoches in
my work with couples. Structural theory provided specific, directive interventions for
working with clients ie) actualizing transactional patterns, boundary marking, and feminist
theory provided the sociocultural and gender analysis that structural theory lacks. For the
most part, the two approaches cm be compatible at the theoretical level. The one major
issue that sets the two perspectives apart is that structural theory. as it was developed by
Minuchin, elevatates the therapist to the position of an al1 knowing expert who will transfonn
the family. While it is tme that the therapist does have a certain deçree of power in the
therapeutic setting, feminist theory discourages hierarchical arrangements and advocates for

more of a partnership between clients and therapists (VanDenBerç, 1995:xvii).
At a practical level, there were challenges to implementinç this combination of
theories. One issue was ensuring that there was a balance in the perspectives. At times. 1
believe I became ovenvhelmed by the minute details of clients lives and had to ask myself,
"What is the real issue here?". Conversely, 1 had to be aware of not beinç too tied to a larger,
sociopolitical explanation of a problem when attention needed to be çiven to the individual
problerns of my clients. However, what was challençinç about this strateçy was also what
made it appealing. Being able to view problems individually and more systemically was useful
in that clients began to understand that their problems were shared by rnany people and that
,

there were forces ie) sexism, rigid gender role expectations, lack of community support for
those combining work and parenting, that contributed to some of their stniggles. Clients
were then supported in developing solutions to their problems that would meet their unique

needs,

In gened, the most usefiil interventions included: actualizing transactional patterns.
marking boundaries. assigning tasks, exploring belief systerns. and educating. These
interventions tended to be more concrete in nature and clients played an active role in their
development and implementation. Clients were also able to articulate when one of these
particular interventions did not work for them and would corne up with alternatives. My
clients also seemed to benefit from interventions such as exploring belief systerns where they
were able to share their stones and define what was important for them. Empowering,
validating, and reframing were ongoing and could be described as the foundation for the

other successful interventions. It was important for clients to feel validated and heard, for
example, before they felt cornfortable in followin~through on assiçned tasks.

The interventive strategy that seemed

to be the least effective was mobilizing

resources. 1 had suggested possible community supports for several couples, however, they
did not follow up and contact the resources. When I would ask if they found the referral

helpful, 1discovered that most often, my clients did not initiate contact with the comrnunity
services. In retrospect, 1 can see that for many of the couples, attendinç one more group or
seeing one more helping professional was the last thing they wanted o r felt they needed. 1
believe there is value in offenng resources to clients and perhaps a more thorough needs
assessment may have resulted in referrals that were more usehl to my clients.
Overall, 1 believe that most interventions were at least somewhat helpful and some
clients made very good progress towards their thenpeutic goals. Not al1 interventions will

be appropriate for every client, thus a thorough assessment is helphl in defining what may be

most effective for each unique situation.

The next chapter will provide a description o f the evaluation component o f the
practicum.
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CHAPTER FIW: EVAtUATION

The evaluation component of the dinical practicum will be presented in three sections.
Section one will address the effectiveness of a feminist informed structural approach based
on the results of the Dyndic Adjustment Scaie and the open-ended questionnaires. The

second section will look at the feasibility and appropriateness of combining feminist social
work principles with a stnictural approacii. Section three will involve a discussion of my
expericnces as a practicum student and an analysis of the supervision 1 received while a
student at the Faiiiily Counselinç Centre.

PART ONE: Effectiveness of a Feminist Informed Structiirnl Approrch

In order to assess the effectiveness of the feminist informed st nictural intervention
undertaken in this practicum, 1 chose to utilize bot11 qualitative and quantitative evaluation

instruments.
Social work research literature suppons the combining of qualitative and quantitative
niethods dispelling the myth that the two methods are inherently incompatible (Epstein, 1988;

Enns, 1993; Harrison, 1994; Loneck, 1994). Additionally, literature in the area of feniinist
research suggests that t lie combining of qualitative and quantitative measures is a useful
process and enables practitioners to recognize bot11 general research principles as well as the

unique realities ofindividual clients (Peplau and Conrad, 1989:379). Because the interventive
strategy cliosen for this practicum involved a feminist analysis of the probleni area. it seemed
loçical for the evaluation instruments to reflect this perspective. Accordinç to Davis and

Srinivasan,

qualitative methods have the potential to capture the
contextual complexity of women's lives, to capture
divergent perspectives among women, and to enable
silenceci women ta tell theu own stories in their own
voices @avis and Srinivasan, 1994:348).

Spanier's Dyadic Adjustment Scale was the standardized meanire that provided the
quantitative data for the evaluation. This scale was designed as an assessrnent tool for
mea-g

the quality of adjustment in mamage and other dyads. A copy of the DAS can be

found in Appenda C. The DAS is a paper and pend test that includes four subscales which
measure dyadic satisfaction, dyadic cohesion, dyadic consensus, and affectional expression

(Fredman and Sherman, 198752). Scores on the D M cm range fiom O - 151 with higher
scores indicating better adjustment to mamage. During the initial session with clients, the
DAS was explaineci and tirne was @en

at the end of the session to allow clients to complete

the sale. The DAS was then scored and the resulis were shared with the coup!es dunng their

next appointment. Clients were more than willing to complete the DAS and were interested

in hearing the results. Due to the lack of longitudinal research, the DAS cannot be used to
accurately predict divorce. My purpose in having clients complete the DAS was twofold: 1)
to receive some type of baseline data regardhg their marital adjustment prior to therapy and

after the completion of therapy and 2) as an assessrnent tool to determine what areas of the
couple relationship were strong and those areas that were more problematic. The information
also gave feedback to couples early on in the process, thus the DAS could be viewed as an
intervention tool as well as an evaiuation instrument. I was not attempting to detennine the
success of the intervention solely on the prdpost therapy scores of the couple, but to use the
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DAS as an indicator of any possible change in marital adjustment over the course oftherapy.

The DAS was completed during the initial session by each client. My goal in

administering the DAS pre and post therapy was to have two sets of data to analyze after the
clinicai intervention had been completed. When inaoduckg the scale to the couples, I s h d

my evaiuation plans with them and requested that they inform me of when they wanted to end
sessions. The intial plan was to administer the DAS when the couples began therapy and
when they were finished with therapy, compare the two scores for each couple, and detennine
what, ifany, changes occured in their scores. The qualitative piece of the evaluation was an
open-ended questionnaire that was completed during the second session with clients (see
Appendix A). 1requested to see clients individually to complete the questionnaire in order

to develop a meaningful therapeutic relationship with each person and to give clients the
oppomuiity to share information in a one on one settïng. The questions primarily focused on
issues such as communication patterns, division of labour, decision making processes, and

money management. The issues that were addressed in the open-ended questionaires were
selected based on ferninist therapy literature. Questions oriented towards understanding the
client's beliefs around appropriate roles for men and women are usefûl since gender is often
both a mitigating and an ampliQing factor in the treatment of clients (Sheinberg and Penn,

1991:36). By avoiding topics such as division of labor and financial decision making,
therapists may overlook these important indicators of the ways in which power and control

are negotiated in the relationships (Papp, 1988:217). The open-ended format gave clients the
opportunity to share their perceptions of the relationship using
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thek own language and to elaboraie on issues that they felt were important. The use ofthe
open-ended questionnairewas important in order to understand the individuai experiences of
clients. A somwhat limiting characteristic of the DAS is that this d e looks at the couple

experience and not necessarily the experiences ofthe individuais within a particular dyad. The
questionnaire pmvided a balance in perspectives that wouid not have been possible using only
a scale geared towards couples.
At this point, it is essential to point out that this clinid practicum yielded very linle

post intervention data Out of the fourteen couples who attended at Ieast one session, three
couples did not retum to the FCC;eleven couples completed the DAS; and seven couples

-

completed the open ended questionnaire. The questionnaire completion took place over a
number of sessions and four couples did not return to counseling; consequentiy, oniy seven
of the fourteen couples completed both the DAS and open-ended instrument. Of the seven

couples who completed both instruments, only one couple completed the second DAS and

the exit interview. Informal feedback was received via telephone conversations fiom three
other couples. The lack of formal, post therapy documentation was one of the most
fmstrating aspects of the practicum experience. 1 attempted to contact the three other
couples via mail and telephone; these efforts yielded no additional data, however, as two

letters were retumed with no forwarding address and one couple's telephone had been
disconnected. Although 1was unable to complete the above two instruments for al1 couples,
1had the opportunity to dixuss with clients their perceptions of progress dunng the updates

of their comprehensivetreatrnent plans. These updates took place approximately every three
months and the responses I received wili be addresssed later in this section.
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In addition to the comments receked fiom clients during Cïi?update sessions, 1received poa
therapy feedbsdc infomially fiom three couples. 1found their wmments to be beneficiai in

indenti@hgthe more usenil aspects ofthe chosen intemntion I d begin by presenting the
only formai evahation resdts 1received fiom one couple and will then discuss the Uifomial
feeback 1received via the the telephone fiom other clients.
The Hendersons:

This couple intially presented at the FCC with problems around communication,
financial stuggles, and parenthg conflias; these issues are described in greater detail in
chapter three. Bill and Karen attended seventeen sessions at the FCC and completed a pre
and post therapy DAS as well as pre and post therapy open-ended questionnaires. This

couple attended therapy regularly and were the most consistent of ail the clients 1worked
with at the FCC,

Karen's initiai D l score was 73; Bill's score was 57. This sixteen point merence
in their scores was a relatively accurate reflection of their reiationship as initidly, Bill
appeared much l e s satisfied with their marriage than his partner. However, both of their
initial DAS scores feu within the range of divorced couples. At the time they were ready to

finish therapy, Karen scoreci 81 and Biii scoreci 86. Both of these scores fell within the range
of divorced couples, however, their second scores were closer to falling within the married

range. What was interesthg with this couple was that their post therapy DAS scores were
more similar than their initial scores - a dEerence of only five points compared to a difference

of sixteen points in the initial DAS. It appears as though there was some change in the way
this couple viewed their relationship throughout the course of therapy. What is virtually
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impossible to know is whether or not this change was the nsult of the feminist infonned
stnictucai intewentions. There are several factors that could have contributed to the changes

in the DAS scores for this partïcularfamily: Karen securing fi111 time employment outside of
the home may have incresased her satisfaction as this was not a therapeutic but a personal
goal of hers; or Bill's satisfaction may have increased due to the additional income that they

now enjoyed resulting in him wonying less about money issues; or because this couple sought
help independently fiom a chld psychiatnst to assist them in understanding their oldest child's
behavioral problems, they experienced less stress parenting. It is difficult to identiQ what
exacily caused the change in the DAS scores of this couple due to the additional influences
in this couples Iife. IdentifLing the feminist informed structural interventions as the only

reason for the improved DAS scores would seem inappropriate and potentially inaccurate due
to other mitigating factors in this situation. This couple's relationship did appear, at the end
of therapy, to be more stable and fiilfilling for both parties. It may be reasonable to assume,

however, that the therapy process was at least pari of the reason for the changes as this
couple dernonstrated a serious cornmitment to their relationship by attending seventeen
sessions at the FCC. This couple also completed an exit questionnaire which provided useful
information about what they found to be most valuable while attending tlierapy.
The exit interview questions were created to give clients the opportunity to reflect on
the work that they had done while in therapy at the FCC. The Hendersons chose to end
therapy when I had completed my practicum; they were given the option of a referral to
another therapist but aated they felt as though they were "finished" with counselling. During
Our last few sessions, I was able to inteMew them separately and gain some insight into how
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they felt they had been hefped by the seNices they received at the FCC. During the time 1
spent with Kana, she shared that obsemabIe changes in their relationship over the course of
therapy included not fighting as much as they had previously, there were fewer incidents of
name-caliing and put doms, more communication, although, that area of theu relationship
needed further improvement. She aated that she still did not trust Bill completely. she
maintained her betief that he continues to lie to her on occasion, particularly about money.

For Karen, the most significant problems they were able to address in therapy included their
chronic fighting, the lack of respect for one anothef s feelings, and their lack of effective
communication. These were the same areas that Karen stated would require continued
attention and she seemed somewhat resolved to the fact that they may always be the places
where they wilî stniggle in their relationship.
When questioned about whether or not Karen felt that she and her partner talked to

each other dmerenty, she stated that the main difference was that they were not as sarcastic
to one another and they were beginning to make genuine efforts to listen to one another more
regularly. What had not changed from the initial i n t e ~ e w
was that she continued to initiate
conversations more often than Biil ("nine thes out of ten, it's me") however, she experienced

hirn to be more receptive to discussing important issues than he had been in the past ("at least
he is wiliing to try and talk with me"). During the final interview with Karen, it was

sometimes a challenge to elicit specinc information fiom her regarding what she found helpful
during the therapy process. In the area of communication, for example, when she expressed

that it had improved somewhat, 1 asked for examples. She stated she felt that Bill listened to

her better, he did not "tuneher out" as he had in the past. 1encouraged her to reflect back
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on the changes that she had made and to focus l e s on those her partner did or did not make.

Karen believed that she faund herself more willing to let Bill know how she felt about certain

issues rather than "stuffing"her emotions and was able to let him know when she needed his
support.

I was particularly interested in having Karen reflect back on her therapy expenence
and share what she found to be mostileast helpfiil. She stated that the suggestion of planning
a date early on in the therapy process was a useftl task. They otten talked of spending more
time together, however, seemed to get sidetracked. Having the opponunity to actually plan
time t oçether was a new experience. She felt that they were more conscious of following

though with their plans because they had both participated in the planning and were invested

in making change in their relationship. Some of the other interventions Karen found helpful
were those related to defining some boundanes for herself For example, feeling ok about
hiring a babysitter so she could go out to lunch with a fnend and not taking responsiblity for

arranging Bill's scheduie were actions that she took in order to take care of her needs.
Having Karen address and define new boundanes for herself was an intervention that
could be interpreted as being structural in nature. however, the additional emphasis on her
identiQing her needs as being as important as those of her farnily came from the feminist
perspective that also informed the interventions throughout rny work with this couple. What
was more difficult for her to articulate was what she did not find helphl during therapy. She

did share that the question of attunement task was not particularly successfûl. This task,

described in chapter four, involved both partner's willingness and ability to identiQ certain
needs with their pariner. Karen stated that this was not a usefiil exercise because although
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Bill would indicate in sessions that he would follow through, he rarely did and, ultimateIy, this
sometimes created more hstration and hostility in their relationship. 1 was aware of the
situations that Karen was referring to and recognized that the question of attunement was
probably inappropriate for them as it was htroduced too early in the therapy process. At that
point, neither Karen or Bill trusted that the other would follow through and were reluctant
to make themselves appear vulnerable to one another.
When 1 ended the last session with Karen, she indicated that she enjoyed coming
every week and working with me. She did not seem to have any doubt that they would
continue to struggle with some big issues, but stated that they had leamed some more
effective ways ofhandling conflict in their relationship. She felt confident that they were both
willing to work at rnaintaining the changes that they had made throughout the therapeutic
process.
When I met with Bill, he stated that he had noticed changes in their relationship. He
identified Karen not yelling at the children as much as a positive change. She was also not
as verbally abusive towards him as she had been in the past. He mentioned that there was
significantly less name calling between them. When asked what he attributed t hese changes
to, Bill shared that he believed they were both more willing to listen to each other and did not
want to hun one another. 1 questioned Bill around the issue of Karen yelling at the children

and why Bill thought she was yelling less. His response was that he thought since he was
helping Karen with the parenting more than he had in the past, she was less stressed out, not
as angry, and therefore did not "lash out" at their children. According to Bill, the most
significant problems they were able to work on in therapy were around the verbal abuse
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(moaly name calling) and improving their communication with one another. Although the

frequency of fighting and arguing had diminished, Bill felt that he and Karen would continue
to work on these problems as they were most likely going to "pop up" again. When

questioned about whether or not he and Karen talk to each other differently than they had
pnor to starting therapy, Bill responded by saying he thought they were more patient in

listening to one another and did not intempt each other as ofien. He also viewed Karen as
being the inititator of conversations and stated that she continues to talk more than he does.

He did mention that she was more attentive to him than she had been in the past and because
of this change, he felt she was a better Iistener. Consequently, Bill felt heard and respected
in a way that he had not felt previously. When asked about his overall impressions of the

FCC. he stated that he felt that he had a "good experience" and that it was helpful.
It was challenging to have Bill focus on the postive changes that he made during

therapy as he seemed preoccupied with analyzing Karen's progress. He appeared to have a
dificult time being self focused; 1 found this pattern to be true with Karen, as she, too,
seemed to want to focus the attention on her husband. Bill was able to share that he felt he
was a better listener and found himself "tuning out" less than he had previously. He was also

pleased with the changes he had made in tenns of parenting. He stated that he was more
involved and that he and Karen made genuine efforts to be supportive and consistent with one
another in dealing with their children. This was different for them because before therapy,
,

they would often argue about appropriate discipline in front of the children. This aspect of
their relationship still was not "perfect", according to Bill, however, he felt that they were
both commited to making an effort to sustain the changes that had occurred.
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1 had the opportunity to speak with Bill about the parts o f therapy that were

most/least helptùl for him. He dso found the task of planning tirne together to be helphl and
was pleased that they did follow through with their date. 1 asked Bill about the most
chailenging aspect of the thempy process for him and he responded by saying that it had been
difficultto not retum to old pattern of communicating. When ftnher questioned about this,

he responded by saying that it was hard for him to Iisten to Karen without intempting and
correcting her. One of the tasks that he thought was the most usefil was buyinç his own
calendar and not relyinç on Karen to keep track of his schedule. He stated that this system
was far less mistrating for him and he realized that it was not really Karen's responsibility to

keep track of his life. He felt that some of the tasks that had been assiçned (ie: setting a timer
for three minutes, letting one person talk, and then the other partner could talk for three
minutes) were "easier said than done" and he experienced the tasks to be unrealistic for thern
at

times. He explained his comments further by saying that some of the tasks were so

different than how they usually interacted with one another, that he questioned how usehl
they would be in the long mn. 1 inquired as to whether o r not Bill felt that he could have told
me this at the time we were contracting around tasks, and he stated that yes, he would have

felt ok but was concemed that it would appear that he was beinç dificult. This was helpful
information for me as 1 was unaware of his apparent discornfort dunng sessions.
Overall, I felt that my work with the Hendersons was fairly successful. Their
cornments to me in the final sessions were helpfùl in understanding their experiences in
therapy. Although their Dyadic Adjustment Scale post therapy scores were higher, it would
be inappropriate to attribute the change solely to the therapy process due to other factors that
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were mentioned previously. According to this couple, they chose not to retum to therapy

once 1had finished my work at the FCC for two reasons. The main reason was because they
felt they had done al1 the work they were able to do at that point in time and wanted to use
what they receiveâ in therapy to work on their relationship independently. The second reason
they gave for not wanting to retum to therapy was that they felt they had developed a
relationship and cornfort level with me and were not wanting to have to %art al1 over" with
another therapist. 1 assured them, however. that there were other therapists that could be
helpful to them if they chose to retum to the FCC.
The Hendersons made progress in therapy and were pleased with the results of their

efforts. Some significant shifis in thinking took place for this couple durinç the time 1 worked
with them. The major shift that took place was a new awareness in bot h Karen and Bill that
they could not control one another and, at the same tirne, have the kind of relationship they
wanted. For example, for Bill, this meant havinç to be more supportive and understanding

of Karen's wishes to spend time with women friends on a regular basis. Karen began to
realize that if she wanted Bill to take an equal role in the parenting of their children and
household chores, she would have to not try and control how he went about performing these
tasks. Her challenge was recognizing that he could do the things she did. Iiowever, he simply
chose to do thinçs differently. She stniggled with trying not to be critical of how he
performed these tasks. At the end of therapy, this couple stated that t hey would likely always
stniggle with their relationship at some level, however, would now be able to recognize when
things were not going very well and would be more likely to seek help sooner. 1 viewed
Karen and Bill as becoming more self aware throughout therapy and consequently more

sensitive to each othef s needs.
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I n f o r d Feedback Resuf~ls:îüe Kent, mite a d SmW Foniles
1did &e

some fiwdback Uiformdy fiom thra different famües at some point in

the therapy processrOceSS
This section wiii detail, by f d y *the idonnation that was shared with

me over the telephone.
The Kent Famüy

Ted and Marcy Kent attended twelve therapy sessions at the FCC. Their initial
problems centered around beimg ~paratedand wanting to reconde, lack of communication,
problems with in laws and finadal di8iculties. Their goals included spending more time
together, working towards living together again, and improving theu communication This

couple attended therapy sporadicaily, primarily due to financial restrictions and lack of chiid
are, however, they appeared rnotivated to improve their relationship.

Much of the work that this couple did centered around Marcy being able to define

boundaries with her fàmiiy oforigin and to strengthen the couple subsystem. This proved to
be a challenge due to the fact that Marcy's mother did not approve of her marriage to Ted and
was not accepting oftheir relationship despite the fact they had been married for aimost four

years. Marcy, her rnom, and Ted ofien ended up in a tnangulated situation where Marcy and

her mother were aligned against Ted. This couple stm&led with defining their relationship
outside of their families of origin and were heavily innuenced by the opinions of extended

family members. In structural te=,

the boundaries around the couple subsystem were

f i s e and as a result, Ted and Marcy's mamage was vulnerable to outside influences. When
they starteci therapy, this situation was exacerbated by the fact that Marcy was living with her

parents with the couple's two children. Ted had restricted access to the children due to
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Marty's mother not m e r i n g the telephone or the door when Ted would attempt to see the

children,

Part of my work with this couple also included providing resources for housing and
parent support in the community. Marcy had stated ihat she felt very isolated much of the
time when Ted was working; a referral was made to a parent suppon group at the local

YMCA. She attended one session but did not return because she felt she had nothing in
common with the parents at the group. Much of the early work with this couple involved
addressing the issues that led up to their separation. They wanted to reconcile, however, both
were very invested in having the other partner do al1 of the chançing. Explonnç this couple's

belief systems about how change in their relationship could take place was one of the ways
I worked with this couple. The main issue was helping them understand how attempting to
control and change each other was ineffective and how this mode of operating had not been
successfil for them. M e r four sessions, Ted and Marcy moved into Ted's sister's home. This
was, in some ways, a positive move toward their goal of reconciling. however, their
continued financial difficulties created additional strains for this couple. Although they were
happier to be living in the same home, they were disappointed that they were not in their own
apartment.

Marcy and Ted initially had difficulties talkin~directly to one another in therapy
sessions. They would offer their comments to me but were really wantinç to cornmunicate
with each other. 1 suggested that they speak directly to one another and although this was
awkward for them at first. they began to communicate more directly as therapy progressed.
In later sessions, they indicated to me that this suggestion was helpfûl and they attempted to
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use this technique when they were at home. After approxirnately nine sessions, we revisited
the goals that they had outlined in their comprehensive treatment plans. Both Marcy and Ted

felt that there had been some progress in their attempts to communicate better with one

another. They cited spending more time Iistening to one another and being able to bring up
subjects that they previously would have avoided. They stated that they were having fewer
arguments, however, when they did argue, it was usually about the same issues: money and
the time spent with Marty's family. They had been successfùl in reaching the goal of
reconciling, but this was overshadowed by the fact that they were now in a living situation
that provided them with little or no privacy. When 1 asked them what had been helpful in
therapy up to that point, they indicated that it was useful to hear my feedback in terms of
what 1was seeing in therapy sessions. They stated that sessions felt balanced for them; they
both felt they were given equal time to talk and they appreciated this. Revised goals for this

couple included securing a new place to live independently and continuing to work on

improving their communication with one another.
Marcy and Ted attended two more sessions and then began to cancel their
appointments. 1 contacted them by telephone and spoke with Marcy on two separate
occasions. They were having more financial problems and Marcy was experiencing some
health related difficulties. She stated that they wanted to continue to attend counselling as
they had found it helpful and it was needed in order for them to maintain the positive changes
they had made in their relationship. Afier the second phone cal1 and rescheduled appointment,
they did not show for therapy. I atternpted to contact them again, and discovered that they

no longer lived with Ted's sister. 1 lefl a message for them to cal1 the FCC if they were
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interested in setting up another appointment. Mer approximately four weeks, Ted
telephoned and aated that he wanted to make another therapy appointment. They were
strugghg while living with Ted's sister, they separated and Marcy moved back in with her
parents. The prob1em was that Marcy was not accepting any calis from Ted and he asked me
to cal1 her and ask her if she would retum to therapy. 1let Ted know that although 1was
sympathetic to his situation, that 1could not contact Marcy and request that she retum to
therapy; she would need to initiate this on her own. My refiisal to contact Marcy appeared

to create some fnistration with Ted. 1addressed this directly by stating that it was Marty's
responsiiility to set up therapy appointments ifshe was wiiling to continue to work on their
relationship. 1offered to see Ted for an individual session and he indicated that it might be
helpful to t a k to someone about their current situation. His perception was that Marcy
became fmstrated with their living situation and chose to "escape" to her parents house

instead of dealing with their problems. A key issue for this couple seemed to be that Marcy
was unable to diïerentiate fiom her family of origin, and as a result, could not form a strong

mariage relationship with Ted.
Aware that 1may not hear from these clients again, 1asked Ted to share with me what
he found most usefiil dunng therapy. He stated that he thought things had changed in their

relationship; they were fighting les, thqr agreed on parenting issues more often, they showed
more affection toward one another and, up until Marcy moved out, they had been
communicating better. The struggles with her family of origin, however, were still an issue
and an area in their relationship where there was Iittle agreement. In therapy, we had
addressed this issue a number of times and this couple had attempted to create stronger

1s 1

boundaries around their relationship. Some of the interventions that were attempted included
scheduling time for their children to meet with the grandparents when Ted was working to
alleviate tension, spending every second holiday with Marcy's family, and Ted supporting

Marcy when she set limits with her parents. According to Ted, therapy had been helpfùl in
bringing up the issue of Marcy spending so much time with her parents but h e stated that it
was clear to him that she was unwilling to make a commitment to put their marriage first- At

the end of this conversation, Ted shared that he was in a great deal of emotional pain because
he knew that Marcy's unwillingness to continue therapy was a strong message that she was
"finished" working on their mamage.
There were a nurnber of possibilities as to why this couple separated again. A
structurai analysis mi& suçgest that the boundaries between Marcy and her family were too
enmeshed to withstand the difficulties in the marnage. Another possibility might have been
that the stressors in the marriage ie) financial, lack of living space, were too ovenvhelming

for this couple and Marcy made the first move in terms of ending the relationship. Although
they had made some proçress in therapy, there was still the issue of Marcy never really
leaving her parent's home and establishing a home with Ted. During our final conversation,

Ted indicated that he was aware that he could not "make" Marcy corne to therapy or want
to Save the relationship. This comment indicated some progress for Ted as intially he believed
that he could change Marcy. His later comments led me to believe that he no longer thought
that he could change the relationship if she was not willing to be part of that process. Ted did
not show for the therapy appointment he had scheduled and 1 did not have any more contact
with this couple.
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The Smith Family
When Cathy and Eric Smith initiated counselling, they were separated. Cathy was

living in her parent's home with the couple's seven year old daughter. The main issues that
they felt they needed to work on included re-establishing trust in their relationship and Eric

dealing with his substance abuse problem This couple was stmggling financially and attended
therapy approximately every second week They attended eight therapy sessions at the FCCThis couple stated that their goal was to reconcile, however, Cathy was very clear
with Eric that she would not rnove back into their home if he was still using drugs. Eric
denied that he was still involved with drugs despite the fact that he was associating with
known dmg users, there were significant amounts of money unaccounted for. and Cathy had

discovered dmg paraphemalia undemeath their fumiture. Cathy and Eric also struçgled with
issues around communication; Eric felt that Cathy "lectured" him and she did not feel that

Eric was a good Iistener. Both expressed concerns about how their relationship and
separation were affecting their dauçhter.
1found it challenging to work with this couple. They seemed to bnng a new crisis to

each session and were &en mccessfùl in diverting attention away from the bigser issues that
t hey

were struggling with such as lack of trust and ambivalence about staying together.

Because one of their imrnediate concerns was their financial instability. they were given a
referral to see a financial counsellor. They did go to see the counsellor and when 1 inquired

as to how helpfid they found this experience, Eric replied by saying that they already knew

a lot of what he told them and they just needed to follow through with t heir budget plans.
Seeing a financial planner was only pan of the equation, however. because there were issues
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around what Eric was doing with the money he spmt as it reniallied unaccounted for in the
couple's budget.

A pattern that emerged eariy in my wok with this couple was that Cathy would come
to each session with information that she feit would prove Eric was stiîi using dnigs. What
inevitably ensued was the foiiowing conversation:
Cathy: I know you are ushg because I saw you hanging around Bob and 1know he
is using...

Eric: He's just my friend and just because 1 am with him does not mean 1 am

-

using...y ou dont trust me 1 might as well be using !
These conversations left Cathy feeling mistrated and Eric quite defensive. M e r
consultation with my supervisor, 1 began to work with Cathy on what she could to for herself
to change her situation because she was not able to changdcontrol Eric. It was my
assessrnent that Eric was exhibiting signs of continued drug use although he would deny this
whenever he was asked directly. Cathy began to come up with plans to keep her and their
daughter d e from any second hand dmg exposure. Earlier in therapy, 1 had infonned this
couple that as a mandatory child abuse reporter, 1would have to contact the Department of

Human Services if I felt their daughter was being put at risk as second hand drug exposure
is grounds for a child abuse investigation in the state of Iowa. One of the ways in which
Cathy felt she could protect both her and her daughter from drug exposure was to arrange
visits with Eric at her parent's home. She felt that she had more control over the situation at

her parent's and if Eric showed up for a visit exhibiting signs of dnig use, she could more

easily deny him entrance to the house. Kathy and Eric agreed to contract around
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this issue in sessions and were able to follow through with their agreement. At the tirne this
couple tenninated therapy, there had been no fiirther problerns with visitation.
Both Cathy and Eric inititially stated that they wanted to work on communicating

more effèctively with each other. They felt they needed to listen to each other more without
being reactive and defensive. Both fmed that their feelings and opinions were being ignored
when they cut each other off or walked away fiom conflictual situations. We talked about
basic communication skills that they could practice (not interrupting, cIariQinç, facing each
other dunng conversations) in and out of sessions. Both Cathy and Eric had dificulties in
being direct and honest about their feelings; this was, in part, due to the lack of trust that
existed in this relationship resulting in each person feeling vulnerable and resistant to shanng
with one another. This couple also tended to blame one another for the current state of their
relationship. One of the interventions that was effective with Cathy and Eric was encouraging
the use of "1" statements. They found this difficult at ftrst, however, in time, both became
quite good ai identifjing what they needed in their relationship. Dunng one session, I asked
them if they had found the use of "1" statements helpfiil. Cathy commented that she found
herself much more likely to Iisten to what Eric was saying when he started out the
conversation with "1" as opposed to startinç conversations with 'You". She was finding
herself to be less defensive as she felt less blamed for their relationship problems.
Eric was always more cornfortable in sessions when the attention was focused on

Cathy. He appeared reluctant to talk about his histoiy of dmg use and was quite defensive
whenever the issue came up. Due to his resistence, 1 took the opportunity in sessions to work
one on one with Cathy while Enc was listening. Cathy had participated in his treatment and

1SS

had some education m n d the dmcs

offiunilies where substance abuse was present. She

identified herselfas cdependent and stated that this is what she had been told while she was
in family therapy with Eric. For Cathy, being codependent meant that she was always trying
to control Eric's behavior and was fnistrated when she was not able to control his dmg use.

Often codependedncy leads to a lack of independent action as the person or activity on which
the dependency is centered becomes the focus of emotional energy and activity (O'Goman,
1991:153). This was indeed the case for Cathy as she investedmuch of her time ic trying to

help Eric stop using but was inevitably hstrated by his lack of cornpliance. One of the goals
for Cathy was for her to recognize and accept that if Eric continued to use dniçs, there was
nothing she could do to stop him Another goal that we identified for Cathy was letting Eric
deal with the consequences of his drug use, resisting the temptation to rescue him.
Dunng the course of therapy, Cathy made some very good progress toward the goal

of making Eric accountable for his behavior. She stopped paying the phone bill at their old
apartment, stating that she had her own bills to pay and if the phone was disconnected, he
would have to deal with the situation. This was difficult for Cathy as she obviously still cared
deeply for Eric. 1 regularly commended Cathy in sessions for her efforts at setting limits in
her relationship with her husband. Eric would, on occasion, express ançer and disbelief at
Cathy's behavior saying he Mt she was being uncarinç. Cathy would respond to his outbursts
by calmly saying she could not afford to take responsbility for al1 the bills and that she could

no longer "bail him out" of any financial mess that had been created after she left their
apartment.
Along with developing realistic treatment goals, it has been suggested that
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encouraging social support through the attendance of twelve step recovery groups and
emphasizing strengths and accomplishments are helpfiil in assisting women who have been
identified as codependent (O'Gorman, 1991:163). Supporting Cathy in attending a twelve
step group fit with the feminist fiamework as feminist therapy encourages group experiences
where women can hear about the experiences of other women. Additionally, the notion that
"the persona1 is political" cornes into play as they see their individual experiences as similar
to those of many other women (O'Goman, 1991:163). Cathy had been involved with AlAnon previously and had expressed an interest in reconnecting with this orçanization. I
encouraçed her efforts in this area and during the course of therapy, she attended several
meetings. She stated that she found the support and common experiences of the women
helpful.

Mer six sessions wiih this couple, 1 was able to see some changes in how they were
communicating with each other in therapy. They were more respecthl of one another, did
not cut each other o f and were able to express some of their feelings about their situation
with greater ease than in intital sessions. However, due to Eric's continued denial of his dmg

use, the focus became helping Cathy plan for what she needed to do in light of her belief that
her husband was still using. This couple had expressed that there was a siçnificant lack of
trust for one another in their relationship and this was an area that they wanted to address.
Cathy felt most betrayed by several incidents where she tmsted that Eric was not using (he
had promised her he was finished with dnigs) and she found some dnigs in his vehicle and in

their apartrnent. Eric was very upset with Cathy because she would not believe him and we

discussed why Cathy had good reason to not trust him. This discussion lead to Cathy second
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guessing herself and her judgement. One of the suggested ways of helping women who
identify themselves as codependent is to help them see their affective and intuititive
capabilities not as liabilities but as strengths (O'Gorman, 1991:162). I cvould point out to
Cathy times where she tnisted her inner voice and validated that she was most often very
insightfiil and correct in her assessrnent of the situation, particularly when it came to Eric's
behavior.

After eight sessions, this couple begzn to miss appointments. 1 contacted them by

telephone afier the first missed session, we rescheduled, and they failed to show for the
rescheduled appointment. 1 received a phone cal1 from Cathy one week later and she shared
with me that it was pointless for them to continue in couple therapy because she was

convinced Eric was not motivated to change. I asked her if she could tell me what they found
usehl in therapy sessions. Cathy said that the most helpfbl part was Iearning about how to

communicate more effectively with one another. She stated that they did not name cal1 and
yell at one another as oflen as they had previously, but she recognized t hat they were "going

in circles" as far as dealing with Enc's substance abuse problem. Cathy was still convinced
that her husband had not stopped using drugs and she understood that he would have to be
motivated to quit - she could not change his behavior. Cathy stated that she did not find
going to a financial advisor helpfùl because she maintained that the problem was not due to

an inability to budget. She believed, and 1 concurred. that the real problem was that money

was going rnissing regularly and she suspected he was buyinç d r u g with the money. Cathy
indicated that she found it helpful to talk about some of the options she had available to her
ie) having visitation at her parent's home , as discussing options was empowenng for her.
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They had decided to remain separated and Cathy was considering filing for divorce. I
attempted to contact Eric by telephone to receive feedback from him but my calls were not
returned,

Due to this coupIe temiinating therapy without prior notice, 1 was unable to
administer the post therapy DAS and open ended questionnaire. 1 felt that Cathy shared

some valuable feedback with me via a telephone conversation, however. 1 was stmck by her
final cornments during our conversation. She stated that although they had decided to remain
separated, she felt she had a better understanding of why they could not remain marrieci. She

believed that she had done al1 she could but could not do Eric's work for him. 1 viewed this

as tremendous progress for Cathy in Iight of her expectations in the initial stages of therapy.
In this particular case, this client identified her own growth and felt positive about this chanse

in her Iife. It is for this reason that 1 would consider my work with this couple, but Cathy in
particular, to have been helpfiil and effféctive. It was usehl to discuss the therapy process
with Cathy as 1 was able to better understand that her definition of success included ending
her relationship with Eric. Unfonunately 1 was unable to receive any feedback from Eric. 1
was at the tirne, and still am convinced that he was using dmgs dunng the time he attended

therapy sessions.

The White Family

Tom and Anna White entered therapy after a four month separation. Tom had
recently moved back in to an apartment with Anna and their two preschool children. For
more details on this couple, refer to the client descriptions in chapter three.
1saw the White family for nine conjoint sessions. This couple was struggling to re-

establish their relationship d e r the separation. They reported constant fiçhting and feeling
very unhappy with their current situation. Tom had had a relationship with another woman
during the couple's separation and did not feel that this was a problem. Anna, however, felt

that Tom's relationship was siçnificant, particularly since he wanted to continue to have a
fnendship with the other woman. She stated that she did not trust Tom and felt that there
was a good chance that he would Ieave their marriage to be with the other woman. Tom
express4 hstration at Anna's inabilty to "get over" the relationship and often stated that her
jealousy was the biggest problem they had.
Initial treatment goals for this couple included less fighting, spending more time
together, working through their feelings around Tom's relationship with another woman, and
working toward consistent parenting of their children. Tom's individual goals included
learning to control his temper as he often felt out of control and being able to express his
feelings with his wife. Anna's goals involved becoming more assertive and being able to
express her needs directly, rather than using sarcasm with Tom. There had been a history of
abusive behavior in this relationship. The couple reported Tom çrabbing Anna by the wist,
causing bruising and swelling. When they began therapy, the last incident of physical abuse
had occurred three months previously. I explaineci my expectation that they açree to contract
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around the issue of physical violence as long as they were wanting to engage in conjoint
therapy. Tom and Anna verbally agreed that there would be no physical violence during the
therapy process. We discussed resources they could access if there was a risk of a situation

escalating to the point of violence. 1 explained my position as a mandatoty child abuse
reporter to this couple, infoming them that I was required by law to report any incidences
of abuse that may be disclosed in therapy.
One of the interventions with this couple involved education around issues of effective
communication. We discussed the differences between passive, aggressive. manipulat ive, and
assertive styles of interaction and why it was difficult to change behaviors. Tom believed that
his outbursts were out of his control and was conviced that Anna intentional!y provoked his
anger. It was my assessment that Tom fiamed his anger in this way in order to avoid taking
responsibility for his outbursts. Anna indicated that due to the history of physical violence
in their relationship, she was ductant to bring up certain issues ie) parenting concerns and

money, for fear of Tom's anger. 1 was able to validate that her fean were reasonable given
the history in their relationship. Pan of my work with Tom involved educating him about
emotional abuse issues. Although the physical violence had ceased, it was clear that Tom was
continuing to be verbally abusive to Anna. 1 indicated to him on a number of occasions that
it was not reasonable for him to expect Anna to take responsibility for whether or not he got

angry. With the hopes of educating Tom about this issue, a referral was made to an anger
management group. This referral was made afler four sessions of therapy and Tom did not
follow through with this suggestion. He stated that he did not think his problem was "bad
enough" to warrant participation in a group. Anna concurred with him at this point, saying
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that she felt he was getting better at controlling his temper.

Another issue this couple brought to therapy was Tom's desire to have another woman
join them in a sexual "threesome". Anna had made it very clear that she was not interested
but, at the same tirne, was concemed that if she did not agree to this, he may become
involved with the other wornan again. Tom discussed his fantasy in a lighthearted manner,
saying that he didn't really care one way or the other if it acutally came true. but could not
undentand why Anna was so "uptight" about the suggestions. 1 encouraged Anna to explain
her concems about Tom's request to him in session. She stated that she felt uncornfortable
invitinç someone in on their sex Iife, that it would be like an invasion of privacy. She was also
worried about the possible ramifications of this suçgestion. What would happen after?
Would this be a reçular occurance? Anna also shared that havinç a threesorne would offend
some of her personal values; she had aiways believed that sex was something to be shared
only with an intirnate panner, not a stranger.
It was helpfùl to frarne this situation in tems of respecting one another's boundanes

around sexuality. 1 explained that sometimes couples have different sexual desires that they
communicate to one another. It was not necessarily "bad" or "deviant" of Tom to suggest a
threesome. The problem was that he was not listeninç to the concems of his panner and her
reasons for feeling uncornfortable with the idea and seemed to be applying pressure to Anna
to comply. Mer discussing this situation for a couple of sessions, Tom agreed not to bring
it up again as he stated that he could see Anna's point and he felt they had more senous issues
to deal with in therapy. Anna was relieved that the focus had changed and she reported

feeling "lesspressured" by Tom.
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Tom and Anna did not agree on the issue of how rnuch time they should spend with
Anna's funily. They lived in the same apartment complex and often would provide childcare

for the couple's two small children. Tom felt that Anna's parents were overly involved in their
lives and believed that they forced Anna to leave Missouri and move to Iowa because they
did not like him. Anna had a close, but conflicted relationship with her parents. She
appreciated their involvement as grandparents but o h feh judged by them. She explained
that she needed Tom to stand up to her parents because she "didn't have the backbone" to
be assertive with them by herself We discussed ways that Anna could be more assertive with

her parents on her own so that she did not need Tom to intervene on her behalf. Some of the
interventions she came up with were: telling her parents that she appreciated their advice,
however, she did not açree with their suggestions; letting her parents know that it was
difficultto hear them speak badly ofTom and that she was no longer willinç to listen to their
comments; and she decided to start looking for another apartment as the proximity to her
parents created much tension in their relationship.
Initially, Anna had a difficult time being assertive with her parents and often found
herself breaking down in tears when she was talking to them about sensitive issues. 1
encouraged her to keep trying and to recognize that it is often challençing to be direct and
honest with those we love. 1 also refiamed her crying as a sign of her strength and emotional
investment with her parents rather than a source of shame and weakness. Slowly, Anna was
able to progess from phone conversations to face to face interactions where she was able to
be assertive and yet maintain a healthy relationship with her parents.

I challençed this couple's view that Anna's parents "forced" her to move away from
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Missouri; in reality, their relationship was quickly deteriorating and the move was Anna's
attempt to "get her life back togetheS. We disnissed what events precipitated the move and
who made the decision to move out of Missouri. When I probed Anna about the role her

parents played, she stated that they had been supportive of her leaving because they could
tell how unhappy she was in her relationship. They were willing to help her financially, if this
was needed, but ultimately, the decision was hers to make. After six sessions, Tom stated
that he often blamed Anna's parents for her decision to move because that was easier to
accept than the idea that Anna moved because she was so unhappy in her relationship with
him. I was encouraged by Tom'sinsight into the dynamics of their situation as it seemed that

s;

the longer they could continue to b l a a ~ n n a ' sparents for their problerns, the longer they
could avoid dealing with the issues that created the need for a separation. Anna shared that

some of the reasons she chose to take their children and leave Missouri were due to Tom's
erratic and unpredictable behavior. She was afiaid of his outbursts due to the violence she
had expenenced during their relationship. She stated that she was also tired of al[ the tighting;
they never taiked unless it was to argue. Part of the reason she agreed to reconcile was that
Tom had assured her that he now had his temper "under control" and he was willing to
change his behavior and come to therapy.
Although this couple made some progress in therapy in terms of defining the
relationship between them and Anna's parents, the issue of Tom's anger and intimidation
remained. At one point, Anna describecl herself "walkinç on eggshells" to ensure she did not
anger him as she feared what he would Say to her. It was clear that the ernotional abuse was

ail1 present in their relationship and my sense was that conjoint therapy was not emotionally,
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and p h p s physicaiiy safk for Anna. Efforts had banmade with this couple to deal with the

abusive parts of their relationship ie) contracting, taking t h e outs, referds to outside
agencies for anger management, but were unsuccessM. It has been suggested that methods
that are intended to assist couples in avoidiiig situations that may lead to violence wül seldom

hold for long ifthere is an intergeneratiodpattern of abuse (Carter, 1988: 109). Tom shared
that he had experienced abuse in his family of origin when he was a child and, during
adolescence, he becarne physicaliy abusive with his sibliogs and parents. In sessions, Tom
was reluctant to speak of his abusive history and rninunized the seriousness of his actions.
Despite providing education around the cycle of violence and the dynamics of abusive
relationships, Tom continued to deny that his behavior needed to change. However, it was
helpfùl for Anna to hear the information 1was sharing with her husband as she also seemed
to require information around these issues.
M e r the ninth conjoint session with this couple, Tom clairned to have a better
understandimg of his anger management problem and what he needed to do in order to make
change. The problem was that he would spend a great deal of time in sessions talking about
what he would do Werently, however, he fided to take the action steps necessaty to follow

through Gradudy, 1 began to see signs hdicating that Anna was becoming stronger in their
relationship. She was more wiüiig to confiont Tom.whenhe was being verbally abusive and
stated she was king more direct with her parents on a regular basis and, as a result, felt less

intimidated by them. 1 remaineci concemed for Anna's psychological and physical d e t y in
their relationship as it was quite clear that Tom was uncornfortable with the changes he was
seeing in his wife. Prior to their next scheduled appointment, 1 received a phone cal1 fiom
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Anna. She stated that she needed to share some things with me that she could not Say in

session when Tom was present. She stated that his behavior continued to be erratic and
unpredictable and she expressed concem about leaving their children with him for enended

periods of hme in case he "lostit" with them. 1 asked Anna if she felt safe in their home and
she told me she did not feel safe but had no where else to go. We discussed her options in
the comrnunity ie) shelters, fiiends, family and how she could access these resources. At this
point in the conversation, 1was beçinning to feel overwhelmed by the potential for violence

in this situation. 1 explained to Anna that 1 was going to consult with another therapist in the
agency about this situation and 1 would contact her again.
After consultinç with my supervisor, 1 phoned Anna back and shared with her my
concerns for her safety. 1 also talked about my observations of Tom in therapy and that he
was, in my view, unwillinç or unable to look at his abusive behavior and I explained that Anna

could not "make" him change if he did not want to . I believed that it was important for Anna
to know that she could not control whether or not Tom became angry and violent. She felt
that if she avoided certain subjects and acted a certain way, he would not çet angry- Much
ofwhat I shared with Anna was paraphrasing what she had said to me in sessions and dunng
Our phone conversation. She knew that her situation was dangerous and potentially violent,
but felt ovenvhelmed by the choices she faced. We discussed other rimes in her life when she
had to make some decisions that were very dificult and how she handled those situations.
1 reminded her of her strength when she lefi Missouri, secured employment, found an

apartment and continued to be the primary caregiver of their children. She recognized this
as an accomplishrnent she felt proud of, as it was not easy beinç alone. Her biggest fear was
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king aione but she stated she did not want to live with someone who was as unpredictable
and emotionally abusive as Tom. She infonned me that Tom was not willing to come back

to therapy anyrnore; he felt that they had worked through their problems and it would be a
"wasteof tirne" to continue. 1let her know that 1 was available if she wanted to cal1 again or

come in alone for therapy sessions. 1 did not have any further contact with this couple.
This was a dificult case due to the issues of violence that were present from the
beginning. Although the physical violence had ceased, the emotional abuse continued. Part

of my work with this couple was helping them understand that verbal abuse is as harmfiil as
physical abuse and that their relationship would not improve if one person was feeling
disempowered. Since Tom was not wiliing to take the necessary steps to alter his behavior,
my focus shifted to helping Anna idemi@ways she would keep herself and their children safe
from a potentially violent situation. 1 saw my role in working with Anna as validating what
she already knew to be tme about Tom and their relationship and providing her with the
support and resources needed to make the necessary changes in her life. Although Tom
refused to take any steps to change his behavior, 1 believe he heard some of what 1 shared
with them about the nature of abusive relationships. It could be that as Tom saw Anna
getting stronger, he became intimidated and thus made the decision that they were "done"

with therapy. Anna did share with me that one of the most helpfùl pans of therapy for her
were being able to talk about her situation and having someone tell her that she was not
"crazy",but was, in fact, very insightfùl about her situation.
In this particuiar case, 1 watched Anna become stronger and more assertive in her
relationship with her parents and her partner. She stated that she experienced the therapeutic
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process to be supportive and helpfiil in trying to understand and make changes in her

relationship with Tom. This case was another example in which one member of the couple
was more invested than their partner in improving the relationship. Consequently, although

there was not a iremendous amount of change in the couple relationship, 1 believe that Anna
gained some insight into her situation as a result of coming to therapy. Tom. however, was
not commited to making the individual changes necessary to have a healthier relationship with
Anna. This was illustarated by his insistence that they not return to therapy because they
were "done". In d i t y , change was just beginning to take place in their relationship. It is my

assessrnent that Tom was losing control and was fnghtened and intimidated by Anna's
increasing assertiveness.
Despite the lack of formal post-therapy data collected during the course of this
parcticum, 1did find the comments made by clients at vanous stages in the therapy process
useful. The next section will outline more specificaliy my subjective perceptions of the

interventive strategy used in this practicum.

PART TWO: The EîIicacy o f A Feminist Informai StmcturaI Appronch: Subjective

Perceptions
One ofthe major drawbacks of the practicum experience was the limited amount of

post therapy data collected. The original plan for the evaluation piece OFthe practicurn was
to use both quantitative and qualitative means to assess the effectiveness of a feminist
informed, structural approach to working with couples. The dificulty in çathenng post
therapy data cm be explaineci, in part, by the nature of the agency and the population served.
The FCC serves pnmarily low income and underinsured individuals. Almost al1 of the clients
I worked with struggled financially and many experienced dificulties in securing and

maintaining adequate housing. It was my assessrnent that most of my clients had ongoing
financial, housing, and childcare stresses. Al1 but one couple had experienced substance abuse
and this fact impacted my work with several clients. Consequently, therapeutic services.
while useful, were often not a priority for folks who were preoccupied with basic survival
issues. The pattern of couples not retuming to the FCC afler a number of sessions was not
unusual; other therapists had similar experiences with clients. In light of the Iimited
quantitative, post therapy data, this section will focus on rny subjective perceptions of the
eficacy of this intervention.

The feminist informed, structural approach utilized in this practicum had a number of
strengths. In addition to identi@ingproblematic stuctural issues with each couple ie) issues
around hierarchies, power and control, boundaries, the feminist piece of the intemention
allowed the couple to see their struggles not necessarily as failures for them as individuals,
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but as having mots in a sociopolitical structure that does not value men and women equally.
For example, t was often much easier to have a conversation about the division of labour for

a couple once we had discussed that the underlying issue otten has to do with power in a
relationship. Structural approaches to working with couples do not always overtly address
power diftèrentials which is why feminist priciples c m be a usefiil addition.
Looking at the larger cultural picture, particularly the roles and expectations for men

and women, also helped clients feel less blamed for some of the problematic dynamics in their
relationships. This is not to Say, however, that it was acceptable for clients to say, "Well.
that's the way I was brought up and 1 can't change now". Clients were encouraged to
consider new ways of relating to their partner that were based on equality and mutual respect.
Explorinç belief systems with clients seemed to be usehl as they began to understand the
ongins of some of their interactional patterns and why they were not servinç them well in
their relationships.

Many of the couples began therapy with the perception that they could change their
partner. This belief manifested itself in comrnents such as, "If s/he would just be at home
more/help out morehe a better listener, Our relationship would be fine". Often the greatest
hstration was discovering that they could not improve the relationship solely by getting their

partner to change and recognizing that as an individual, they needed to be willing to look at
their role in the relationship. To deal with these situations, it was helpfùl to assist clients in
looking at what they could, realistically control ie) their behavior and emotions, and to
distinguish that from what they had no control over ie) how or if their partner was willing to
make changes that would benetit their relationship. When clients were more self-focused,
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they were l e s likely to corne into -*ans with a litany of cornplaints about what their partner

did or did not do during the week Instead, they were ready to share their own progress and
struggles which often resulted in sessions that were more productive and less blaming. 1
believe this stance in working with couples reflects both a feminist and structural
understanding in that it encouraged clients to address their behaviorsltransactional patterns
while at the same time, provided ongoing validation, empowerment and support for the
changes that clients were wanting to make in their relationships.
Feminist approaches pay special attention to basic, concrete needs and to physical and
psychological safety which were important considerations in working with this client
population. As was previoulsy discussed, the clients 1 worked with stmgled with survival
issues which led to a need to provide referrals to community resources to meet some of their
needs. Additionally, the concem for the physical and emotional safety of clients was assessed

throughout the therapy process. During the initial assessment with couples, meeting with
each person separately gave me the opponunity to ask explicit questions relating to violence
in their relationship. This proved to be very usefùl in determininç whether or not a couple
was appropriate for conjoint therapy. More in-depth questions may have been helpful in

deteminhg the presence or extent of emotional abuse as it was an issue for several couples
and was not identifed as such dunng the initial assessment. Workinç from a feminist

perspective also gave me the oppominity to share with some of my female clients my conceni
about their safety given the historylpatterns of abuse in their relationships. I did share my
beliefwith these women that conjoint sessions would likely not be helpful for them due to the

imbalances of power that existed in their relationships. My clients were receptive to hearing
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this information, possibly because it validateci their own beliefs about their situation.

Incihiduai therapy sessions were offered to those individuais when conjoint sessions seemed
inappropriate.

Task assignment was an intervention that worked well for most couples. It was
important to solicit client input in order for the assignments to be meaningfiil and to increase
the liklihood that clients would follow through. 1 found that when asked to comment on the
usefûlness of an assignment, clients were generally honest, particularly if they thought the
assignment was not helpful. 1 found that clients were also more likely to complete an
assigned task if it was couple focused rather than individually focused. This intervention
worked best when I had seen the couple for three or more sessions, perhaps because there
was a more established therapeutic relationship.

It is difficult to define what success looks like when working with couples because the
desired outcorne is not necessarily the same for al1 clients. For most of the people 1 worked
with, the goal was to improve the relationship. However, there were some clients who were

seeking therapeutic services to determine whether or not they wanted to stay in their

relationship. Overail, 1 believe my clients experienced therapy to be at Ieast somewhat helpful
in gaining some insight into their relationships. It is my assessrnent that those couples that
gained the most were those that continued to corne to sessions despite increased discornfort

in their relationship. Ultimately, there was some type of resolution for these clients whether
that was the decision to stay manieci, as was the case for the Hendersons, or a decision to end

the marriage, as was the case for the Smith family.
For other couples, particularly those where there were pronounced imbalances of
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power, it was my perception that therapy ended for them when the men became

uncornfortable with the progress their partnen were making. On the one hand, the women
were making changes that were healthy and empowering however, due to the abusiveness

of their relationships, these changes were accompanied by fears about their physical and
psychologicaf safety. It was my belief that these women felt supponed and relatively d e in
sessions but did not expenence the same felings of safety when they were in their homes.
In the context of their relationships, their progress in therapy could have been potentially

dangerous, particularly if they chose to stay with their abusive partner, which is what
happened in the case of Anna White.
A feminist informed, stnictrual approach is a challenging intervention to implement

when one is faced with relationships with siçnificant power imbalances and rigid, traditional
gender role expectations. It was my experience that this intervention was least helpfiil and
perhaps inappropriate for clients who tit this protile. The men in these couples had a
tremendous investrnent in maintaining the status quo in their relationshi ps and any questioning
of the power imbalances was met with anger and fnistration. As a therapist, 1 felt safe
challenging the assurnptions. However, 1 was very aware that the women in these couples
may potentially have to deal with their partner's anger and their safety may have been

cornprornised outside of the therapeutic setting. This is not to Say that these couples would
not benefit fiom therapeutic services, as 1 think they would, but careful consideration to the
issues of both physical and psychological safety must be a part of treatment with couples
where abuse is an ongoing concem.

There were challenges in working with a population that can be characterized as: low
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income, minimally educated, chronicalty umleremployed. socially isolated. transient. and
stniggling with substance abuse and domestic violence issues. As was mentioned earlier, it

is difficult for people to invest time and energy, not to mention limited financial resources, in
therapeutic senices when their basic survia1 needs an only marginally met. It is perhaps no

surprise then, that the couple that was most consistent and attended therapy more ofien was
the Hendersons. Both Karen and Bill were employed and financially stable, had adequate
child care resources, and had a close circle of fnends and family from which to draw suppon.

This couple was able to focus on their marriage and their own individual struggles in therapy
sessions without the added pressures inadquate housing, dornestic abuse issues. or financial
concerns.
The Hendersons led a priviledçed Iife, when compared to the lives of the vast majority
of couples with whom 1worked. It is quite possible that their success in therapy was at least

marginally influenced by the somewhat favorable living conditions they experienced. Because

this couple did not bring a new crisis to every session they attended, they were able to focus

on the relational problems that initially brought thern to therapy. In contrast, the survival
issues other couples faced were 0

t h

interconnected with the relationship problems whicb

provided significant challenges to me as a novice therapist. The strategy that was most

helpfiil in deaiing with these situations was having the couple pnoritize the problems in terms
of what needed immediate attention and what could be attended to at a later time. This
process seemed to help clients regain a sense of control over their situation, knowinç that they
had created an action plan for themselves.
Generally, 1 found that utilizing a feminist informed structural approach in working
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with couples was helpfùl and would, in al1 liklihood, use this intervention again. While
discussions around the cultural expectations of men and women were often new to the
couples I worked with, the majority ofclients understood the relevence to their own lives and

were able to then see their problems within a larger, social context. Additionally, discussions
involving the issues of boundanes and hierarchy within a couple relationship need to include
the dimension of gender as gender did significantly influence the structure of the relationships
of my clients. The structural interventions that were used in this practicum were influenced
by feminist practice pnnciples and consequenily, were more sensitive to the issues of power.

control, safety, empowennent, and the meeting of basic needs for survival.
The lack of post therapy evaluation results was due, in part, to the nature of the
population served by the FCC. When 1 did have the opportunity to speak with clients about
their experience in therapy, it was a challenge to elicit feedback. It may have been more
effective to have a third party follow up with clients, post therapy, in order to determine what

wadwas not helpfùl for clients. My impresssion was that clients seemed to feel compelled to

make ody postitive cornments about their therapy experience and perhaps, a third party with
no investment in the process, would have been able to solicit more constructive feedback.

It is quite possible that clients would have shared different information with someone other
than their therapist. A fùrther change 1 would make would be to have the post iherapy openended questionnaire ask for more detail from clients in outlining what was the rnost/least

helpfùl during therapy.

The major concem with this approach relates to the issue of safety for clients who are

in abusive relationships. Much of my work involved empowering clients to make changes as
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individuals that would ultimately benefit the couple relationship. For some clients, particularly
women, this included educating around assertive communication and offenng support and

validation for setting clear boundaries in their relationships. These interventions seemed to
be most helpfùl in relationships where there was relatively equal power between the couple.

In situations where there were power imbalances, however, these approaches could result in
the women being placed at nsk for physica! or emotional abuse. This was particularly true
in relationships where the male partners were threatened by their partner's growing
assertiveness. 1 experienced this dynamic several times during my practicum and found that
one of the most effective ways of dealing with this situation was by beinç honest with the
women when 1 was concemed for their safety. 1 would express my concerns in concrete
terms, using examples that 1 had witnessed in sessions or information that them women had
shared with me- 1 would educate around the issues of abuse in relationships and help women
develop safety plans for themselves and their children.

One of my biggest challenges was to reisist the temptation to "rescue" these women
from their situations. Goodrich et al. (1988) identified four pitfalls that await feminist family
therapists in addressing abusive relationships: swing her against her will, underestimating the
strength ofthe abusive partner, seeing the client as a symbol, and pushing too hard or moving
too fast (Goodrich et al.. 1988:178). Throughout my practicum expenence: 1 continually
needed to remind myself of these potential pitfalls and found rny work with these couples
very challenging. The value of ongoing assessrnent of abuse issues cannot be understated as

it is essential in detennining the safety of individuals in the therapeutic process as well as
appropriateness for conjoint therapy. My experience with the couples at FCC has solidified
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my belief that meaningful change in relationships cannot take place if there is an underlying

fear for personal safety or an imbalance ofpower.
The final section of this chapter will outline my experiences as a practicum student

with my supervisor, Susan Ackelson.
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PART THREE: My Experiences as a Pncticum Student Supervisory Issues
Airing my practicum at the Family Counselling Center, 1 was directly s u p e ~ k by
d
Susan Ackelson, M.S.W..

L.S.W. My supw'sion experiences involved pre and post session

discussions, audio taping of my sessions with clients, listening to audio tapes of Susan's

sessions with clients, and participating in ongoing clinical staffings with other therapists at the

FCC.
As a practicum student, 1 met with my supervisor on a weekly basis.

Our meetings

were scheduled for at least one hour, however, this was usually extended to ensure adequate
time for discussion. The typical format for these sessions included my bnnçing questions and
concems about particular cases to Susan in order to receive suggestiondfeedback on how 1
should proceed. It was also during these sessions that I would receive feedback on my initial

assessments and comprehensive treatment plans. Generally, our discussions would begin by
Susan asking me for my assessment of the problems that a couple was expetiencing. Initially,

this was quite intimidating for me as I was fearful of making an incorrect assessment,
however, as I became more cornfortable with my skills and my relationship with Susan
developed, 1 was Iess anxious about sharïng my observations and hypothesis. After 1 had a
chance to share my perceptions, Susan would give me feedback and offer some guidance
regarding how 1 may wish to proceed with clients. Our meetings were fairly informal and I
appreciated the one on one attention that 1 received as a student ai the FCC.

In order to evaluate my work on a particular case, 1 would audio tape sessions, Susan
would listen to the tape, and then would provide both written and oral feedback. 1 found this

process to be humbling and very usefùl. 1 was able to receive specific feedback and alter or
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modify interventions accordingiy. The use of audio tapes was helphl in that we could replay
a tape during supervision and both have an understanding of the context we needed to

disaiss. 1found reiterating sessions to Susan verbally only minimaily usefiil and 1 believe she
found it easier to provide feedback after listening to the audiotapes. Susan also provided me
with tapes of some of her sessions in order for me to hem a different way of working with
couples. It was beneficial for me to listen to her work as she was working with some of the
sarne issues with her clients. The FCC was not equipped to videotape sessions thus 1 was
limited to submitting audiotapes to my supewisor.
o n my involvement wi-th weekly clinical aafings.
Another aspect of s ~ p e ~ s i was

These meetings took place every Friday and lasted from one to two hours. Each week, one
or two therapists would brins a case to discuss with the clinical staK The presenting
therapist would share information such as demographics, presenting problems, treatment
goals and objectives and any other relevent information. Generaily, the therapist would

request feedback or suggestions from colleagues regarding a particular issue or strategy- 1

found these staffings to be most helpfiil in leaming about how other therapists were working
with clients. When 1 presented cases, 1 appreciated the suggestions and feedback I received
from other clinical staff and would ofien use their ideas in my work with clients.

Wheeler

et a1.(1989) suggest that the relationship between the supemisor and the trainee is a crucial
element in a training program. In feminist therapy, this relationship is characterized by a

minimization of hierarchy and a social analysis (Wheeler et al., 1989:148). Minirnizing the
hierarchy in a supe~sor/superviseerole can be accomplished by contracting. evaluation, and

the use of language (Wheeler et al., 1989:148). The contract that we worked from
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throughout my pmcticum was my proposal and the goals and objectives outlined within that
document. The proposal outlined, in gened tenns, the role Susan would play as my
s u p e ~ s oand
r the expectations that pertained to me as a practicum student. Contracting
around supervision expectations was helptiil and I appreciated the fiexibility Susan
demonstrateci when 1needed more tirne with her or had questions that needed to be answered
before our scheduled sessions-

The evaluation of my progress was ongoing. After Iistening to tapes or reading
through files, I would receive oral and, rnany times, wn'tten feedback €rom my supervisor.
Susan would ofien ask me questions such as, "How do you thin k you handled t hat situation?"
or "What could you have done direrently?" 1 experienced Susan to be respectful and
supponive when she would challenge me or my interventions. In one particular case, d e r
listening to an audio tape of my session with a woman who was distraught and in a violent
relationship, Susan stated that she thought I was trying to "rescue" this particular woman.

She had observed rny voice becoming quiet and and almost patronizinç. This was dificult
feedback to hear because 1 wanted this wornan to believe that she could make good decisions
and to feel empowered in her relationships. After listening to the audio tape again, however,
1 believed Susan's feedback wasaccurate and appropriate.

Wheeler et al. outline a number of perceptual, conceptual, and executive skills that
feminist therapy trainees need to acquire in order to be effective. To create and maintain a
working alliance between clients and a therapist, trainees need to realize that both men and
women are victims of gender role socialization and develop a nonblaming attitude towards
that socialized behavior of both genders (Wheeler et al., 1989:143). This was another area
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in which Susan provided valuable feedback. When 1would focus on the deficits of the men
1 worked with, Susan would encourage me to think about the situation more systernically.
1 appreciated her assistance in viewing cases in a more balanced manner without always

scapegoating the male clients. One of the statements Susan made repeatedly was. "Men are
also hurt by their sociaiization".

The use o f language is ais0 a means of minimizing hierarchy in a supe~sory
relationship. Susan avoided using sexist language and was sensitive to the gender bias that
is implicit in our culture. In addition, when 1 would ask questions dunng wpervisory
sessions. they would be answered in a clear, straighforward manner that was not laden with
complicated theoretical terms that 1 may not have understood.
A social analysis helps to minimize the supervisory hierarchy by building a cognitive
bridge between t herapist behavior and traditional socialization which empowers t herapists
while teaching them to make broader political connections for themselves and their clients

(Wheeler et al., I989: 149). Again, Susan challenging my handling of the woman described
above was an example of social analysis as it made me become more aware of how my own
socialization contributed to my wanting to protect and rescue my client instead of
empowering her. One of the most enjoyable aspects of supervision with Susan was shanng

our experiences as women and how our own socialization affects us as adults. Susan's
honesty and willingness to discuss her own weaknesses and challenges certainly contributed

to my level of cornfort in Our supenhsory relationship.
1 attribute much of my positive experience at the FCC to my relationship with Susan.

Initially, 1was overwhelmed by my clients and their problems and unfamiliar with my role as
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a therapist. W~thSusan's support and encouragement. 1began to have more confidence in
my abilities and felt more cornfortable in my work with clients. Overall, 1 was very satisfied

with the supervision I received as a practicum student at the FCC. The feminist p ~ c i p l e s
1 incorponited into my work with clients

- empowennent, equality, awareness of the

sociopolitical context, valuing the process of change and the creation of validating
environrnents - were also present in the relationship I had with Susan. As a result, 1believe
my s u p e ~ s i o nexperience was consistent with my approach in working with clients.

CHAPTER S M CONCLUSION

In the introduction of this report, 1outlined a number of leaming goals that 1hoped
to accomplish during my clinical practicum at the Family Counseling Center.
This conduding chapter will summarize my experiences as a graduate student and will address
each of the leaming goals described in chapter one.

Goal XI: To lemr a d develop effective, femirist bforrned SI~IICIIII'O/
fherayy skNs in
workirrg with cortp/es.

The interventions utilized during the practicum are outlined in chapter four of this
report. Overall. the most helpful strategies in working with couples were: actualizing

transactional patterns, explorinç belief systems, clarifjring and strençthening boundanes,
assigning tasks, validating and educating clients. This conclusion was based on both formal
and informal feedback received from clients at the end of the therapy process.

The goal of learning and developing effective feminist infonned structural therapy
skills was met as 1 had the opportunity to try out a number of interventions with my clients
at the

FCC. The eficacy of each intervention is more dificult to discuss in general ternis,

however, due to the fact that each couple responded differently to the same intervention. This
was not particularly surpisine; and served as an important reminder to avoid making

assumptions when working with clients. AIthough the presenting problems were often
similar, the uniqueness of each couple needed to be recognized and understood.

%
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Goal #2: To qctestion the role ofgelder m~dpoweri,t the relorrships of the co~plesI
worked wirh al the Family Cocmseliirg Cemer.
When researching the feminst Kteraîure during the course of this practicum, there was

considerable emphasis and support given to investigating the dynamics of power and gender
in couple relationships. In order to meet this Iearning goal, 1 found it necessary to explore my
client's belief systems around roles and expectations for men and women. Many of my clients
experienced discodort in trying to "fit" into the rigid roles they were tauçht in their families
of ongin- A few clients expressed concems that their children would be neçatively affected
by the stereotypical roles that were present in their relationships. Overall, 1 found that the

majonty of the people 1 worked with appreciated the opportunity to discuss their gender rote
socialization, how it was affecting their relationship with their partner and how they wanted
to make changes that would benetit them both as an individual and as a couple.
Early in my practicum, it became apparent that 1 would need to address the connection

between power, control and violence with some of my clients. These issues appeared when
there had been physical assaults and where the psychological safety of one partner was not

assured. These concems were perhaps the most challenging for me. As 1 worked with more
of these types of clients and discussed rny reactions with my supervisor, I beçan to recognize

d could not do to be helpfùl. 1could not make the decisions for my clients but
what 1~ u l and
1 could provide them with the information, support and validation needed in order for them

to make the choice they felt was appropnate.
Originally, this leaming goal was to question the role of gender and power in my
client's relationships. The interventions chosen were inforrned by feminist practice principles
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thus the variables of gender and power were continually assessed throughout my work with
clients. Having completed the practicum, 1 now recognize the importance of clients dso
questionhg these issues and how they manifest themselves in their own relationships. Those

couples who were willing to honestly look at the issues of power and gender in their
relationships were the clients that, in my assessment, made the most progress in therapy.

G d tf3: To ckveiop rnecu~i~igfhl
and rrsefid i h e r p ~ t i reeltimships
c
wirh the clierits I work
ivith nt the Fnmily Corrttselitîg Cmtrr.

It is difficult to identiQ the qualities of a usehl and meaningfùl therapeutic relationship

as they are inevitably subjective impressions. 1 did receive feedback from several clients
suggesting that they found the therapy process helpful. Additionally, a number of clients
attended sessions reçulady which supported my belief thai they experienced the therapeutic
relationship to be validating and supportive. It is difficult to masure how meaningfùl or
usefùl the therapeutic relationship was for dl clients. Based on fonnal and informa! feedback
received, client's comfort in disclosing persona1 issues, and the changes some couples were
able to make during the therapy process, 1 would conclude that the relationships I developed
with many of my clients were supportive and helpful.

Goal $4: To inp f e r n e n»d
~ ein/ttafethe merifsof afminis/ irtjormed s!rtrcrtrrd npproc~ch
/O

workii~g
wifhcottples.
The goal to implement the chosen intenrention was met, however, the evaluation of

the ferninist informed structural approach fell short of my initial expectations. The lack of
evaluation data was disappointing and made it difficult to draw any meaninçful conclusions

from the limited post-intervention data I received.
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h retrospect, it may have been more effective to have a third party provide fdow up
interviews or telephone calls to clients to receive more complete evaluation informationHowever, due to the nature of the population 1saw during my practicum, 1 am unsure that

any evaluation efforts would be highly successttl. In purely practical terms, it was dificult

to obtain evaluation data when clients moved without notiQing me of a change of address and
when telephone numben were no longer in service. Future research utilizing this perspective
might target populations different than that of the FCC to determine the efficacy of this
interventive method,

G d $5: TOseekfeedbckflorn my sttpervisor atid implemerrt strggeslotis hi workitg with
clier~ts.
Throughout the nine months of my practicum at the FCC,1 met with rny supervisor
regularly. 1 relied on Susan's expenence and clinical knowledge to assisi me in providing
semices to clients that would be responsive and effective. 1 was pleased with how eady our

supervisor-student relationship developed and found Susan to be responsive and sensitive
when providing feedback. This leaming goal was successfully met during my practicum.

Goal #6: Tu zrse s~~pervisiot~
alid n~~diotape
a d y s i s to coïtfim~c~Uy
evaimfe my pracfice
approach.
Initially, audiotaping therapy sessions and sharing them with Susan was somewhat
intimidating. However, as I became more cornfinable with this method of supervision, 1
looked fonvard to hearing Susan's comments. 1 regularly listened to the tapes to analyze my
approach and to identiQ what interventions worked and those that were not so successful.
It was easy to forget what transpired in every session and 1 found that taping allowed me to

hear what 1may have overlooked.
Overall, 1 feel that my leaming goals for this practicum were met. 1 had the
opportunity to develop clinical skills with a particular intervention and to address the
evaluation component of this work. 1now have a greater sense of my own therapeutic skill

level and can appreciate the difficulty in implementing evaluative measures in clinical social

work.
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Initial Interview Questionnaire
1. Please prwide a brief description of the problem(s) that have brought you to
the Famiiy Counseling Ccnter.

2. When do you and your partner spcnd time talking about important issues?
a. Who starts the conversations?
b. Who does most of the talking?
c. Do you think that you talk about important issues enough?

3. Who makes the major decisions in your dationship? Who ma& the day to
day deasions? Are you satisfied with how deasions are made in your
relationship?

4. Please desaibe the work your paner d o o both inside and outside of the
home. Please describe the work you do insidJoutside the home
a. Are you satisfied with the amount of work you do?
b. Are you satisfied with the amount of wotk your partner does?
c What, if anything, muid you diange?
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5. What qualitics or characteristics do you value most in a relationship?

6. What changes wodd you like to make in your relationship with your partnu?

Exit InteMew Questionnaire
1. Have p u seen any changes in your rrlationship 6th p u r partna? What ha^
changed? What has not changed?

2. What were the most si@cant

pmb1ems you were able to work on in therapy?
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3. What specific problems wili p u continue to work on w i t h your partner?

4. D o you and your partner tdk to each other differentiy?
a. Who starts the conversations?
b. Who talks the most?
c. D o you think your partner is a better listener? In what ways?

5- Pluse this space for any additiod comrnents about your cxpaience at the
Family Counselùig C e .

Dyadic Adjustment Scale
Most people have disugrements in dicir relutionships. Please indiate below dic
apprmmtate ettent ofugtement or dXsugrennnrt bmciamyar mdym purtner for c d itnn
on thefollowing list.
Always agree

=5

Almost always agree
Occasionaliy disagree
Frequently disagree
Almost always disagree
Always disagree

=4

=3
=2
=1
=O

Handling family hances
Matters of reaeation
Religious matters

Demonstrations of affection

Friends
Sex Relations

Conventionality (correct or proper behavior)

Philosophy of life
Ways of dealing with parents or in-laws
10. Aims, goals and things believed important

1 1. Arnount of time spent together

12. Making major decisions

13.Household tasks
14. Leisure time interests and activities

15.Career deasions

** Fur questions 16 - 22,please ucc duf9lowingguidk
AU the time
Most of the time
More often than not

=O
=1

Occasiondiy

=2
=3

Rardy
Never

=4
=S

16. How often do you discuss or have you considered divorce, separation,or
terminating your relationship?

17. H o w often do you or your partner Ieave the house after a fight?

18. In generai, how ofken do you think that things between you and your partner
are going weii?
19. D o you confide in your partna?

20. D o you ever regret that you married?
2 1. H o w often do you and your partner quarrel?

22. How often do you and your partner "get on each other's nenres"?

23. D o you kiss your partner?
Every day
Alrnost every day
Occasionally
Rarely
Never

=4
=3
=2
=1
=O

24. D o you and your partner engage in outside interest together?
=4
Most of them
=3

AU of them

Some of them
Very few of them
None of them

=2
=1
=O

How often muid you Say that the fo110wing wcnts occut betwcen you and your
partner?

Nwer
Less than once a month
Once or twice a month
Once or twice a week
Once a day
More often

=O
=1
=2
=3
=4
=5

25. Have a stimulating archange of ideas

26. Laugh together
27. Calmiy discuss something
28. Work together on a projea

These are some of the things a h t whidr wuples sumetanes a p e and sometimes disagree.
Indicate if eithet item below m e d dif#iwencrs of opinions or wtre pmblems in your
relationship during the part few weeks.
29. Being too tired for sex

30. Not showing love

y--

No

-Yes

No

3 1. The dots on the following line represent different degees of happiness in
your relationship. The midde point, ItHapp)r,represents the degree of happiness
of most relationships. Please drde the dot that best describes the degree of
happiness, ali things considered, of your relationship.
O
extremdy

1

2

fairly

a Little

3
happy

4

5
6
extremely perfect

32. Which of the foliowing statcments best describes how you fed about the
future of your relationship?

-5- 1want despuateiy for my relationship to succced and wouid go to almost
any length to see that it does

-4 I want v u y much for my relatiomhip to s

u d and will do ail I can to see

that it does

-3- 1want very much for my relationship to succeed and will do my fair share
to see that it does

-2-

It would be nice if my relationship succeeded, but I can't do much more
than 1 am doing now to keep the relationship going.

-1- It would be nice if it swiçeeded but 1rehise to do any more than I am doing
now to keep the relationship going.

-O

M y relationship can never succeed and there is no more 1 can do to keep
the relationship going.

Dyadic Adjustment Scale Scoring

Item #
1

2

3
5
7

Content
Fiances
Reaeation
Religion
Friends

8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15

In-Laws
Goals
ï ï m e Together
Decisions
Househoid
Leisure
Career
(A) SUBTOTAL, (65)

B. Dyadic Sati4actioion
Item #
16

Content
Divorce
Leave-fight
Coing well
Confide
Regret marrying
Quarrel

Annoyance
Kiss mate
Happiness Scale
Future Hopes

(B)SUBTOTAL (50)

Scores(M)

Item #

Content
Affection

4

6
29
30

-

Sex Agree
Tired for sex
Not show love

(C)SUBTOTAL (12)

D. Dyadic Cohesion
Item #
24
25

26
27

28

Content
Outside Intaests
Eudiange Ideas
Laugh Together
Calm discussions
Work Together

(D)SUBTOTAL (24)
Dyadic Adjustment Scores
Female
Dyadic Consensus (65)
Dyadic Satisfaction (50)
Affectionaï Expression ( 12)
Dyadic Cohesion (24)

Male

Summary Scores and Standatd m a t i o n s For the DAS and its Subscales by Marital
Status

Marrieci
Mean SD

Dyadic Consensus
Dyadic Satisfaction
Dyadic Cohesion
Affectional Expression
DAS

57.9 8 5
40.5
7.2
13.4
4.2
9.0
2.3
114.8 17.8
N=2 18

Divorced
Mean SD

Tota1
Mean SD

